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TO ANY PERSON, WHO WILL PROVE ANY
PORTION OF THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENT UNTRUE!

Peabody, Mass.,

r
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Only a Skeleton, weighing 45
lbs., now a picture of health
weighing 130 lbs!!

NOTICES.

35 Exchange St.
Agents for Leading

Companies.
| sterling Dow,
H. N. Pinkham.
I

of Liverpool, Eng.
Incorporated in 1836.

_

Commenced Business in United States 1848.
Geo. IV. Hoyt,
Hy. W. Eaton,
Resident Manager.
Deputy Manager.
ASSETS, Dee. 31,1891.
Real Estate owned by the com-

unincumbered.,.$1,574,500.00

Loans on bond and mortgage
(first liens). 2,310,687.50
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value. 2,115,937.50
25,106.00
Loans secured by collaterals....
Cash in company’s principal office
and in bank. 1,014,225.96
Interest due and accrued.
30,110.62
Premiums in due course of col-

770,490.21
21,790.47

lection.

All other assets...

Aggregate of all the admitted
of

sets

the company at their

asac-

tual value.$7,862,847.26

LIABILITIES, Dec. 31, 1891.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
(claims..$ 750,067.70
Amount required to safely re-insijre all outstanding risks. 3,583,261.18
332,179.18
Perpetual Policy liability.
311,118.45
Another liabilities..
beyond capital......... 2,866,220,75

Stj'plus

Aggregate amount of liabilities
including net surplus..$7,862,847.26
DOW &

Mrs. Annie M. CopeThe
land, wife of Otis W. Copeland,
No. 33 Warren St., Peabody, Mass.,
“
case of

DOW & PMHAM,

LIVERPOOL AND LONDON AND
GLOBE INSURANCE CO.,

pany,

Electrified!

A REAL MIRACLE IK OUR MIDST !
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HAVANA.
The above word is the name of a certain specie of tobacco plant grown on
the Island of Cuba, which is admitted
by all expert judges to be the finest
variety of that weed in existence.
From this very choice quality of tobacco the
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Peabody Miracle.”

very arms of death to perfect
health is a wonderful transition. Listen to her story :—
One year ago last May I was taken vomiting, and every day I grew weaker and
weaker, and the vomiting spells increased
in frequency and duration, until I would
vomit from 5 to lO hours every
twenty-four—could not retain any food
upon my stomach—was rapidly reduced in
flesh from 100 lbs. to 45 lbs.
My husband could clasp with thumb and
finger clear around my arm above my elbow.
I suffered terribly with extreme
Constipation. We employed live different Physicians, but they
gave me no relief. One very prominent Physician told my husband Nov. 1st,
that I could not live three weeks,
ana every one or my inenas inougnt ue
told the truth.
One night, the first of January, when I
had an extremely hard spell of’ vomiting

having VOMITED from 7:30 to 9:30
without ceasing, and my friends expecting
it was my last night on earth—
my husband seeing one of your strong
testimonials in the Salem News, sent, a
man to the Druggists for a bottle of DAHA’S SAESAPAEILLA. I took a dose;

few minutes, threw it up; waited a
little aud took another; df Hi not vomit
again for four days—then stopin

a

to

the

Hospital—House

Passes

National Bank Law.

Cigars

are made throughout.
Coupled with
the above fact, we employ none but the
most skilled workmen to make this
famous brand of cigars.
Why, then,
smoke other and inferior goods when
at the
this
article
can
get
superior
yon
All dealers.
same price.

CIGAR CO., Mfrs.,

865 IWilk
myu

St.,

Boston.

S.Tu&Tlstply

DEFECTIVE SlfHG.
All “errors of refraction” of the'
eyes which cause so many headaches. tired, weak and aching
eyes, imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

A. M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN
648 1-3

Congress St.

CONSULTATION FREE.

eodtf

jan24

SECOND HAND

PIAN08AND0RGANS
We have a large stock of the above which we
have taken In exchange and which have been
put in good order at our repair department. We
will sell them at the following very low pnces
I 11m.
as we haven’t room to store them:
Bourne. $135; 1 McPhail, $150; 1 H. Matt &
1
Brackett,
Co., $75; 1 Hallett & Davis, $40;
$40; 1 Hallett & Davis, $30:1 Wilkins & Newnall, $35: New England, Mason & Hamlm,
Small Sc Knight, Hastings, and Estey organs at
$75, $85, $40, $30, $50, $30 and $2o.

CRESSEY ft JONES,
394

Congress St.,

OPPOSITE CITY HALE, PORTLAND, ME.
apr21
__eodlyr

t, •»

C A.,

RflISS A. L. SAWYER,

Teacher of Shorthand and
BROWN

f

a\T

A \Af

Patrick

Washington, February 14.—The report of the majority of the committee on
coinage, weights and measures, recommending the passage of the Bland free
coinage bill, will be presented to the
House tomorrow by Hr. Bland. The report discusses the various objections
made against free coinage, showing
where, in the opinion of the majority,
those objections are ill-founded, and how
the free coinage of silver would greatly
After explaining
benefit this country.
the provisions of the bill, the report refers to the warning that free coinage
would cause shiploads of silver from
other countries to be brought here and
dumped at our mints in exchange for our
gold. The report declares that shiploads
of silver brought to our mints by a foreigner would, under the proposed law,
K

-1

H.......

dollars returned to him, but he must not
go to our treasury and demand gold for
them. Nor could he compel one of our
citizens to
Swap

Him

a

don’t worry me "much.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast Maine.

pay the

Gold Dollar

Should the foreigner
take coin notes for his bullion, he could
take his coin note to the treasury and
demand its redemption, but the Secretary of the Treasury could hand him
back the coin struck from his shipload of
bullion. The foreigner then would ascertain that he had committed the blunder of bringing silver to our mints when
it was worth three cents on a dollar less
than it,was at home. Tie could not buy
gold with his money or gold exsilver
and
cl aige,
unless
gold
In
this
were
at par.
case, there
could be no reason for ''referring one
metal to the other. If gold went to a
premium, he would have to pay the prefor a silver dollar.

Pauics Would Occur

Rare Jewels Found in Chimneys and
Other Queer Plaees,
—

contempt

WAR IN AFRICA.

Depopulated by the Civil
Around

ing

means

Burgin’s Father-in-Law Had Him Arrested
His wife’s Funeral.

Patterson, N. J., February 13.—Constable Post this afternoon, arrested John
J. Burgin, a barber of this city, while the
latter was attending his wife’s funeral.
Burgin’s arrest was on a charge of stealing $330 worth of jewelry from his wife’s

TvLl

lodged by

his

L.a/1..

father-in-law,

was

PEACE

Reports

Typewriting

BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Young Repub-

Unfounded.

The different states

existence.

governments without
fear or disorder resulting. The banking
question is in a fair way to settlement,

and
Sat-

their own

and no further issues will be authorized.
The government has obtained a vote on
confidence from Congress,

_

yesterday; loss, $137,-

WAR IN KHARTOUM.

Two light barges were sighted adrift
off Block Island Saturday and a tug was
sent in pursuit.

The stable of the Norfolk, Va., city
World, and business there
railroad, was burned Saturday night with
would be paralyzed for want of money. about 80 horses.
This would force shiploads of people to
"
The Indian appropriation bill for $7,WOHTH A GUINEA A BOX.”
come to this country from abroad in
236,737, was favorably reported in the nasearch of their lost shiploads of money. tional House, Saturday.
World
were
The nations of the Old
Mr. Andrew Carnegie has just added
aware of this and would see to it that no
$100,000 to his gift of $1,000,000 to found
such thing occurred.
a library in Pittsburg, Pa.
The report quotes from Secretary WinThe elections in Diffbv and Kiners cou'ndoin’s report for 18S9, in which he took
ties, N. S., were a distinctive triumph for
the position that no danger need be ap- the liberal
policy of unrestricted reciprehended of a flood of European silver. procity with the United States.
The secretary said there was no known
In the family are more often the result of j |
Secretary Tracy has cabled Admiral
accumulation of silver bullion anywhere
disordered digestionth2.n most people know.,
Glierardi at Montevideo, instructing him
in the world, and the stock of silver coin
to return with the Philadelphia and Conin Europe was needed for business purcord to the West Indies.
poses. The majority report asserts that
The Philadelphia & Heading Compa1 mm a ■ a 4% will keep peace in a \
A conspiracy, r orineu in me uia norm,
ny’s Locust G ip colliery mine, with a cafamily, by curingRlrU,
\ PI
I
IS
Wcahi
I I i— MW Headache,
lias been successfully carried through pacity of one thousand tons a day, was
! Stomach, Impaired Dlffeitlon,
|
there and here, ancj was aimed to confine partially destroyed by fire yesterday.
i »ordered JLlver, Constipation, and
BUorder*
< 1 all Bllloaa and Nervoaa
J
While Mrs. Gregory, a widow, was prethe best paying mediums of the nations
(1 arialnf? from these caaMj.
<
Of all druggists. Price 25 cents a box.
paring dinner at Welford, N. C., Saturthe
to
concerned
metal,
single
gold.
New York Depot, 365 Canal St.
JI
day, her clothing caught fire from a
Gold was decreed to rapidly rise in value stove. Her sister rushed to her assistaLL
VV
Ucc»l
xUXXXmJ v.v.^.ouotuorotlip
thus adding 50 per cent to the value of ance and both were burned to death.
credits and enormously depressing the
“Jack the Hair Cutter,” has reappeared
value of labor and the products of labor.
in New York. This rascal is guilty of
THE WEATHER.
of
this
its
and
The promoters
conspiracy
cutting the hair from the heads of young
beneficiaries, says the report, knew that girls, several of whom have been seized
The Storm To Be Followed by Cold and
when this government threw its weight and shorn of their tresses during the last
Pleasant Weather.
in the silver balance, the world would week.
again be restored to its full faith and
The Pope has assured Mr. T. P. Bryconfidence in the future safety of silver
Washington, February 14.—[8 p. m.]— as the
nan, of the Chicago World’s Fair Commoney of the world, and the par- mission that he would be
delighted to
The following is the forecast of the wear
ity of the two metals would return.
take part in the exposition, and would
ther for Hew England: High south, and
contribute as far as possible to the suc\
later shifting to northwest winds; cloudy
cess and eclat of the undertaking.
GEN. ALGER’S RECORD.
and
wave
a
cold
or
with rain
snow;
The
Treasury Department balance
the
Answered
Attacks
Recent
by
Surgeon is stated at £28,490,947,
tho lowest
cloudy Tuesday, with possibly light flurThe
point reached for many years.
ries of snow.
Who Sent Him to the Hospital.
amount includes $13,374,211 on depesit
Boston, February 14.—Local forecast
General
of
sub14.
with national banks, $14,(573,073
Washington, February
for Maine: A storm of considerable enJ. C. ICelton, adjutant general of the sidiary coin', and $402,442 of minor coin.
central
was
ouuuay m^iit
ergy
General Appraiser Wilbur F. Lunt was
United States army, has received a sworn
in Boston Saturday, sitting as officer of
and will probably cross New England
statement from Samuel R. Wooster, late
the court to hear further testimony in
and disappear at sea before Tuesday
surgeon of the First Michigan Cavaly and the strip steel case of Withered Bros.,
morning. Much colder and fair weather
to
with
reference
petitioners, in the United States Circuit
acting brigade surgeon,
will follow the storm.
of the United States
General Alger’s military record. Dr. Court for a,review
general
appraisers.
after
the
the
that
Wooster says
morning
Local Weather Report.
The New York fire commissioner rebattle of Shepherdstown, Va., he inPortland, Me, February 14,1892.
ports that the Hotel Royal fire was probi_
formed Colonel Alger that he was not
able to march and must go to the hos- gineer in trying to discover a leak in the
8 A. M. 8 p. M.
It is
tube in the elevator well.
pital. He directed that Colonel Alger gas
thought that dirt or dry wood became
Barometer. 29.993(30.005
ha cenf
Anna.nnlia nnrl made annlirta24.8
Thermometer. 7.5
ignited and the first small blaze was not
20.
Dew Point. 0.
tion for his leave to General Custer, re- seen.
81.
Humidity.70.
porting the facts. He supposed the leave
The London Spectator thinks that
SW
Wind.NW
was granted and never heard to the con2
since the withdrawal of Mr. Blaine the
Velocity.6
Dr.
Wooster
conWeather.Cld’les LSnow trary until yesterday.
Republicans have an ideal “dark horse”
dudes: “If there is any person responsi- in
Mean daily ther... 14.0|Max. vel. wind. 13 NW
Robert T. Lincoln, who would prove
the
to
withsent
his
ther...
26.0
hospital
Total precip.
T
ble for
Maximum
being
the most formidable candidate they
Minimum ther
2.0|
out the proper order accompanying, I could
choose. The Spectator deprecates
Will you do General
mi that person.
the annoyance thatAmericans often show
T—Denotes trace.
me the justice to file this
and
Alger
because of England’s interest in tne
sworn statement with his war record in
presidency, and says that the English
Weather Observations.
office.”
your
have no desire to interfere, but in the
The following are the observations of
case of so near a relation they cannot
Bills Passed by the House.
the Agricultural Department Weather
help taking an interest.
In the
Bureau for yesterday, February 14, takJohn M. Bailey of Malden, Mass.,
Washington, February 13.
morning hour, today, the House resumed whose wife died on the third instant, reen at 8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the obconsideration of the bill for the better fuges to have the body buried and it reservations for each station being given in
control and to promote the safety of mains in an hermetically sealed coffin in
this order: Temperature, direction of lational banks. After considerable dis- the
family homestead. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Bailey have believed in Spiritualism
the wind, state of the weather:
cussion, tlie bill was passed.
On motion of Mr. Outhwaite, the bill and it is supposed the husbaud believes
Boston, 30°, E, rain; New York, 40°, S,
the board of his wife may return to the land of the
rain; Philadelphia, 44°, SW, cloudy; was passed authorizingSoldiers’ Homes
of the National
Mrs. Bailey was the daughter of
Washington, 46°, S, cloudless; Albany, managers their officers from soldiers living.
the well known philanthropist and abo26°, S, cloudy; Buffalo, 42°, E, rain; De- :o appoint
the late war without re- litionist, Theodore Parker of Boston,
troit, 24°, NW, snow; Chicago, 24°, NW, who served in
House also passed whose efforts in the anti-slavery movecloudless; St. Paul, 6°, W, cloudless; gard to rank. The the
internal revenue ment are well remembered in connection
’he bill amending
St. Vincent, missing; Huron, So. Dak.,
by abolishing the minimum punish- with Wendell Phillips and Lloyd Garri—S°, NW, cloudless; Bismarck, —18°, iaws
non! i'..i uiolotum j-.lioranf

no

organize

Charles Lenck’s furniture factory in

000.

BRAZIL.

Paris, February 15.—Colonel Zezedello, the foreign minister at Rio Janeiro,
has cabled that the reports of an impending revolt in Brazil are untrue. Since
the restoration of legal order, in November last, the elements of agitation have
had

whipped
Del.,
Castle,
*

IN

of Trouble in the
lic

BRIEFLY TOLD.

New York burned

Kassala Depopulated by the Civil Strife

Among

i.--!„

the Natives.

STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.

A whole train of cars on the Belfast &
Burnham route of the Maine Central
jumped the track Friday afternoon. No-

1

1

body

was

injured.

the civil docket at the
Every
Oxford County Supreme Judicial Court
has been disposed of without jury trial.
The court is now awaiting the action of
the grand jury.
case on

ua

George H. Kimball of Cleveland, O.,
proprietor of many Maine steamboat
lines, is in Bangor negotiating for the
steamers of the New York, Maine and
He contemplates
New Brunswick line.
starting a line between Bangor and New
York.

The evidence in the case of Patrick
Bell of Bangor, now in the reform school,

in hopes of getting a pardon
for him, is under consideration by Mar[juis F. King of Portland,Jand F. M. Simpson of Carmel, who gave a hearing in
Bangor Friday. Their decision will be
sent to the Governor and council.

produced

—

at uuucuu

Dorthree
man, Lynn’s missing lad,
weeks in Lewiston, Me., has further enThe information that Lewis A.
was

jouraged hisjparents. The case has the
same aspect of mystery it has borne from
The boy’s locality is not
the first.
known. A comforting phase of it, how-

it

Lewis, who traced the boy from Freeport, where he was located, has returned
o Lynn.
The Oxford county grand jury did not
find an indictment against Deputy Sheriff Blood. Blood was arrested at the instigation of Boston liquor dealers, who
moused him of ordering liquor to bo
sent to fictitious addresses in order that

..,,

he

...

might

seize it.

Captain Isaac S. Linscott died Friday
morning at his homo at New Meadows,
from the effects of an injury which he
sustained last Wednesday. He had been
pitching down hay from a mow and it is
supposed that in descending the ladder
He
:ie slipped, falling to the barn floor.
ivas found in an unconscious condition,
be
seem
to
jut did not
badly hurt, and his
ieath was unexpected. He was 80 years

—

NW. cloudless: Jackssmvllo
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Arrested for Stabbing

Biddeford He., February 14.—Patrick
Cullinan, formerly a special police officer
of Biddeford, is under arrest charged
with intent to kill. Cullinan had a quarrel with a companion in the Biddeford
Opera House late last night and drew a
knife, but his adversary escaped. Later,
Cullinan made search about town foi
him and visited a club room in Hooper’s
block, where a party were drinking.
There he had words with Constable
one

of

the

club

Kelley twice in the
Kelley will probably re-

back and arm.
cover.
Cullinan will be tried in the
Biddeford court tomorrow.
While going home last night, a young
woman named Elliot was stopped in the
public street by a man, who demanded
She gave up her pocket
her purse.
book and he fled.
AWINDY CITY REVOLUTION.

Crossing Horrors May Cause
Great Railway Change.

Grade

a

Chicago, February 14.—The Times
revolutionary move is contemplated by the railroads entering Chicago.
Bather than elevate their tracks, they
says a

propose to build a new belt line with
which each road will make connections.
All tracks, depots and other property
\V11 mn cue

city

iiiiiits >viu

Seventy-six Cases.
MUCH DREADED

WHAT THE

TY-

PHUS FEVER IS LIKE.

room

and stabbed

men,

Health Authorities Have Record of

ue auanuwnuii.

The Chicago & Northwestern estimates
that to elevate the 190 miles of surface
tracks it owns in the city will cost $65,000,000.
Nearly 1500 miles of surface
tracks are in Chicago proper, and on this
basis the cost to complete the elevation
would run up to between $600,000,000
The motive for this
and $900,000,000.
radical departure is the agitation result-

A Loathsome
some

cials

by Unwhole-

Disease Aided

Surroundings—New
Taking All I’ossible

York

—Officers Stationed in Front
Fever

Offi-

Precautions
of

Each

House—The Disease Has Already

Made Its

Appearance

in Rhode Island.

New Yokk, February 14.—Notwithstanding the hope that the colder weather would stop the epidemic of typhus fe
ver brought here by Hebrew immigrants
on the steamer Massilia, two more cases
were discovered tonight, making 76 ia
The quarantine on the lodging
all.
houses will be the strictest over known
here. Sanitary policemen are stationed
in front of each building, and no one
save a health officer is allowed to leave
nnfnr

av

flia liAiicPc

Tliic mia.ra.ntinA

will be maintained rigidly for at least
two weeks.
Dr. Edson of the health board said the
plague was the most frightful thing this
He thus discity has seen for years.
cribed the disease: It is called at times
brain
plague, pestilence,
putrid, jail,

malignant, camp, ship, spotted and hospital fever and Irish ague. It is highly
infectious and contagious, liable to become epidemic, and the most dangerous

subsidize a sub-marine cable between
Vancouver and Japan by way of Ouniwall islands and the Aleutians. Efforts
are being made in England to raise the
to construct the line.
It is understood that the tjiree ministers in Washington, Hon. Messrs. McKenzie, Bowell and Foster, and Sir John
Thompson will return Monday or Tuesday. It is stated that they have made
such arrangements that a satisfactory
reciprocity treaty can be concluded by
Sir Julian Pauncefote.

capital

The second week of the disease finds
the patient in a state of great prostration,
with muscular twitchings, delirium,
Stricken persons
coma and convulsions.
generally die between the ninth and
twelfth days. In recovering patients get
strength with remarkable rapidity and
are nnieklv out.
Dirt and filth, unwliole-

food and damp apartments
aiders of the scourge.
some

THE
A

DREADED

Case Discovered in
in

a

DISEASE.

Boarding

House

Providence, R. I.

Providence, R. I., February

OBITUARY.

are

14.—One

of the Italians who came over on the fe-

George Carroll Jennings.

ver

George Carroll Jennings, a pupil of the
Dpaf school died Saturday of orbital celHe came from Dover about ten
years ago to attend the deaf school, and
was employed at Mrs. 'Glover’s on State

lulitis.

ship Massilia

is

sick

fever at the Rhode Island

with typhus
hospital, lie

was accidentally discovered in a boarding house on Charles street by Dr. Bray,
health department.
who notified the

Nine others of the Massilia's

passengers

—...

»

t_

I

nncch DH

SARAH ALTHEA TERRY INSANE.
including a wreath from the teachers and
Mrs.
from
a
cross
the
of
school,
pupils
Ireland Mortgaged to England.
Another Chapter in a Famous California
Glover’s employes, and tributes from
Case.
London, February 14.—Michael Davitt
in a speech at Middleton today, said it Mrs. Glover’s boarders and others.
known
that
Irish
was not generally
propMiss Issa Sawyer,
San Francisco, February 14.—A paerties were mortgaged to English bankMiss Issa Sawyer, assistant matron at per here says: Sarah Althea Terry is
ers and others to the extent of £160,000,He announced that he would not the Temporary Home, died at Hartland, hopelessly insane. She acquired notorie000.
run for Parliament again before the genTuesday. Miss Sawyer had been with ty from her suit against the late millioneral election.
She was
the Home since it was opened.
William Sharon, whose wife she
and a most capa- aire,
an admirable

BEECH AM’S

___i

o

London, February 14.—According to street. He was much beloved by teach- came to this
city. Five are in quarantine
advices from Egypt civil war is raging in
on
Kev. Matt S. Hughes in a boarding house
Washington
Khartoum and vicinity.
Clierif, claim- ers and pupils.
four have gone to
ant of the Khalipliate, is said to have officiated at the funeral, which took place street. The other
have them
officers
Falls.
Health
been victorious in some battles against at Mi-s. Glover’s Saturday afternoon. Valley
in charge also.
the Baggara tribe.
Abdallah, chief of ,3—n„,,
tributes
floral
beautiful
There were some
1 .,..3

feeeesevwwwpwwwwiwwwi

«

im

were found in
ing from the daily horrors at grade crossIt is so conout-of-the-way places, hidden in the ings, the loss of life in the aggregate be- form of disease known.
coach house; stuffed into chimneys, etc.
tagious that the slightest contact or even
ing appalling.
a breath of the same air would comThe value of the property may be judged
OUR NORTHERN NEIGHBORS.
The symptoms are rigor,
municate it.
more from the fact that a Bond street
trader yesterday paid a total of 15,815
headache, dry, heated skin, flushed face,
Recisuffused eyes,
heavy aspect, stupor,
pounds for a few lots of pearls, compris- They Want a Cable to Japan and
About the fifth
thirst and prostration.
ing only a part of the stones of that naprocity with Us.
a
rash
Another lot of
ture in the collection.
appears on the skin. It is of
day
pearls on silk brought 4600 pounds, a
irregular spots of a deep red or mulberry
Ottawa, Ont., February 14.—The Im- color. These disappear on pressure, but
necklet 5000 pounds and three eardrops
550 pounds.
perial government has assured the later make stains which pressure will not
Canadian Pacific railroad that they will obliterate.

Lyndoxville, Vt., February 14.—The
28 degrees below
thermometer registered
*
zero this morning.

were

circum-

week.
forming the collection
a

Pretty Cold Morning; at Ryndonville.

New

very moderate

which was

[Special to the Press.]
Bociu.and, February 14.—The Young
Men’s Christian Association of this city
observed its sixth anniversary tonight
with exercises at the First Baptist church.
The Baptist churches, together with the
Congregational church, held a union service. The address was delivered by Rev.
J. H. Parshley. G. M. Brainard, president of the association, delivered the annual report, following with brief remarks. The attendance far exceeded the
seating capacity of the church.

Eight prisoners
pilloried, at
urday.

in

disposed of at an auction,
begun yesterday, and will last
Many of the valuable articles

property

James

committed to jail

Rockland’s Y. M. C, A.

three

Few Fearls.

but after ber death it was
discovered that she possessed a unique
collection of pearls and other jewels, as
well as historically valuable enamels,
coins, etc. The executors ordered the

buried. After the burial, however,
he was taken to Justice Weiss, with
whom the complaint against him had
Webber. Burgin
in default of bail.

a

Caus-

Thousand

stances,

was

been

Khartoum—Jewel Sale

old maid was

parents. Burgin accompanied by a constable, was permitted to go to Laurel
__nrllAIIA

Raging

London, February 13.—A most remarkable sale of jewels is now in proThe gems form a colgress in this city.
lection made by Miss Kate Forbes, who
recently died at a great age,and who was
She claimed
a very singular personage.
to be a lineal descendent of King James
II., and spent most of her time in the
lonely apartments which she occupied in
Chester House in Wimbledon, in poring
over old pedigrees, and imitating as well
It
as she could the ways of royalty.
late eccentric
was supposed that the

from burial to jail.

__

Strife

Talk in London-Fifteen

Founds for

that the case will
Mrs. Blaine her digo by default, giving
vorce and probably the custody of the
child.

at

Cullinan

Thomas|Kelley,
Reports of Trouble in the Young Republic Denied—Kassala Said To Have Been

for

is returnable on the 10th, but the time
to the 17th.
The order
may be extended
also asks for an immediate trial. The
attorneys for the defendant will not go to
Dead wood and will make no answer to

This

IN BRAZIL AND

NEWS OF PEACE

having failed to
suit fees and alimony. The order

is now in

rrmirro

Thomas Kelley—Highway Robbery.

1

IRWIN

TTk a/M

Blaine Will Secure Her Di-

Sioux Falls, S. D., February 14.—The
Blaine divorce case is practically settled.
The decree will be granted ill's. James
This afterG. Blaine, Jr., by default
C. Palmer, attorney for
noon, Judge C.
Mrs. Blaine, served notice on the attorof the order issued
neys of the defendant
by Judge Thomas asking them to show
of the defendant
cause why the answer
should not be stricken out. The defendant, according to the judge’s order, has
of the court and
disobeyed every order

the order.

mium on his exchange, thus entailing ad-,
ditional loss in the enterprise of sending
If he invested
us shiploads of silveiv
in
our
his
money
property and
business enterprises, it woultl stimulate
awaken
enterprise, and give
industries,
us healthy business and sound currency.
Every shipload of silver brought here
and invested would bring unexampled
prosperity to this country while

ped entirely. Kept right on taking
ft according to directions, well diluted
with water. My appetite increased
—Constipation ceased. I gained
rapidly, lean now eat anvthing I wish,
WEIGH 130 Lbs.,
Enjoy life, and the only thing that worries
me is, that I may grow too fleshy, but that

>

10c.

mm ■

PRICE THREE CENTS.

{cSs^lnAi!

1892.

VLU Mill S Illl/IlfiS.

in the Old

E

15,

Her Child.
vorce and

The Blaine divorce case.
Typhus fever in Providence.
The Canadian reciprocity negotiations.
New Jersey man arrested at his wife’s
New railroad scheme for Chicago.
Law business in Biddeford.
Sarah Althea Terry insane.

Editorials.

A A

WILL

mm sHvuim

Page 1.

Foreign letter.

MORNING,

PORTLAND, MAINE, MONDAY

30.

PRESS.

jf age.
N. II., despatch says that a
the owner of a handsome
jar which has been seen at Old Orchard
ind other places in Maine, was arrested
ast week in Bethel, Me., but escaped,
;
[’he man is wanted by the Concord auJiorities who accuse him of collecting
noney in advance for photographs which
A

Concord,

ihotographer,

■

is

clears out without taking.

manager
ble nurse. Memorial services
at the Home yesterday.

were

held

Afterward she married

claimed to be.

Judge Terry, her counsel in the Sharon
case.
Lewis N. True.
Terry was afterwards killed by
United States Marshal Nagle,
Deputy
died
True
Mr. Lewis Newton
suddenly
while attacking udge Stephen .7. Field,
on Thursday evening at the residence of
decided the suit against Mrs. Terry.
his son-in-law, Henry E. Skillin, in East who
Later—Mrs.
Terry has disappeared
North Yarmouth. Mr. True was a well
and the police are unable to find her.
known and honored citizen of this town
where he had lived during his entire life.
Wrecked on Mosquito Island.
A son, Newton True, now in California,
and a daughter, Mrs. Hattie Skillin, surRockland, February 13.—The schoonvive him. His age was 82 years and 5 er before reported ashore on Mosquito
months. Funeral services will be held island
proved to be the Pacific of Calais,
today at 2 p. m.
Captain
Norang. Shortly after striking
Comfort Pettingill.
the vessel began to leak, and pounding
14.—
Livep.moef. Falls,
February
hither and thither she began to go to
Comfort Pettingill, an aged and respected citizen, died this morning aged 88.
pieces. The crew took to the single
boat and made a landing on the island,
Obituary Notes.
a terrible night there, wet and
Admiral Sir Provo W. P. Wallis, G. C. spending
There they
B., is dead. He was over 100 years old. illy clad, among the trees.
He was lieutenant on H. M. S. Shannon were found by the Whitehead life savin her fight with the Chesapeake in Bos- crew and
takenjto the station. The veston harbor in 1814, and upon the disabsel was bound from New York to PemWalthe
of
Shannon’s
commander,
ling
Her cargo
lis took command. He was senior ad- broke, and is a total loss.
miral of the British navy.
Ozias W. Pond, the widelv known leeture bureau manager, who was

associa-

ted with his brother, Major J. B. Pond1,
is dead. He had charge of the lecture
tour of John B. Gough in this country,
and of the lecture tours of Rev. Henry
Ward Beecher and Rev. DeWitt Talmage
in

consisted of 100 tons of coal and 3000
bushels of corn, all of which is a loss. It
is understood that there was no insurance.

<

Europe.

j

Distinguished Sons of Ohio.
York, February 14.—The seventh
annual banquet of the Ohio Society of
New York will be held here Saturday
evening next. A special train will leave
Washington on the morning of the day of
the banquet. President Harrison, Secretaries Foster, Noble, Elkins and Rusk,
all Ohio born, are expected to attend.
The entire delegation in Congress are in-

i

New

vited,

together'with

Senators

/

Sherman

McKinley and cx-Gov.
present, with a number
Campbell
of other distinguished residents of the
and Brice.

Gov.
will be

state.__
Jumped to His Death.

Cincinnati, O., February 13.—Meredith Stanley, the bridge jumper, leaped
from the suspension bridge into the river
at 11 o’clock this morning and sustained
injuries which will probably prove fatal.
He is suffering intensely and is uuable to
talk. In his descent from the bridge, he
attempted to turn a somersault but failed
and struck the water sideways. A purse
of $25 was made up to induce Stanley
and his wife to make the leap together,
but she refused on account of the purse
water too cold.
being too small and the
Staulov then asreed to inmn alone.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

A cream of

artar baking powder.

Highest ot

all in leavening strength.—Safest U. S. Govern
niAui it'vuul It*n/nU

1e\Tyork

AUCTION SALES.

PTTBIjIC SAIjE

letter

John

iurs.

SIDE-WHEEL PASSENGER STEAMER
“FLORIDA.”
THE BALTIMORE STEAM PACKET CO.
will sell, by public auction, at the COLUMBIAN
DRY-DOCK COMIKON WORKS AND
PANY’S DOCK. BALTIMORE, their SideWheel Steamer ••FLORIDA.'’1200 tons gross
measurement, on WEDNESDAY, February 17,
1892, at 1 o’clock P. M. Terms and full description mailed, or Steamer shown on appilear
tion to
D. J. HILT,., Snpt. Balto. Steam Packet Co.,
or WM. SEEMUI.I.ER & CO., Aucts.,
11 So. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

On

Topics of

Up-Town Flight—Death of
Typical American Soldier—The Astor

New York’s

a

Baby Will Be Rich But Not to
the Extent of 85,000,000.

Auctioneers.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

VALUABLE BOOKS.
Wednesday, February 17tli,

at 10 a. m. shall sell at salesroom. Exchange
street, a complete set. of Cooper’s Works, illustrated by Parley; one full set Irving; set Dickmiscellaneous works,
ens; about 200 vols,
two hook cases. Also lot liousechamber
lold furniture,
sets, carpets, one steel
febI5dtd
house safe, &e.. Ac-

Jiampiilets,

BAILEY &

F. Q

Suggested by

Recent Events.

janl8,20,23,2u,30,febl,0,8,13,15

On

Interest

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
C. W.ALLEX.

Y. O BAILEY.
mar!4

dtf

[COPYRIGHT, 1893.]
The closing of the Grand Central hotel, not so many years ago a leading
hotel in the city, is the most striking

example

furnished

lately

of the

rapidi-

ty with which New York is moving up
town. The Grand Central, which is
just below Third street, is a mile from
the Battery, and when it was built it
In
was considered too far uptown.
point of fact, it was several years before business reached that point in its
upward march, so this hotel started in
by being too far up town, and
beall time
closed
for
is now
The
cause it is too far down town.
property is owned at present by Eu-

Higgins, son of the wealthy
carpet merchant, and when it is again
opened it will be as business houses.

gene

U.

To

re-

nayman

ana

wanes

opraguc,

me

lessees, have been losing money for
some time, not through any lack of

good management, but simply because
the town has been steadily slipping
away from them. That part of New
York—excepting only the Bowery—between Chambers street and Fourteenth
street is practically dead at night, and
this historic hostelry is about in the

FOR THREE SOLID VEARS I SUFFERED
WITH SOUR STOMACH,
AND

GRODER’S SYRUP HAS CURED ME!
wish to explain in a few words to other
sufferers the condition I was in three years
ago. I. had been what I called a Chronic
Dyspeptic for fifteen years; and as I stated
above, I was not free from Sour Stomach
for three years. Everything I ate soured
It caused
on my stomach before digesting.
me to have Headaches, I would be feverish
by spells, and so nervous that I could not
make myself comfortable in anyplace. This
world was a burden to me. Many times
I

thought of meeting death. During my
became cold, and
choking spells my feetover
so it would
I

the chills

make
Such

would

me

come

death.

me think of
was my life

used Groder’s

until I

That has once
chance to enjoy this world.
able to do as good a day’s work
and I say that
I could in my
Groder’s Syrup is worth ten dollars a
bottle for any person troubled as I was.
Yours respectfully,

Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup.

given
today

more
I am
as ever

me a

life,

George E. Dearbon,
North VaSsalboro, Me.

TO PROVE

THE

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
of
person selling our medicine tlie privilege
selling six bottles for 85.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Read guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dys-

pepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Aiconol
^armless to the smallest
It
or Morphia.
child; children .e it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil ana all other preparations.
Bail for Broiler's Botanic Dyspepsia
our
Syrup. None genuine unless nearing
trade-mark, the Beaver.

THE GRODER OYSPEPSIA TURE GOMPANY,
WATEKVILLE,

IAINE.

TST&W

“MEN’S”
Hi M

i

SpuMy.

Overshoes

Stylish

For your Long, Narrow, Slim Feet.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Dress.
MEN'S High Cut Overshoes for Railroad Men,
S

Farmers ami Mechanics.
Keep vour Feet Comfortable.
CHILDREN'S. MISSES’ AND LADIES’
Dress High Cut Overshoes.
SEASONABLE GOODS FOR EVERYBODY

Men’s $2.00, $3.00, and $4.00 Shoes

YOUNG

MEN

Examine BROWN’S

$3.00

BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes

$3.00 Shoes.
report.

You

please

Shoes.

vs. all other
examine and

BRANCMROWN,
461

Round the Corner,
UNION
dec31

STATION,

j

Congress St.

Sign of Gold Boot.
eodtf

GREAT MARK DOWN SALE.
To Close Them Out
—

AND

—

MAKE ROOM FOR NEW GOODS,
sell
will
regardless of
and Chilcost Ladies’ Gents’
and
Summer
dren's Winter
Hose and
Hamburg Edgings.
of new
a
lot
added
We have
We

Hamburg

Edgings

at

cost

to

make the Sale attractive.
will
Sale
begin Thursday,
February ll tli.

J. M. DYER 4 CO.
febll

center of the gloom. The rent is $65,000
a year, and there was not sufficient income to meet this rental and the expense required to run the hotel. The
site is excellent for mercantile purposes,
so when it is reconstructed it will again
return a fair interest on the investment.
The Grand Central will be missed by
many visitors, particularly persons from
the south and west, with whom it has
years a favorite stopsouthern trade was
It lost this,
forsake it.

twenty
ping place. The
been for

the last to
other trade,
it did
as
chiefly on
of its location, and also
account
because the southern people of late
years have recovered from the catastrophe of war and are able to patronize the newer and finer hotels up
town.
During the past few years the
southerners have been found basking

in the more gorgeous sunlight—though
it is mostly electric light—of the Hoftman house, the Fifth Avenue and the
Brunswick. Not a few of them pick
their teeth, without any false preof
the
still
tense, in the shade
more
expensive Delmonico’s; so, it
the
southern
that
said
be
people, when they come to New York
these days, have the best that’s going.
The Grand Central has for years been
the headquarters for masonic bodies
visiting the city, and this, with a large
baseball clientage, has been for some
It was on this site
time its main stay.

may

MEDICINE*, j

eodtf

in 1850 that the freemasons held their
great meeting in Tripler’s halL

Thirty years ago or more the Lafarge
hotel occupied .this site, and a part of
tne same

properly

was

inpiers

nan.

In this hall Jenny Lind was to have
made her debut in this country, but, as
it was not completed when she arrived,
the golden throated songstress was
brought out in Castle Garden, now fallimmense
ing to decay. Tripler’s
place, with three galleries, and, after
Jenny Lind dedicated it to music and
song, it was the scene of many notable
Beauty and fashion, as
gatherings.
they existed in New York at that time,
were often assembled in Tripler’s hall
at some festival of song or public function. A fire completely gutted this
was an

the regeneration brought
gai'den, occupying the same
spot now occupied by the immense lobby and reading-room of the hotel. As
Jenny Lind had achieved her first
American triumph in Tripler’s hall, on
the site of this property, so Edwin
Winter
the
in
garden,
Booth,
and
the Winter

place,

an
met with his first success as
William
late
The
Stuart,
actor.
in
faith
Booth
more
had
who
than Booth had in himself, engaged him
for a season at this theater, and the
young actor scored such a pronounced

that the engagement lengthened
into years. It was early in this engagement that Booth played Hamlet
for one hundred consecutive nights, the
first long run in this country of any
success

with the exception of “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin.” During his stay at the
Winter garden, under the management
of Stuart, he also played “Julius
Caesar,” with his brothers, Junius Brutus Booth and John Wilkes Booth, in
the cast. He plajmd here after John
Wilkes had assassinated Lincoln, and

play

his first

performance

after the event

received with much bitterness by
many in the audience, because of the
was

resentment felt toward the
Police were stationed in the
name.
parquet and galleries and also in the
wings on the stage. The draft riots
during the war took place in the street
in front of this theater, and at the corner of Broadway and Third, immediately above, was the scene of the blood-

popular

iest work.
Edwin Booth’s engagement at the
Winter garden made both himself and
bis manager comparatively rich men.
At all events, Booth felt able to build
his own theater at Twenty-thivd street
and Sixth avenue, although he overstepped himself in this business venture
and lost the fortune he had made at the
Before Stuart
theater downtown.
left the Winter garden
and Booth
William E. Burton moved in with his
company from the Chambers Street
theater, which stood on the site of the

Company’s present
building, opv'>site the city ha'l. BurAmerican

News

had a company
in
every way
Dion
of his own great talents.
Boucicault began his wonderful career
with Burton in his Chambers Street
theater and played with him for some

ton

worthy
As an Insurance Company amt as a
the
UNION
Howe
Institution,
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COM.

PANY is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.

Huey;

sell, was a star in Burton's brilliant
so
galaxy. The veteran Charles Fisher,
iong in Daly’s company, who died recently, was another of the Chambers’
Burton made a big
street favorites.
fortune in this theater, but he could not
take his audience with him when lie
moved into the Winter garden. This
was in part due to the fact that Lester
Wallack seceded from his company
about this time and started one of his
Burton's best
own, taking some of
But whatever the
with him.

players

It is valued at $1,500,000.
construct the enormous building into
stores and offices will cost $250,000. VY.

Mr. GEORGE E. DEARBON, North Vassalboro, Me.

soldier ei the Second corps and who
fought in the peach orchard at Gettysburg, and who now preaches to Jay

time.

Agnes Robertson, afterwards
Dion Boucicault, was_in thia

sense
canse, Burton failed in a financial
in the house where Booth had achieved
such an artistic and financial success,
and Stuart, the lessee of the theater,
•was also a heavy loser by the fire which
wiped out this famous theater. This
was the beginning of Stuart's losses,
which ultimately became total. He died

poor man, but one whose accomplishments in literature and art made his
by prominent people of
a

society sought

this country and Europe.
Another interesting character in connection with this scrap of history was
John Lafarge, who built the Lafarge
hotel, which was followed by the Grand
Central. Lafarge was a man of affairs

He was a Frenchman
at that time.
sent to this country by Emperor Napoleon as his financial agent. He was
supplied with apparently unlimited
means, and being a shrewd business
man is reputed to have made a minion
or two here for himself and his royal
principal. He owned a fine summer

Hudson, somewhere
about Tarrytown, and also maintained
one of the best establishments in this
city. Among the business properties
which he held, presumably for Naresidence on the

were the buildings at the corof Broadway and Dey street, where
now looms up Jay Gould’s lofty Western Union building.

church, and he

was

interred

at

Syra-

preached. And there splendid obsequies last week, the tributes and tears
of admiring friends, the love of his intimates, and the reoord of duty nobly and
honorably performed—blessed memories of a kind and genial good fellow—
were all that this brave, suffering and
That Famous Astor Bahy.

again entered the army as a colonel
while his wound was still annoying
him. He told me of his part at Gettysburg; of his services at Lookout mountain under Hooker; his campaign with
Sherman to the sea, and how he saved
§15,000,000 worth of cotton which the
confederates were burning in SavanHe told me of his three wounds,
nah.
and the one which had never ceased
troubling him since the day that
he

fell

asked
sion

at
him

Malvern
Hill,
how much of

and
a

this generous government

I

penwas

bestowing upon him. He informed me
that he was receiving the munificent
F remember
sum of 830 per month.
that my astonishment was so great that
I almost fell off the chair. Here was a
man still under 60 years of age who for
nearly thirty years had gone about with
a
srunshot wound which would ordinarily have killed any man, and who,
during all these years, had never had
one moment’s surcease from pain and
apprehension; who had fought and

marched and risked his life when any
other man would have remained at
home under the theory that he had received his share of glory. And for this

government was paying him scarcely enough to keep him in cigars. Modest,
the

sweet natured, kind and generous, it
had never even entered his mind, I
think, that the government was a

contemptible hog. I told
knew
of
I
teamsters
that
him
who had been kicked by mules and
who were drawing bigger pensions
than he, and I at once wrote a letter
to my brother-in-lavr, who was a medical referee in the pension department
at Washington, calling attention to this
case.
Upon my urging him, Gen. Barnum made an application for an increase of pension, which, thanks to
miserly,

Commissioner Black,

was

allowed, and

this carried with it an arrearage of
something like .‘SO, 000, which the genOne of his
eral thankfully received.
friends told me subsequently that
every dollar of that money was immediately paid to creditors, some of whom
he had been owing for fifteen or twenty

Poor, good soul, it never ocyears.
curred to him, as it might have occurred to some less honorable man,

given him by the grudging government might have been used
to provide a home and food for himself.
He met these money obligations as
he did every other obligation in life.
But he left no estate for any adminisOne
trator to bother himself about.
morning he called at my house some
months after having his pension inand
told
that
me
he
creased
learned
from
some
had
just
the
in
war
friend
department
n.f,
W fl.sh n ixt.nn
t.hnt,
t.h p.rfi
was
that the money

the department a bronze
bearing his name—one of
the few awarded by congress to men
who especially distinguished themselves
during the war for bravery and faithful
His name had been especially
service.
mentioned in a joint resolution in con-

lying

in

medal

gress, but if he had

heard of the
fact he had forgotten it, and he went
all the way to Washington to get that
medal. He wore a number of honorable medals, but this one he was exceedingly proud of. I never saw him look
so happy as wheft he brought that
stained and oxidized medal which had
been lying for twenty-five years or
ever

one

should ask to see these.
A

BARGAIN.

now reached $3,000,000
annually and are increasing
rapidly year by year.
Below are cuts of some of the
leading styles that we carry in

have

9 cents per

proportion. Lonsdale Cambric,

same

yard

Open Every Saturday light.

Store

stock:

GrRAHAM,

WM.
No.

$1.00.

NEAR OAK STREET.

SIGNfeblldGt
SPINNING WHEEL;

greal

DR. WARNER’S CORALINE CORSETS

Congress Street,

546

40i Portland St., I
PORTLAND, ME., Oct 2 ’91/
THE allen Sarsaparilla Co.
1 have found AlDear Sirs:
len’s Sarsaparilla the true
elixir of life, as it has given me
new life and brought me back to
For three
health and strength.
years 1 suffered severely from
Rheumatism in my joints, pain
in the lower part of my back, which
was, doubtless, kidney trouble,
constipa*
indigestion and
—

man, with a practice probably of $50,000 a year, and principally among peo
pie who can afford to pay big fees,
even
when
only
pretend
they
like
Dr.
be
sick.
to
Lusk,

i

tion. I had tried different remedies without receiving permanent
benefit, and so it was with poor
faith that I began taking ALLEN’S
Sarsaparilla. 1 had taken it but
four or five days when 1 began to
feel better. 1 continued to improve until, finally, after taking
but three bottles, my troubles
were all gone, and 1 felt like a
I can say that I am
new man.
fully cured of all the above
troubles, as it has been over a year
since 1 took the medicine, and I
have not been troubled since. I
believe that the cure is permanent.
ISAAC H. BALL.

}

Polk, Janeway, Stephen Smith, Loomis
and a half dozen more who might be
mentioned, was originally an interne
on the Bellevue hospital staff, beginning there as a poor young doctor, hap
py to serve as a junior and senior a yeai
for nothing, and then six months more
as “house” for board, lodging and washing. That hospital has been the prac
tice-beginning of many of the mosl

i

THREE

+

BOTTLES

-OF-

ALLEN’S SARSAPARILLA

1

and surgeons in this
city—men who now derive immense incomes from their own private practice,
A-n<3 ■mrVi«a+. ic
t.n
liistilTl-

HAVE BROUGHT BACK TO HEALTH
AND STRENGTH

physicians

Mr.

ball,

Isaac

of Portland.

WHO HAD SUFFERED FOR YEARS
WITH

I

guished doctors, among whom Lusk is
an eminent example, is that they neve:
“break away” ffom Bellevue when
they began as internes. For years thej
serve on the medical board of that pub
lie institution, are in their turn visiting
physicians and surgeons, daily for

Indigestion,
Rheumatism,
Kidney Trouble and

>

Sarsaparilla is

Allen's

popular

dollar corset ever

black.

Dr. Warner’s Four-in-Hand Coraline Corset

$1.00.

•'

I%

guaranteed to cure.

The Allen Sarsaparilla Co„
Woodford, Maine,

Constipation.

i

This is the most

manufactured. It is made in two lengths, medium and extra long, and in white, arab and

<

month at a time, and are on call at ani
hour, day or nig jit, for any complicatec

critical case. All this, of course, gra
tuitously; they leave the bedside o:
perhaps their best-paying patient ant
gladly go down to the hospitals to trea
the poorest man or woman for nothing
Noble profession!
or

Expert Testimony.
It begins to look as though our courts
as well as our public, were aboutread'
to give up the fetich so long and sc

fondly worshiped and commonly callet
expert testimony. We have had recen
and noted examples of Ben Ali, Dowd
Field, the alleged forger, Chapman ant
Harris. In all these cases except tha
of Ben Ali, who may have been the onl]
lunatic in the lot, and in the latest pois
oning case of the brutal young liber
tine,-Harris,the effort has been to show
or not show, insanity; and there ha:
been just as much “expert” testimony

ENTIRE

STOCK

[

$1.25.
—-^3\rx>—

Cents

Furnishings,

To be closed out in 30

S. FISHES & CO.,

.

181

Gen. Grant's Widow.

A lady who met Mrs. Julia Den
Grant at a luncheon up town the othe:
day tells me that she was surprised t<

}an23

Book,
PRINTERS’

PUPIL OF EldBERC,
will receive pupils

September 1st.
ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT ST.,

EXCHANGE,

Thurston’s Piano House, 3 Fref
Street Block, Portland.
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specialty.
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news

finest

All

are

goods

of the

quality.

We snail be open for business Monday, De
cember 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest

good deal o t
to-day,” said thi
a

snake editor.
“Why?” asked the horse editor.
“Because it’s his birthday.”

Although many remedies are pushed into th
market by spicy advertisements
I>1\ Bull’
Cough Syrup still'takes the lead.

laundry business
Japanese Fane)

Goods, and also a choice line of tea.
are Imported direot from China, and

pleasure.—Truth.

“There ought to be

—

Myrtle Street, Near City Hall.

about to add to
WE arestock
of Chinese and

ddm

She—Yes.
He—How did you like it?
She—I laid down the volume wltl
intense

TZZ£

MIKADO LAUNDRY,

Caw,

Counsellor at
88 1-8

reat

$1.25.

Teacher of the Violin

97 1-3 Exchange St., Portland.

Glad to Finish It.

He—My dear friend, have you

Card

PRINTER,

JOB

awful ingrate, Adam Badeau. Whili
Mrs. Grant is lond of company and re
eeives many visitors at her home, shi
makes no calls and has no part in wha
is known as society.
John A. Cockebill.

Dr. Warner’s Coraline Health Corsets

MISS E. W. THURSTON.

-AND-

uua

band. Mrs. Grant, who lives in com
fort here, says that her book—which i
an autobiography—will not be ready fo
She mean
the press before nest falL
to throw some new lights on the gen
eral's career, and she hopes to be abli
to correct a good many false impres
sions created by that shabby cad am

throughout of the finest English satteen, aro
light in weight, and tong waisted, giving a lady
a neat and graceful form.

EDUCATIONAL.

WM. 11. MARKS.

St. Louis, where all her children weri
born, and told a number of interestinj

These are French strip corsets, designed after
latest Paris fashions. They are constructed

the

_dim

find Mrs. G. such a

UlBumg uioucu

Street.

Middle

BUSINESS CARDS.

pleasant, entertain
ing woman. She chatted with every
body, said that she liked New Yorl
city, but her heart would always be ii

days

of cost.

regardless

less.
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N

what is the testimony worth? Perhapi
the question can be answered by thi
evident fact that it is worth consider
able, sometimes, to the employed “ex
perts.” But the public is beginning ti
regard the deductions of scientific horsi
doctors who come into court as worth

tlUCUUUlCB

Ladies who have large hips and those wha
have trouble with their corsets breaking down
will find the Four-in-hand especially adapted to
their needs. It gives a graceful flgm-e, is very
comfortable and is .a special favorite with a
large class of ladies. Made in white and drab.

Dr. Warner’s 444 Coraline Corset
.

introduced on pnc side as on the other
And the same in the alleged poisonin'
When t^iis is so, and it is so ii
case.
every important trial, when equall’
eminent “experts” are introduced t<
give sworn testimony on either side

Washington

was

Every

As
transmission to his eldest son.
nearly all this great property is in real
estate, it is easily discoverable if Grandpapa William pays taxes on more than
$15,000,000 of property, and possibly i1
will be found that his own return
is somewhat less.
But about Dr. Lusk
—he is still in his prime; in fact, as we
reckon men here, he is still a young

him a great funeral
gave
last Monday with military honors.
Old Gen. Slocum, Gen. Sickles, Gen.
Fitz John Porter, Gen. Daniel Butterfield, Gen. Jardine on his crutches, were
all proud to march beside his casket,
and Eev. Dr. John E. Paxton, who

All other Underwear in

bulk of it is in the hands of Williatr
Waldorf Astor in trust, as it were, foi

my last novel?

They

long,

Underwear, 33c each
Marked down from 00 cents.

the

in the war department around to
exhibit to me. We gave him a dinner on
the strength of it and a handsome watch
to commemorate the event, and Gen.
Sherman paid him the highest tribute
he
ever
that
paid to any man
wore
who
the
federal
uniform.
more

99 Cents

•

$1.25.

Gents’ and Ladies'

ten babe was “heir to $150,000,000,”
when probably the whole fortune of
Grandpapa William amounts to about
It is not genone-tenth of that sum.
erally believed by real estate men, who

eminent

Quilts,

Marked down from $1.25.

Marked dowu from 37 Vi cents.

lapse of memory not only
extensively and needlessly advertised the doctor, but it gave all the newspapers the opportunity to repeat the
highly florid Action that the forgot-

and the

White Marseilles

75 cents Hemstitch
Tray Cloths, 10 cents each or
25 cents
three for
9 cents per yard
India Blue Percales,
Marked down from 12 cents.
Unbleached Table Cloth, 2 34 yards
25 cents per pair
Pillow Shams,
$1.09

Cloaking,
WaterproofMarked
down from

This

$100,000,000

$1.00.

from 62'/a cents.

cown

Twelve
years
ago Warner
Bros, introduced Coraline as a
stiffener for corsets. As a result
of this their corset business has
more than trebled until today
they employ over 3000 hands;
they have by far the largest corset manufactory in the world.
This is the verdict of the women
of the world on the superiority
of Coraline over all other materials as a stiffener of corsets.
The merit and popularity of
Dr. Warner’s Coraline Corsets is
attested by the fact that the sales

61-4 tells

Crasli,
Worth 8 cents.

421-2 cents

Marked

why

than

18 in.

75 cents

India Twill

make the proper return was that he
has so much else to attend to that he
actually forgot it, till reminded of it
mnrp than t.FVia
thft

more

75 cents

■

Twill,Marked down from

India

of gratuitous
advertising.
course of his large
whole
his
and very
practice
lucrative
in
the
name
never
appeared
papers so profusely as it did in only
two days’time. But the unregistered
baby was .young John Jacob Astor’s
firstborn boy, William Vincent, and
the reason
the doctor failed to

best judges, that the entire
property in this city amounts tc

ried off to Libby prison, while his comrades buried a federal major, whom
they supposed to be himself; how he
returned to his home in Syracuse and

Coraline Corsets!

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN LINENS.

Marked dowu from $1.00.

amount
In
the

Astor

American Soldier.

Black Henrietta,

SALE OF

DR. WARNER’S

LATELY OCCUPIED BY HALL RUBBER CO.

BLACK DRESS GOODS.

The failure of Dr. William T. Lusk
to send a certificate to the board of
health of the birth of a baby within ten
days from the arrival, as the law requires, has given the esteemed and distinguished doctor a quite unneeded

are

Typical

—

-G-OINCS- TO MOVE TO

STORE

GOODS.

J. R. LIBBY'S

noble soldier left.

ner

A

DRY

Sale.

Removal

cuse, where, thirty-one years ago, his
funeral
was
prematurely
sermon

poleon,

Gen. Henry A. Barnum, who died
here last week, was a typical American
I had known him for quite a
soldier.
while before I knew what a peculiar
experience he had in our late civil war.
Sitting in the Astor house one afternoon he told me the story of how he
had been shot through and through at
the battle of Malvern Hill; had been
left on the field for dead; had been car-

MISCELLANEOUS.

MARKED DOWN

Gould and Russell Sage in West Fortysecond street, delivered the most magnificent
ever heard in any

eulvjgium

j

MISCELLANEOUS.

a

l.ester UiJiuck aid
company. Co was
were
the great Piacide brothers, who
nnrivaled in their time. ,The present

,

i

BOOK AH® JOB PRINTER,
HO. 37 PLtrn STREET.

1

ventilating.

selling and

most standard
Millions attest its merit.
busts insure an elegant
Made in medium
dress.
in white, drab, black and
■

t;
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Dr. Warner’s Genuine Improved
Coraline Corsets
gives better
value and better service for the
money than any others.

prices.
Please Call and See Vs.

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
d3m
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STEPHEN BERRY,

This is the largest
corset in the world.
The elastic Coraline
form and well fitting
and long waists, and

The Policy plans of the UNION
mutual Life insurance company embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments.

J. R.

LIBBY,

Congress Street. dti

feblQ

..

MISCELLANEOUS.

cidentally left space or perhaps that a
detached and wandering luxuriant comet
had fallen on the surface of the water
here.
Borromeo arched these rocks under-

SUNNY ITALY.

IN

The Gotthard Tunnel—Locano—Lalco Mag
glore—The Borromean Islands—Milai
and Its Attractions—Lake Como.

neath into picturesque courts through
which the waters dance. He had ten
terraces of earth piled upon it which he
called “The Island of lsola Bella.” He
stocked it with every luxuriant product
of the South, and today it is a grove of
oleanders, magnolia, laurel and lemon
trees and the eucaiiptii. In the evening
[sola Bella is an enchanted garden with

[Special Correspondence of the Press.]

Bale, Switzerland,

Jan. 24.

There is nothing liner in travel thai
the route through Switzerland by Berm
to Lucerne.
Just before you reach Berne the viev
Alps, as seen from a dis

:>f the Bernese

shell grottoes, fountains and statuary
among the trees lighted by an artificial
light which rivals the moon and in the

sance, is most glorious, especially at sun
set, when, in clear weather, there iswha

day time, it is scarcely less lovely. A
large chateau occupies nearly a third of
this tiny bit of wonderland, which in

Ley call the “after-glow,” which pre

sents the mountains as in a vast conlla
^ration, and suggests to the mind a work

nelting

in fervent heat.
THE GOTTHARD TUNNEL.

Watch carefully your daughter’s health
When the appetite fails, or there is a grov
ing nervous irritability, extreme lassitude
emaciation, the voice trembles, the step 1.
irresolute, eyelids droop, and expression lar
guid, then devote one hour to a thorough

investigation of

the

cause.

LYDIA E, FiHKHAM’S Compound
acts

promptly in such

U21UL; 11

LL1

UUI

cases;

UVJ

1t

by its

use

yon
•-

V

J

It is the only Positive Cure an,
Legitimate Remedy for the peculiar weal’
nesses and ailments of women. .Ever;
Druggist sells it as a standard article, c
sent by mail, in form of Pills or Lozenge,
on receipt of
SI.00._
health.

From Lucerne to Italy by the Got than
Yean
funnel the route is most line.
igo, before the railroad was laid out
hese mountains were considered so im
] lassable that this gate to Italy was al
nost abandoned for the Mt. Cenis route
i nd the Simplon or the route through
J France by the Itiviera.
But now there can be nothing more in
^ eresting than a couple of hours on thii
{ Jotthard road, which commences at Lu
erne and ends at Cliiasso, the frontiei
1 talian station, and it also branches of
t

two 2-cent stamps for Mrs. Plnkham'sS
beautiful 88-page Illustrated book, entitled \
"GUIDE TO HEALTH AND ETIQUETTE." I
It contains a volume of valuable information, t
It has saved lives, and may save yours. S

(Send

>f

Scott's Emulsion of codliver oil is an easy food—it is
more than food, if you please;
but it is a food—to bring
back plumpness to those who
have lost it.
be

artistic

ipirally, as if
lying steed.

fashion, riding, for a
in the air, harnessed

n

visited

fact,

oil—all druggists everywhere do.

$x.
34

Orcus

] iver a gulf as complete

waj

peranc
anc

the
the
time

to

a

and had passed
as the river Styx.
in a Swiss land

He has been musing
vith Swiss people and Swiss scenery,
i mt though nominally still in Switzerand, when he rolls into the station a1
lellinzona he realizes that he is now
ipening his eyes in an Italian land; and
he transition is, all at once, very sudden.
But the complete change does not beome apparent until a little later, when,
laving taken the branch road to Locano,
me alights in that Italian city in the
Swiss province of the Ticeno.

]

j

Scott & Bowne. Chemists, 13a South 5th Avenue*
New York.
Vnnr rirmynict Ireanc Orntf1* Pmulcinn rtf mJ.livar

cart

a

And when one finds himself again or
in ordinary level and breathes once more
lir uncontaminated with smoke and un,
lerground vapors, he feels as if he had,

plump?

Do you want a reserve of
health? Let us send you a
book on careful living ;
free.

like

spiral grades, winding

lame

to

Thinness is poverty, living
from hand to mouth. To be
plump is to have a little more
than enough, a reserve.

to Locano.

icrew, and accomplishing in this
vhat would otherwise be an almost
pendicular ascent.
After penetrating this longest
nost wonderful tunnel in the world
■omaining almost an half hour in
jowels of the earth, you descend in

Lydia E. Plnkham Med. Co.. Lvnn, Mast

Do you know what it is

Bellinzona, going

This railroad cost three hundred anc
ifty million francs, and furnishes greal
itudies in railroading, being a successior

LOCJLNO.

VS habitually think of the change
I
country to another in Europe
s very gradual, since the boundary lines
I rom one

if the Old World are sometimes so indisinct

variable.

and

But the

juuuuvi

English
v

uuvjuinuiuvo

than the Atlantic Ocean, the
fotthard Tunnel than the Great Lakes,
nd each and all as completely, in some
espects, as a trip to the moon.
One is charmed at once with Locano.
t is a great novelty and brings freshness
,'itli it after the bad air breathed so long
i the tunnel in reaching it.
The skies are clear above it, the air is
oft about it, and the beautiful waters of
.ake Maggioro splash up and wash
round it. Churches and villas sit high
ver it, like altars and monitors to direct
ne heavenward.
But the people though
ery amiable are of rather a low class of
taiians, and seem to speak and undertand only a patois.
They appear to
ave seen only a few strangers, although
t his is the only route by which to make
j- he entire detour of Lake Alaggiore.

ompletely

We should be pleased to send you circulars,
and solicit a portion of your business.

\

COREY, HILLIKEK A CO.,
(Members N. Y.Con. Stock Exchange),
45 Kilby St., Boston.
Send for circular, or, better still, call and

LAKE MAGGIOItE.

There are also the

important stations,

lower down, where
n the
way up the lake, whole boats
f all of
Italian emigrants embark in
or
sent by Italian
e earch of work,
I iuino and

see us.

Lavcno,

societies, they

migrant

way to rid their

t

lie

vS

urperfluous element,

are

now

country

to the

on

of a

overcrowd-

i lg of ours. The first class on these
teamers is very select, composed of
} leasure seekers, but the second class
s like a steerage, and on
looking down
f rom the upper deck, it seems as if there

is still the homo of the Borrofamily and with the other two
islands belongs to them. Isola Bella is
simply an artistic work of man, but like
spiritual growth it is dependent for lifegiving elements on the Divine bounty.
Paul indeed may plant and Apollos
summer
mean

■

and there are many
It is vast in extent
which
are like
gothic
costly monuments
in size and
houses for the living
design,
guard
at
the door.
with angels keeping
One young, tearful woman in marble
door
°Pen
of
a marble
stands by the
a tiny child in marble
sepulcher, with
satiny robes, which
clutching at her real
silken garments
seem to float like
A cherub babe in alaabout her form.
All of
baster lies on her marble bosom.
which is so flesh-like that only the sense
of touch can persuade you that it is not
the body and habiliment of the living.
Such is the beauty of art and the quality
to commemorate the
of the marble used
dead in Milan cemetery.

PERFECT AND MEDIATE BELIE
IN CASES or PAIN AND INFLAMMATION
This excellent compound la achieving the me.
Signal triumphs, astonishing many who have oce
sion to use It by the certainty with which it relieve
them of their sufferings, both externally anu in'vsrn
rlly, It is safe and certain in its action.
Ibr Burns, Poisoning, Pry3
’’a*. Inflammation
0/ the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, \afness, Rhcunn
turn. Pains in Side, Back at -shoulders. Pile:
Sore Throat, Croup or Bronchitx

Kousseau haunted this coast, and at
time selected Isola Bella at the scene
of his “Nouvelle Heloise” but finding it
too artificial, he chose Clarens instead.
one

THE OUTLET AND INLET OF THE EUBOPE-

Price 25c. and

$1

at

a!

^ruaaist

E. MORGAN & SONS, Frop’s.
PROVIDENCE. R. f

eod&wly

aplu
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l

into

AN LAKES.

These Italian as well as Swiss lakes are
formed by the drainage from the glaciers,
watersheds and Alpine mountain chains.
Hearly every one of them is simply the
enlarging of some important river which
enters it at one end and forms its outlet
at the other. Thus the Keuss forms the
Lake of Lucerne, also being its outlet,

the Limmat the Lake of Zurich, the
Rhine the Lake of Constance, the Rhone
the Lake of Geneva, and the Ticino the
Lake of Maggiore. As one approaches
the end of Lake Maggiore its waters become of a deep blue color, and the boat
soon lands you at Arona, a place veritably on Italian soil. Multitudes of people
are here en route for Milan, which is a
beautiful city all the year round, although its aristocratic inhabitants are
away at their villas on the Italian lakes
in summer.
MILAN.

The lake on one side for several miles
to Switzerland and for a long
me, its color continues green, but be* ne one is aware, he is sailing on Italian
aters, as lie has all the while been baskj, ig in the softness of Italian air and
ad listening to the music of Italian

dongs

S'

mnds.

The villas and chateaus partake of
i ;alian characteristics, all the houses
om the time you enter Locano being
ailt with verandahs all around each
ory, with windows, like doors, opening
pon them, made rather to let in air,

ms1

tan

keep

it out.

THE BORROMEAN ISLANDS.

As you approach an angle of the lake
Intra and Pallanza you spy three
81 locks of land which they tell you are
Ju le Borromean
Island, Isola Madre, Isola
B ella and Piscatorci; the latter meaning
a. fishing village is entirely filled with
ttle fishermen’s houses, is covered with
n 3ts, stretched on the quay devoted to
a'

L-uwu-u-lW-V^-uwj-^wutjvu1

tl lis

eod2wtc

decl6

all
purpose for accommodating
ving on the Island. It this angle of the
ke the view is enchanting.
“Monte Rose” which lias all
along like
a phantom been
beckoning you by its
or
■esence
its
P
alluring you by
absence,
a ipears here in wonderfully majestie
b jauty, and also the Simplon, both of
hich are seen to best advantage here.

jj

ISOLA BELLA.

A Guaranteed Cure tor Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Itching, Chronic, Recent or HercdiBleeding,
tary. This remedy has positively never been
known to fail. $1.00 a box, C b»xe.s for $5.00;
A

price.
receipt
written Guarantee positively given to eacli
purchaser of G boxes, when purchased at one
time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.
sent

by

mail

prepaid

on

of

Guarantee issued by W. W. WHIPPLE &
CO., Wholesale ancl Retail Agents, 21 Monu

went Square, Portland, Me.

oct28eodtf

Count Yitaleo Barromeo, of whom
tl lere is so much said in the history of
JVi ilan, in the 17th century undertook to
IT ake of these ledges a fairy
land. The
si tuation of this rock was most favorable
being in a lovely bay, of which Pallwinter

resort,
The experience of
a

ai

iza,

,,,

rifles the

UJ

ic

w

mid think

sailing

is the

port.

travellers today

of the attempt, for
unprepared into these waters,
success
some

exotic planet had

ac

Fur Lined Circulars.
]?lany

above the other
of little drawers
marked with the family name and that of
the person cremated, with date of death,
There are
date of cremation, etc,, etc.
to the same

pur-

Below

scene on

old price and the

the Duomo
going
cathedral, pass through some massive
and seulptored marble gates at Piazza
Cavour, where there is a statue of the
Italian patriot, General Cavour, and a
fine hotel by the same name, and near by
is the entrance to the beautiful public
gardens, which overlook the fashionable drive of Milan, where one sees in
fine weather an example of what Italian
wealth and aristocracy mean in the finest
to

of northern Italy. For Milan stands
out clear and distinct among the city of
Italy supassing all in morale and being
the finest of all in the northern part.
It has not to be sure the prehistoric
record of Rome and Naples, and contains
no burning volcano to entice the unweary
but it has almost the loftiest cathedral
and the largest opera house in the world*

city

THE CATHEDRAL

is a never

ending

source

of

delight.

To

THE SCALA.

goes to this Opera House at
half-past eight in the evening and sees
operas, ballets and dramas until two or
three o’clock in the morning, ho feels
that this is a world by itself. Thousands
of people occupy the inferior places, and
fill the boxes, which are arranged in ten
tiers one above the other, until the last
tier seems nearer heaven than earth so
unenviably high above the ordinary
world is it situated.
The women setting there look haggard
and worn, at the end of the season.
People in Milan do not go to the opera
to see and listen so much as to be seen
and notice what is striking in other peoWhen

one

ple

ante-rooms to the boxes
where people retire for refreshments and
social conversation, coming out
only
when warned of something of particular
interest in the play.
To visit this wonderful place in summer, when it is empty is almost as enjoyable as in winter, since its enormous
size is more apparent, and its echoes are
full of past gaiety and the mirth of forgotten joy. The stage then looks immense having the capacity of holding

There

one

are

winding up
heights above,

its

thousand: people.

steep paths,

This famous arrangement of shops is
I believe the finest of anything of the
kind in the world, occupying a whole
square, and is immense also in sculptures,
paintings and costly glass, as well as in
its shops and the crowds of people prom-

enading in its glittering passages.
Among other interesting objects one
visits the Bresa, a fine picture gallery,
and the Arena, which is full of historic
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CHASE & SON &G0.'

giving
It’s

MIIGHT CAW.
THUBSTOW’S

storehouse.

these in

with

perfection.

see

or

We want the spaed
Now it’s tilled

Furniture

piled

ceiling

This furniture must give
way to workmen who will alter
the building. We must do one

high.

ALSO ORGANS
Come and

building.

for warerooms.

PI A WO HOUSE
Supplies

the entire

us

immense space, but we
need it all. It’s used today as a
an

send for Cata-

of two things with the stock,

logue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

Move it Twice

S. THURSTON,

-OR-

Sell it Once!

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
dec24
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

It costs money to move a large
We had rather allow
dock.
ton the difference.

Lamson & Hubbard
HAT.

See the Point?

i

ORDERS SOLICITED.

(10m

more

New

38, Mink Collar and
Edge... 38.00

FITTINGS, VALVES, a
shafting,
hangers, l
PULLEYS, LEATHER and i

Portland, Ms.

beautiful, more pleasing,
that the large store formerly ocappropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a cupied by Cook, Everett & Penreally good
nell has been added to ours,
Be

15.00

$15.00
15.00

Old
Price.
Size 32.$30.00

467 Congress St.

more

16.00
16.00

23.00

38.

Dress Steels 5c dozen.
25c Bone Casing for 15c.
Steel Scissors 20c.
Shell Hair Pins 15c dozen.
Hose Supporters 8, lO, 12 l-2c.
Cotton 2 spools for 7c, 40c dozen.

CAN AUGHT

Satin Lined Circulars.

30.$23.00*

Stocking Shields, 6, 8, lO 12 l-2c

E.S. MERRILL,

$16.00

Iare and French Seal.

^

7 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.

Corset Steets at 5c and Sc.
Best Spool Silk 7c.
Best Spool Linen 6c.
Nursery Pins 3c.
Combs 2, 4, 6, Sc.
Hair Brushes 15c.
Coats’s, Willimantic and Clark’s

:ur Trimmed Cloth Garments.

Polishing

BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.
3ENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPLY

and 25c.
Ladies’ Jersey Ribbed Vests at lO, 12 1-2 and 19c.

PIANO P

Old
Size

(!>> 1.2. 75c and no.

1*2, 25, 37 l-2c and up.
Chemises and Drawers at 25, 37 1-2, 50c and up.
Walking Skirts at 75c, $1 and up.
Aprons at lO, 12 1-2,19c and up.
One lot Laces, assorted width*. 5c per yard.
Torchon Lstces at 5 and lOc per yard.
One lot Veiling at lOc per yard.
Children’s Merino Vests and Pants, sizes 16, 18, 20, 22, 21, 26,
28, 30, 32, 34; Prices, 6c, 8c, lOc, 12 l-2c, 15c, 17c, 19c, 21c, 23c,

Hampster Liined.

Pripp

RUBBER

Dresses at .ib.

Corset Covers at 12

American Sable Lined.

WEBER,
j
HARDMAN, i

ENCINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE,

Cinen Bureau Scarfs 2 yards long, 25, 33 and 50c.
Fringed and Hemstitched Tray Cloths 17 and 25c.
Good All Cinen Towels at 5, lO and 12 l-2c.
Fine Damask Towels at 25, 29 and 37 l-2c.
Crashes and Towelling at 5, 6, 7, 8 and lOc.
Men’s and Boy’s Unlaundered Shirts 40 and 69s
Cadies’ Corsets at 31, 42, 50c and up.

28,00

Quantity 1.$25.00

STEINWAY,

BOILPIPE

CORSETS, COTTON UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, LACES, ETC

24.00

Old
Price.

Malaria and

T. C. MToG-OTTIiDmO,
eodtf
<lec2
IVIiiiiagor.

-IN

SIZE 4=2.

Bladder, and

Congress Street,

GENUINE RARGAINS FOR TEN DAYS

New
Price.
$15.00

Price.

protion of the

and

Utl

28.00

Old

Repairing

Portland,

Street,

CO.,

Maine.

$24.00

SIZE 40.

tivity,

Catalogues mailed free.

Middle

Annual Cash Sale.

r.<\

20.00
20.50
21.00
24.00
25.00

SIZE 38.

the liver to

promptly attended to.

CLOTHING

OUR SEVENTEENTH

New
Price.

eoo

1.
1.
2..-..
4.
2.

i

janJLD

50.00

Old
Price.
.rr

glassful dos-

PIANOS.

255

febll

SIZE 36.

interest.

But this city of the dead in Milan
passes every other of which I have
read or have ever seen.

20.00
24.00
25.00
28.00
30.00

30.00
38.00
40.00
45.00

1.
2.
2.
1.
1.

1. SMnrt k Sons Co.

Portland Branch 540

New
Price.
$18.50

Old
Price.
Quantity 1.$28.00

the

Tlie largest Piano House in the World.
Wliolesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

w

an-

our

SIZE 34.

And

on

14.00
15.50
20.00
24.00

22.00
25.00
30.00

1.

g

through

the

vv v

a

STANDARD

New
Price.
$13.50

Quantity 1..$18.00
1.
1.

C-DUiUgj

of

esxnoxiy une Jr-rxce.

Old
Price.

PIANOS. |

DONE

price.

SIZES 32.

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTEr

STEAM

VICTOR EMANUEL ARCADE.

new

PLUSH CLOAKS.

many valleys may be seen
which run far back between the mountains like inextricable labyrinths and the
beauties of the entire lake from these
heights may also be seen.
They manufacture at Bellagio lovely
boxes from olive wood which are very
choice in design and execution.
There is also here something I never
happened to notice elsewhere in Europe
a real American soda fountain in good
working order but at last being in haste
to catch our steamer we failed to get a
glass of the home beverage. At Mennagio a narrow gauge train takes you to
Parlezza and thence the Lugano boat
through the charming waters of this lake
to the city of Lugano and back to the
Gottliard road.
A. H. G.

Tuning,

each

have

MONDAY MORNING, FEB. 13.

hours from Milan
dusty square which
brings
forms the quay from which all embark
on the peaceful waters of this beautiful
lake. The town itself is so dilapidated
that it is almost wonderful so much of
pleasing interest is still connected with
it.
The two Plinys came from here, the
younger being born here and some say
the elder also, instead of at Verona.
It is an old Eoman town devoid of
present interest, except as being a threshold of so much of wonder beyond.
It is
the door of the Engadine and the numerous passes in that intricate
network of
few

the most beautiful of its resorts.

cars

we

K/UIX

done it.
If you haven't bought your Winter
Overcoat yet, or if you anticipate buying
one for next season, look at what we are
offering now at $15, IS and 20. Ulsters
15 and IS, all
as well, $6, 8, lO, 12,
more
than
ordinary values in good
being
Suit Counter shows good
The
Odd
goods.
DOWN on everything.
Prices
bargains.
The big lot Boys’ Knee Pant Suits at $1.50
$2.00, 2.50 and 3.00 are going fast.
We cordially invite you to come and
look and make comparisons.

to the

1C

The horse

can

tinder

given

iUUCl

knowledge

busy throng of ardent buySo far this
ers make their appearance.
doubled—the
have
our
sales
nearly
year
quick step of trade has kept up—Reversed
courses and disregarded precedents have

oft' that size in each quality at

LAKE OF COMO.
a

are

size the number

As the

too.

offering
nouncement,

Rare Chance to Purchase for Next
Season’s Use.

and sometimes sealed urns are
placed on the monuments, containing all
that is left of the dear departed ones.
One, although a stranger, feels in leaving this cemetery as if he had been in
close companionship with the spirits of
those gone from earth, so vivid and striking is everything memoralized there.
But we left regretfully this sad city of
the dead, as well as gay Milan itself, to
visit the shores of the lovely Lake Como.

one

PROFIT,

becomes known

be Saved.

pose,

A ride of

Dollars

more

UJLUIUJ

THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE SEASON.

leaving the station at Mifairly entering the city is like
passing the custom-house in some large Swiss Alps. It has an old cathedral conport. To stand on a viaduct not far taining pictures by Luini, and out of the
from the station and watch proceedings town an old Lombard ruin and the church,
del crucifisso, of 17th century.
is most edifying. It is the city octroi
You cannot step outside the gates of
not
for
are
for
and ther
spirits,
hunting
Como and bring in so much as a piece of
the purpose of suppressing their sale, by
bread or seed cake without being conany means, but to gather the tax imposed
fronted by the same octroi system before
cars
and
horse
them.
The
cabs
upon
mentioned.
are stopped outside the bed gates of the
The sail from Como to Bellagio is most
city and all packages ana bags are interesting, and from thence
to Colico, a
punched from the outside to see if any town which harbingers the Engadine.
hard substance like a bottle or flask can
Between Bellagio and Mennagio the
1-w-k
nonorollv
eouvoll
tnree arms or tne laae, meet ana uomo
less and the procession moves on, but ocinto Lake Lecco just before it
casionally there is a longer detention emerges
on to the sliiningyegion of the Alps.
than usual, when perhaps another official goes
is the most beautiful part of the
This
is called and sundry old peasant women
lake to drift in a gondola, being almost
with various parcels enter a miniature
as line as the grand canal at Venice for
custom house opposite, and then the
such a pastime.
blockaded lino of traffic resumes its acThese boatmen love the lake and sing
customed activity.
of it as a swain of hi® inammorata. They
This octroi in all the cities of France
it is the gentlest of all the Italand Italy, is as though each had a “Mc- say
ian lakes, less sauvage as they term it
Kinley bill” directed against every other and as they chat of its beauties they
for the purpose of a tariff on goods, eshandle their boat as if it were a gentle
pecially wines etc., brought in from steed.
districts.
outlying
Everyone goes to Bellagio which is
THE SIGHTS IN MILAN.
The

lan before

boundaries of the forrid

t^ie

and

it costing for each cremaThere is
tion from ten to thirty dollars.
also a furnace for paupers, which is longer in its destruction,
taking nearly two
hours and a half.

uo voiea

THE

SAVES

J.
-AND-

pacity,
fifty minutes,

other buildings

us

PLUSH CLOAKS

the cremation of the
huge furnaces for
dead, which, heated to their utmost cawill consume to ashes a body in

water, God can only furnish increasing
growth. The island suggests a recent
humorous picture where Dame Nature
stands in royal robes before a philosoThey showed us in glass boxes some
pher’s study waiting for admittance. On
of the bones of some
his walls are buttons marked “rain, light calcareous pieces
when the cremation had
motion, heat, sound, &c. The old Al- pauper, left more
incomplete than usuchemist looking man at the half open been perhaps
door says “Dame Nature," we have no al. Also in this building are rooms full
one
need of you.

today, and buys a Winter Overcoat, Ulster, Reefer or Suit
To

-OF

cemetery is
building, which contains

light be revelations as startling as came worship in its aisles on a Sabbath morn- in small wine
light when Commissioner Schulters ing may be the true worship of the soul, es stimulates
r centlv assumed the garb and affected
in spite of the pageantry and humbug
le mien of an Italian steerage man on a
ac
renewed
•cent European steamer across the At- going on about you. To mount its five
the
ac
motes
it
loftiest
is
hundred
to
to
:utic.
steps
dome,
The Lake of Maggiore is fine enough see far and wide over Italy, and in a Kidneys and
ir anybody,
the sail through it is one clear day the Alps and the Mediterrane{' >ng pleasure excursion full of informa- an. To gaze up at its three hundred annihilates
tl on as well as pleasure.
spires and study its two thousand figures Rheumatism quickly.
The tropical foliage on its banks makes of saints and angels and Bible men of
re imagine himself suddenly transportold, is a liberal education.
>ne.

Closing Out Sale

the crematory.

t

One of the Best IViecSecJnes Eve
Invented toe

J. R. LIBBY’S

At the further side of this
the crematory

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

DRY GOODS.

I.

R.

LIBBY,

Congress
febio

Street.
u

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts.

For Durability, Style and Comfort it has no equal.
For Sale by
lobS

Leading Dealers.
eoiloin*

PORTIiAWD,

I SAAC C.
I

a bio

ATKINSON,

ME.

Gen.

Manager.
(ftf

ANDMAINE STATE

PRESS.

Subscription Kates,
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter j 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $3 per year; $1 forsix months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising

Bates.

In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three Insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, onlirstpage, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and CO cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

THE
MONDAY,

NEW

The Argus professes to see some inconsistency in the Press’s criticism of
the raid upon the Bangor rumsellers
after its previous declarations in favor of

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

PBESS.
FEBRUARYTs.

The attempt of the New York Sun to
discredit the war record of General Alger
seems likely to react and do that gentleThat
man much more good than harm.
is always the way with unjust attacks.
Hill’s friends are claiming that the
Cleveland Democrats are uniting with the
Republicans in the town elections. We
should say it was a pretty sensible thing
for them to do, for as long as Hill retains his present grip upon the state they
are not, to use the slang of the day, “in
it,” and aloue they can never loosen his
hold.
It is Mr. Charles A. Dana’s opinion
that David B. Hill will be the next
Democratic candidate for the Presidency.
At any rate that is what he said to a
Cleveland he
Boston Globe reporter.
believes has no chance on account of the

strong opposition to him in New York,
and he thinks thero is no western man
on whom the Democrats of that section
can combine.

forced—such prohibition as Sheriff Cram
has given us—that the Press has contended would reduce drinking and drunkProhibition enforced by fits and
enness.
starts, but neglected the greater part of
the time, has no tendency to diminish
drinking, and the only effect of it is to
enProhibition
excite
prejudice.
forced in the way that it is enforced in
It will
Bangor, is practically license.
never accomplish anything but to occa-

I si

congressional nomination even
though he be the governor of the state.
That is a proposition so self evident,
however, that all the Space i.scd in arguing it is wasted. It is not criticism
that Governor Burleigh’s friends have
been complaining of, but unjust criticism. The argument comes in the shape
the
of a communication, signed “S”
Mail explaining with naivete that is
reason
the
charming, that
quite

for

not
author’s name was
signed to it was because lie was so great
and influential a man that it was feared
that the article might be given more
weight than it was really entitled to. Tli°
Mail appears to think that its own testimony to the author’s greatness will have
no

32 inches wide, at 12 1*2

Ginghams,

at 5 cents per

Spring Goods,

at

Bcngaliue,

One tot 4-4 Printed Cotton
One tot Glendale

at 8 cents per

yard.

at 10 cents per yard.

Suiting,

regular $1 quality,
Cambric,

One tot Foulard

at 4 cents per

yard.

ITB-

One tot

Shirting Print,

One tot Beaver

CALL

at 4 cents per

yard.

Shawls, $3.50 each.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING

BARGAINS IN GLOVES-—MOSTLY GENTS.
One tot Gents’ Russian Calf

N. S.
oonii

are

Gloves,

at

$2.50 per pair, regular

Subject
Sale,

to

of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland 0’s due 1907.
of
Saco 4’n due 1901.
City
City ol' Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1900.
St. Croix E. L. & W ater Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1900.
Kansas City, Kansas, Wrater Co. First
Mort. 0’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
0’s due 1908.

SWAN &BARRETT,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dlt
decay

-TIIB

Gloves, Spring Wrists, $1.10, regular

Friday

Mittens, tined,

at

UNDERWEAR.
Mixed Underwear,

regular price $1.00.

One Lot Gents’Natural Wool Underw ear,

regular price $1.00.

One Lot Gents’ Gray

Accounts of

One Lot Ladies’Fine Wool

Underw ear,

regular price $1.75'

individuals, firms and corpora
on favorable terms.

Interest allowed

Price to close $1.17.

cents.

Price to close 15 cents.
One Lot Children’s Gray Mixed Underwear,
cents. Price to close 35 cents.

regular price 50

No. 5 at 7 cents,
....

►

No. 12 at 14 cents.

...

...

at

regular price 11 cents
regular price 14 cents

Made of extra heavy material, heavy
linen front, very serviceable, price only
50c.

THE MIDDLESEX RANKING COMPANY,

fl8m

Ttsvrt/la

li

intAPdsi;

75 Dozen at 5 cents each, marked from 10 cents.
35 Dozen Children’s

Embroidered Handkerchiefs at

13

l-2

cents, marked from 35 cents.
35 Dozen Cents’ Colored Bordered

Bankers,

Handkerchiefs

at

30 Dozen White Hemstitched

Handkerchiefs,

SECURITIES.

Agents of the Cheque Bank, ‘Ed,’
dtf

LONDON.

PORTLAND NATIONAL

Eincn, 13 1-3 cents each.

XlBBY,

Deposits

in

Trimming.

Dress Trimmings and
Ornaments we shall close at reduced prices to make
You will find Bargains in
room for New Goods.

Gimps, Fringes, Fancy

A.T

NO GOODS

CHARGED.

Stationery

dt<l

HAIjIj,

OII’Y

Tuesday Evening, February 16th.

|

SONG iEGITAL

/

By tlie Charming Soprano,

an

ill wind that blows

any good.” Our loss is
your gain. We can give you a

no one

The

Quartette

Haydn

Soprano.
Miss FLORENCE KNIGHT,
Miss KATE RICKER,.Alto

HANDSOME, STRONG

]>r.

NICKERSON,.Tenor

Basso

Mr. HARRY MORRILL,

AND DURABLE

—

MR. LUCIAN

AND

—

HOWE,

Tickets, 50c„ 75c. and $1.00.
Half fare to
Stockbridge’s.
Late trains.

FOR $4b.U0.

at

“HOWE" tickets.

It is of attractive design, walimitation

in

upholstered

frame

and

crushed

plush.

FROM

mahogany

Pianist.
Now on sale
all holding
feblldlw

GILBERT’S'
NEXT ASSEMBLY
THURSDAY EVENING,

THIS

POINT

FEBRUARY

18th.

febl2

dtf

Suits ascend the ladder of

price to $225.00.
these two

prices

Between
included

are

the largest and finest selection
of Parlor Suits in Sew England.
We ash bnt your
will do

inspection,

your good .tense
vest.

the

ORGAN AND PIANO RECITAL
-BY-

MR.H.S. MURRAY and MR. F.L. RANKIN
assisted by the HAYDN QUARTETTE,

Under the auspices of the ladies of the Second
Advent Society at

KOTZSCHMAf? HALL,
Wednesday Evening, Feb. 17, 1892.
Reserved seats 35 cents, at Stockbridge’s.
dtd

febl2

MADAME BARARAT
Of Mount Lebanon will give an account of
her life and enstoms of her country on

Wednesday Evening, February 17th,

TXX23

At

Second Parish Church at 8 o’clock.

feb!5__did

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
<ltf

HEADQUARTERS COR. PEARL

& MIDDLE STS.,

Portlaaci, Me,
BrauolieH—auburn,

$50,000
INDIANAPOLIS WATER GO.

ban-

BOB, BAXH. BIDJDEFORD, IOAKIHNKR,
NORWAY. OIDIOWN, ROCKI.AN D AMI
WATKRYIM.K.

ISAAC C. ATKISSOS,

Gen.

Manager.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

Office Stationery
-w-

GREAT

THIS WILL BE A STRICTLY CASH SALE.

51.00.

Assisted by the famous New York tenor,

this department.
of every description.

and Ladies

Gout

our

jly25

Dress

admitting

Miss Mary Howe,

LATTER.

THE

WE THINK

BANK,

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

—

City Hall, Monday Evening, Feb 15, 1882.

sacri-

a

13 1-3

warranted all

2,

F^TKIAltCns MILITANT,

once.

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. \V. MASON, Vice President,
C. €). ALLEN, Cashier.

cents.

COMFAKTY,

!

better to

’twere

mark them at such

our

218 Middle Street, Portland,
Letters of Credit, available in all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.

100 Dozen Colored Bordered Handkerchiefs at 4 cents each.

NO.

2wteod3m

INVESTMENT

STEVENS I JONES

or

nut or

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.

110V24

of

GRAND CANTON RIDGELEY

Tickets
fel>9

cy Rockers, Faucy Chairs, Divans, Lounges and Parlor Suits

Qomi.

annually, in denominations of $100, $200, $250,
$500. $1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

HANDKERCHIEFS!

es

MUSIC UY CHAN DI.EU’SORCHESTRA.

PARLOR SUIT

50

EUREKA SHIRT

UXI’KBTHE attsph

immense stock of fan-

$600,000.

Issue

Congress Street. dlt

move our

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

dec29

Remnants of Sash Ribbon for cases, etc., at half price.

febl5

.GIVEN

or

question,"

That is the

“It is

regular price
EVERETT SMITH,
regular price 24 cents
regular price 30 cents 98 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

cents per yard.

Players*

Promenade concert and Ball.

dtf

Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
and matured principal. The bonds are a legal
18 cents .investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

Remnants in 5 inch Satin Ribbon at 25 cents, regular price

EGO SHIRT

time

febl4

/AfTnoe ? + ;•

Silk, Satin and Faille Ribbons in Fancy Colors
the following prices.
One Lot All

of

Picturesque Costumes.
New and Catchy Songs.
Prices Sid, 50, 75 cents.
dtf
feblC

Cashier.

Paid up Capital

Odd Lot All Silk Ribbons, widths 5, 7, 9, at 5 cents per yard.

No. 9 at 11 cents

on

Increase your ml

RIBBONSIRIBBONS!

No. 7 at 8 cents,

Superb Company

A

2 WALL STREET, SEW YORK.

Stephen R. Small, Marshall R. Coding,
President.

No. 16 at 18 cents,

2-REAL WORKING ENGINES—2
The Greatest Railroad Scene Ever Produced iu
in this city.

nimicoiubA & t»u.

deposits.

One Lot Children’s Merino Underwear, regular price 25

the Great

Locomotive Race.

fice that they will he sold at

OUR IMPROVED SENECA SHIRT

DEALERS IN

Capital and Profits, 1,100,000.
tions received

Price to close 67 cents.

Made of excellent material, fine linen
front, usual length, same shape as Seneand fit guaranteed.
ca, workmanship
Has no superior at the price, 75c.

See

1886-SIXTH ANNIVERSARY-1892
GRAND

Whether

Price to close 50 cents.

Pass.

Royal

1824.

Incorporated

A

STALEY,

Cor. middle and Exchange Sts.
utt
jaiio

“To move or not to move
JVXLS-,

nn

_

-OP-

OUR CELEBRATED BONNER SHIRT

A

B A ISTTCKRS.

—

PORTLAND,

A

in ids Successful Comedy Drama,

T IOULTON,

Furnish information respecting bonds,

$1.00 per pair, regular

.. ..

C.

GEO.

Total Indebtedness (including this
145.000
issue).
The Village of West Duluth becomes part of
Duluth
the City of
January 1, 1894, by Legislative Act of 1891.
The law under which these bonds were issued
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of
the State of Minnesota.
The Constitution of Minnesota limits the indebtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of
assessed valuation.
We recommend these bonds for investment.

jam*

One tot Gents’ Kid

Saturday, Saturday Matinee,

and

The Favorite German Dialect Comedian, Mr

and Interest payable in Gold Coin
at the National Bank, New York City.
Real value of Taxable Property.. .$15,000,000
Assessed value of TaxableProperty 0,120,000

Principal

exchange

price $1.75.

introducing incidentally
Quartette.-'

irk

for marketable securities.
in
Execute commission orders for investors at
tlie Stock Exchange or in the open market.

—

Gypsy's Daughter

The Ballet Dancer

Prices for both of above attractions, 25, £0, 75 cts.

INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.

WOODBURY

the

Musical Specialties by Mr. J.E.Brcnnan Novel
Original Terpisciiorean Ballet Specialties, and a
Songs,
repertoire of Catchy and Sparkling to
the
Dances, etc. Special attention is called
etc.
costumes,
magnificent
Efp-At the Matinee Wednesday every lady
occupying a reserved seat will he presented
with a' Handsome Souvenir.

15, 1911.

Supply selected investment bonds for cash

per pair.

One tot Gents’ tined Kid

The
custom-made goods.
Best Shirt in America at the price, $1.00.
(Laundered 10c. extra.)

Each
production
“The Famous Mirror

General Fund Bonds.
DUE JULY

Renah,
-_-

Each Play a Magnificent Production, replete
with prolific display of magnificent costumes
and jewels, novel and romantic scenic effects
and appointments.

BONDS. Village of West Duluth, ill.,

$1.69, regular

One tot Gents’ Kangaroo tined Gloves, at $1.25, regular price

to the best

Wednesday Night

H-! A TCH* H.’Sf «

One tot Gents’ Russian Calf tined Gloves at

Made by “Special Order” for this sale,
wider and three inches longer than ready
made shirts of Best New York Mill Cotton, Fine Linen Front, Tailor Cut and
equal in workmanship, material and tit

Wed. Souvenir Mat.,

unriClil

We Offer,

Little Busybody
Annette, the Dancing Girl

Monday Night,
Tuesday Night,

Agent for Portland and vicinity, 185 Middle St., Portland.

GARDINER,

price $3.50.

MADE TO ORDER.

Accompanied by a Choice Company of Players,
presenting tlicir Latest and Best Efforts.

earning a considerable surplus above

ROOM 409, EXCHANGE BUILDING, STATE ST„ BOSTON.

City

One tot Wash Silks for Fancy Waists, at 50 cents per yard,

$1.89

ullie mm

Oreceive

President, E, B. PHIXXIPS, late President Eastern and Fitchburg Railroads;
WJI. APPLETON RUST, Treasurer, Director Blaekstoue national Rank; Hon. J. Q- A.
BRACKETT, Counsel.

price $1.62 per pair.

—

Business

Ofkoers:

15 cents

per yawl.

Important Sale

J. R.

Wednesday.

per annum, by coupons attachedto
STOCK COLLECTIBLE AT ANY NATIONAL
BANK IN THE COUNTRY.

The rentals of Company’s property
this amount.

yard.

urassvs.

/

WE

and

SIX PER GENT.

One liOt of Colton and Wool Challfes,

X RTLIBBY’S

Total amount of bonds out-

$750,000
standing,
Income, as per last annual
$159,800
statement,
Population of the city, by
107,loo
U. S. census,
■

_

■

The very best for
domestic use.

VARIETY.

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.
dec2G

eodtf

*

IN ALL GRADES.

the

weight.

The Ever Popular Actress,

Write for Circular, or call at office,

price $2.25.

a

that

bargains.

Just me filing iur noiisc

yard.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

_

We have been favored with a marked
copy of the Waterville Mail containing
an elaborate argument to prove that it is
perfectly proper to criticise a candidate

we

One Lot All Wool Dress Goods, 40 inches wide, at 25 cents per

The Louisiana Democrats are trying to
patch up the quarrel that the lottery is- Well made, good material, linen front,
The
same shape as the better shirts.
sue precipitated among them on the basis
both
the same that we have been selling so freely
retirement of
the
of
and
anti-lottery candidates at 50c., but for this sale the price will be
lottery
the nomination 43c.
for
governor and
of a new man. The McEnery, or lottery
NIGHT SHIRTS.
faction, have given their assent to this
but
the
anti-lottery wing
One lot excellent quality Cotton,
arrangement,
have not defiinitely made up their minds. goad size, trimmed, at only 50c.
Probably they are troubled by the reOne lot superior quality Cotton Hamport that Director Morris’s declaration burg trimmed, full size, better than any
that the lottery will not ask a renewal we ever offered at $1.25. For this sale at
of its charter is merely a ruse to secure a
renewal more easily and with less expenditure of cash, and fear this invitation

tainly good grounds for the suspicion.

attractive

Lessee and Manager.

UNITED STATES REALTY CD

per yard.

only a thorough knowledge of
plies
the language itself, hut also a broad culture. It implies both connected, logical
thought and the ability to clothe the
thought grammatically, rhetorically and
connectedly in fit language. A style as
massive and majestic as that of Burke or
Macaulay renders any man immortal.
The grace of Irving and the copious fluency of Scott fascinate the reader; and
the power to write with the eloquence of
Mr. George William Curtis, President
Eliot or Colonel Higginson would reconcile almost anybody t,o being a Mugwump.—Education.

or

Management.

aud Conservative

Wednesday, Feb.
Monday, Tuesday
15, l(i and 17, Souvenir Matinee

6PEn

One Lot Plaid All Wool Dress Goods in dark colors, at 40 cents

Use of English.

—

Honest

THEATRE.

PORTLAND
G. E. LOTHKOP.

THIS FUNDS OK THIS

CENT

yard.

One Case American

not

ballot.

of the McJSnery crowd is mucn line tnat
of the spider to the fly. There are cer-

this sale

To make

One Case 25 cent Seotcli Ginghams,
cents per

Sale for three

Mark Down

offer some extra

The Washington correspondent of
Equal to Custom Made Shirts.
Boston Herald reports that Mr. Reed
In November we gave a very large
would be willing to go as delegate to the !
The “Special Order” to the Best Shirt ManuNational Republican Convention.
Herald’s Washington dispatches are not facturer in this Country for this February
famous for trustworthiness,but it may by Sale. The Shirts have been manufactsafely assumed that if Mr. Reed will ac- ured under our direction to meet the decept the Republicans of Maine will be mand for a garment equal in dimensions,
shape, material and ■workmanship to cusonly too glad to tender him the honor.
tom-made Shirts. The goods have just
ana
uieveiana
tnat
Mr.
It is alleged,
been received and we guarantee satisfacliis Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Failtion in every particular.

A Skowliegan correspondent of the
Evening Express who says he has looked
over the Third district thoroughly expresses the opinion that in the Third district convention Mr. Wiswell will have
63 or 70 delegates; Mr. Milliken less than
70; Mr. Manley 40 or 50, and Governor
Burleigh 191. The convention will be
composed of 377 delegates and 189 will
be enough to nominate. If the estimate
of the correspondent be correct Governor
Burleigh will be nominated on the first

to

General

Rays.

the

child, are really preparing the report of
the minority of the free coinage committee, and that Mr. George Fred Williams
who is supposed jto have the report in
charge is little more than an amanuensis.
Mr. Cleveland’s chances for obtaining the
a pretPresidential nomination are
ty low ebb already. Let him bethe special champion of “gold
come
bugs” and they will disappear altogether.

our

a

No accomplishment excels a thorough
mastery of English. Those who have
acquired it are the most cultivated and
scholarly men and women of our age.
This superiority frequently passes unnoticed, for it has a certain subtle quality like the delicate odor of roses. On
reading or listening to the best English
we never think of the form of expression,
and not till afterward, when the clearness of our conception reveals itself, do
we notice the beauty and the appropriTo use English
ateness of the language.
tvrvrriTYwi a till xr nlafrart+lr OTifl foTflihlv

amusements._

Safe Investments?

are

Those affording Absolute Security of Principal and

Extensive Repairs to be made
Store, we shall today commence

Owing

and drunkenness is concerned it is altogether worthless.

o

1TNANCTAX.

Home Company, under Boston management, are invested only in centrally located
Property in arowing cities
Every stockholder is a part-owner of such property. Investors of §100 or $10, 00

sionally put some money into the county treasury and breed contempt for law
ingeneral and the prohibitory law in parAs far as diminishing drinking
ticular.

Effective

What

REDUCTION

prohibition as a means of decreasing
drinking and drunkenness. It is prohibition vigorously and continuously en-

j

ITNA>'CIAX.

ADVERTISE__NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,__

Goods

Fancy
IN

GREAT

Uxdkk Falmouth
feblb

H. i. PAYSON & CO.,

VARIETY.

Hotel,Portland, Mo.
eodtf

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMl'AN Y is now in the

For Sale at Par and Interest by

j

INTO.

317

Congress sst.

fob 13

BANKERS,

forty-third year of its existence. It
has already paid more than TwentyOFFICES

{

™

£xchL*sc

TEXjEFUOWE
dtf

feb3

St.

100-2.
dim

five Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

*

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

AD»i-"‘"°MMTS.

NEW

WOMAN’S WORK

A Republican State Convention

NEW

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

i

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

RAM KRUPT QTOCK.

Will be held in

In the Professions, in Science and
in

J. R. LIBBY'S

Philanthropy.

REMARKABLE SALE OF FINE

At 11 O’clock, A. HI.,
for the purpose of selecting two candidates for
electors of President and Vice President of the
United States and four delegates at large and
four alternates to attend the Nat ional Convention to be held at Minneapolis, Minnesota, on
Tuesday, June 7, 1892, and transacting any
other business that may properly come before
it.
The basis of represeentation will be as follows : Each City, Town and Plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventyfive votes cast for the Republican candidate for
Governor in 1888, an additional delegate, and
for a fraction of forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any City,
Town, or Plantation can only be filled by residents of the County in which the vacancy exists.
Tlie State Committee will be in session in the
reception room of the Hall at nine o'clock on
the morning of the Convention, for tire purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates, in order to be eligible to participate in
the Convention, must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this Convention; and
delegates under this call should not be elected
to the State Convention to be hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for

STORY OF GREAT ACHIEVEMENTS

Dr.

Writes of

“Women

Science”—Mrs.

in

Percival Bonney’s Account of the Do-

$12 EACH.

ings of “Philanthropic Women.”

The second meeting for the year of the
Woman's Literary Union, was held in
Boswortli Post hall Saturday afternoon
and was.largely attended.
The meeting
opened with a report from the recording

secretary

pro

tem,

Miss Hittie

dence in advancement as

This young actress whose reputation
has long preceded her in Portland will
make her first appearance at Portland
Theatre this evening in “The Busybody.”
An exchange says:
“A Little Busybody” gives Miss Akerstrom a chance to keep very busy and
make everyone happy.
She dances as
gracefully and cleverly as ever, and her
She was
acting brings many plaudits.
recalled and the audience would not he
satisfied until she appeared before the
curtain. Miss Akerstrom has an excellent supporting company.”
The famous Mirror Quartette appear

\

Kensel,

All New Goods in the Latest Designs
LARGE STOCK TO SELECT FROM.

Wednesday

evening. There will be an organ and piano
recital by Mr. F. L. Rankin and H. S.
Murray, assisted by the Haydn Quartette.
The merits of both the gentlemen are so
well known, both as organists and pianists, and the vocal capabilities of the
quartette have become so potent to all
musical people that a large audience may
be expected. Reserved seats are on sale

less than a

removed.
Women have for many years earnestly
endeavored to alleviate the condition of
the insane. In the hospital in Morristown
where Dr. Alice Bennett is

superintend-

ent, there are between six and seven hundred patients who are under little or no
restraint. The asylum is furnished with
a Kindergarten room and an art studio
where pupils are happy although their
There are now

work is often

grotesque.
colleges open to women and
Prominent
seven exclusively for them.
Those who contemplate attending eithin the ministry is recorded the familiar
er of the Padereswki piano recitals on the
name of Lucretia Mott of Philadelphia.
29th inst. and March 1, should remember
Of the churches which regularly ordain
but a fortnight remains before the great
the Universalists stand at the
at

Stockbridge’s.

38 medical

Paderewski.

artist will be here. It is therefore advisable that they secure their seats at Stockbridge’s at once. These concerts will be
the most important that have been given
here for years in consequence of the ce-

lebrity of the artist, and musical people
from all over Maine will be present.
Notes.

The last two performances were given
by the Whallen-Martell Company at
Portland Theatre to good audiences Saturday. At the matinee the ladies in the
reserved seats were presented souvenirs.
Now is the time to secure seats for the
remainder of the Stockbridge courses.
A splendid set of entei'tainments is afforded at a small price.
SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFOKE JUDGE BONNET.

Saturday—The cases of Frederick A. Clark

against Henry Soule to recover for services in
doctoring a silk horse, and of Henry Soule
against against Frederick A. Clark to recover
the value of tire
Clark's treatment

ground that
killed the animal, are still on
trial. The testimony is closed.
C. S. Cook for Soule.
J. C. Cobb for Clark.
horse

on

the

Cumberland County Agricultural Association.

appointed

a

Mrs. M. 1J. Frank

the company with a very
interesting paper on “WomaninSeience.”
“Scientific research by women,” she
said, “has been considered until recently
wholly unsuited for the feminine intellect; music, literature and art being the
only safe and decorous branches.” Foremost among the many women in the
present century who have won laurels
and success in science stands Prof. Maria
then favored

a

native of

Xantuckett, Mass.,

who was presented by the King of Denmark with a gold medal and a medal
struck in copper by the republic of San

Italy, for the discovery of a
telescopic comet in ’47, was professor of
Astronomy at Vassal College in 1805, and
the first woman made a member of
the American Academy of Arts and
.Sciences. Mrs. Sarah Hall, of Revoluwas

tionary times,

was

prominent

as an

early

mistress of scientific knowledge, while
in Brunswick, Me., resides Miss Kate
Furbush who deserves to rank with the
leaders of botanists. Her artistic as well
as literary work in her book entitled
“The Flora of Maine” is exceptionally

building com- fine.

mittee with power. The fair dates were
changed to September 13th, 14th and 15th.
Hook No.

head, the Church of the Disciples second,
the Unitarians third, while the Congregar
tionalists officially report six ordained. In
the law, Mrs. Lockwood was the first to
be admitted to the bar and practice beThis occurred
fore the supreme court.
in 1S79. A large number of others followed. And yet while busily engaged in
professional work many women are making and keeping happy homes and guarding the interests of their children.

Marino in

The association met at Merchants Exchange hotel Saturday, President W. H.
Vinton in the chair.
It was voted, as there was a sufficient
sum of money in the treasury, to build a
handsome grand stand, 100 feet in size,
with a large dining room on the first
floor, and other modern conveniences.
B. F. Curtis, H. B. Johnson and F. D.
Scamman were

women,

Mitchell,

Rachel Little Bodley, A. M., M. D., a
graduate of the Wesleyan Female College,
Has Achieved Much Fame

1 Celebrates.

chemistry being elected Dean of the
Hook and Ladder No. 1 enjoyed their
of the Woman’s Medical College
annual supper at the St. Juliau on Satur- Faculty
and the first woman professor on record.
down
sat
to
men
day evening. Some 30
Two of her pupils are now members of
a right good supper and by their acts
the W. L. U. A number of other female
showed their appreciation of it. It was
devotees of science were enumerated,
an informal affair.
Messrs. Quinlan,
notably Mrs. Ellen Henrietta Richards,
Sargent and Siteman were the efficient wife of Prof. Richards, of the Massacommittee of arrangements.
chusetts Institute of Technology, who is
in

No Two Patterns Alike.
Price Mucli Below Value.

They Will Be Sold

__
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induce us to purchase this stock of Dry Goods, etc. We were rather nonplussed at the persistence to which the matter was pushed. At last the
cat came out. They wanted the money for Ithe stock they had taken for
debt and they wanted it in a few days. We had the money but did not
want the stock. Well, after a dicker, we have the goods.

Rapidly.

MORNING,

ill TUESDAY

Come at Once if You Wish to Securi

ill

Your Ghoice.

EVERYTHING IN READINESS.

J. R. LIBBY,
OONGRE88 8TREET.

|
able instructor in sanitary chemistry
in that institution.
Miss M. Ada Molineux, A. M., Ph. 1).,
is employed by the State of Massachusetts testing water and milk for bacteria.
Mrs. Emma Willard of Connecticut,
composer of “Rocked in the Cradle of
the Deep,” is the founder of the first
teachers in
normal school of native
an

Greece.
The first prize of $ 1000 for the best design for the building devoted to the
woman’s department at the Exposition
in 1893 was awarded Miss Sophia (>.
Hayden, a school teacher of Boston, who
devoted her leisure evenings to the perfecting of the plan. The hammer, inlaid with gold, silver and pearl, which
will drive the last nail, will be given by
the women of Nebraska, and the nail by
the women of Montana.
Miss Eliza H. Morton of Deering, Me.,
has published a scholarly series of geographies for the use of schools.
At the close of this paper, Miss Ruth
Long sang with much feeling and taste
one of Marston’s compositions, “Many
a

Time and Oft.”
mi s.

tf

uuge

nuimry

admirable article on *Philanthropic Women,” which proved inThe introduction
tensely interesting.
was the commandment, “Love one another,” as embracing the entire definithen read

an

tion of the word philanthropy, which is
the purest love, not only to men of our
own class and station but to those lowest down, those who are the least attractive, those who are the least deserving, the most degraded, the most
most
the
and
wretched
forlorn,
heart
human
in
for
every
tli^re lies an element divine which
the
strugnothing can destroy. Through
gle of the American colonies, women
were always to the front, working for
civil and religious liberty, for God and
humanity. The first philanthropic organization dates back to 1793, of which
Ann Parish, a young Quakeress, was the
leader; although no further activity of
note is recorded until the late Civil War,
when a Spartan band of women heartily
espoused the cause of the slaves. Prominent in his work may be mentioned the
names of Sarah Grimke, Lydia M. Child,
Maria Chapman, Mary S. Parker and
Lucretia Mott. These women by their
glowing eloquence laid themselves open
to social ostracism, personal abuse and
But she wiio won
even danger to life.
the greatest victory against slavery was
Harriet Beecher Stowe, whose “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin” lias had the largest circulation of any book ever written except
the Bible; over $300,000copies being sold
the first year. The story of Uncle Tom
first began its existence in her brain one
Sunday at the communion table at the
little church at Brunswick, her husband
being professor at Bowdoin at that time.
The outcome of this
Work

During

the War

the womans’ missionary societies' in
connection with church work, followed
President Frances
by the W. C. T. U.
E. Willard, the head of the union, is one
of itlio strongest and most cultivated
was

The

Commissioners Say They Are Right.

In Saturday’s Argus appeared an artiblaming the county commissioners for
awarding damages of $225 to Manasseh
Smith and $175 to heirs of the late John
Newman, on account of the widening of
Spring street in Deering near High, and
damages of $50 to Clinton Mosher, $30 to
Richard T. Rowe and $20 to C. G. Chip,
man for a change in the
highway west
of Nason’s Corner. It was alleged by
the Argus that the commissioners could
not legally make these awards, even if

cle

Spring street is a county highway. The
commissioners, on the other hand, say
that, after due notice has been given, and
no objections made, the Statutes authorize them to proceed as they have done.
MARRIAGES.
Iu this city. Keb. 1", by Rev. .T. G. Merrill,
John E. Starbird and Angie E. Holland.
In Litchfield, Keb. (>, B. \V. Smith and Miss
Netties. Hutchinson, both of Monmouth.
xii vxai uinci, jc cdi

«>,

aii cj. viictuiirni

uaiui-

and Miss Alary A. Berry of Litchfield.
Weeks Mills. Feb. 2, Frank Haskell and
Miss Josephine Hatch.
In Lee. F'eh. 3, Claude A. Noyes and Miss
Alice E. Haskail.
In Palmyra, .fan. 20, Cassino Merrill of Athens and Miss H. Franoena Grant, of Cornvilie.
In Troy. Jan. 31, Frank H. Tilton and Miss
Mabel F. Hollins.
In Burnham. Jan. 26. Edward E. Iioundy of
Clinton and IMiss Addie EJbassell of Burnham.
In Hockland. Jan. 13, James A. Spearing of
Auburn and Miss Lizzie E. Clark of Rockland.
In South Thomaston, Jan. 12, James P. Stamp
of Hockland and Miss Emma C. Anderson of
South Thomaston.
In Pembroke, Jan. 17, Orali C. Moore and
Miss Lama E. Brown.
ner

In

DEATHS.
In this city. Fell. 13, Albert, son of Louis and
Elizabeth Larochclle, aged 2 years and 3

months.

[Funeral tin's afternoon at 2 o’clock from No.
27 Waterville street.
In this city,.Feb. 13. Ellen, infant daughter of
Peter A. and Maria Uion, aged 2 months and 27

days.

[Funeral this afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, from
190 Congress street.
In this city. Feb. 12, Mary, widow of the late
Patrick Ward.
[Funeral this morning at 8.30 o’clock, from
the rear of No. 30 North street.
In this city, Feb. .13, George Emerson, aged
37 years.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o’clock, from No.
18 Summer street.
In this city. Feb. 13. George Carroll, only
child of George and Caroline Jennings, aged ID
years 9 months.
[Eastern papers please copy.]
In this city, Feb. 13, Janies L., son of the late
Michael and Catharine Higgins, aged 2 years 7
months.
In this city, Feb. 12, Annie Viola, youngest
child of N. Grant and Annie McAloney, aged 1
year 5 months.
In Scarboro. Feb. 12, Carrie L., daughter of
Randolph MeKouney, aged 17 years 4 months.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at' 2 o’clock,
from parent’s residence. Scarboro.
In Cornish, Fell- 13, Sgrali, widow of James
Otis Moliitire, aged 69 years 8 months.
In Gorham, Feb. 12, Elizabeth S., wife of Jas.
G. Larrabee, aged 61 years.
[Funeral tills Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from her late residence.
In East Otisfield, Feb. 11, Rev. Joseph Loring,
aged 87 years 10 months 14 days.
[Funeral this -Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,

from liis lulu residence.

In Whitelield, Jail. 30, Mrs. Elizabeth Whitday.
The greatest philanthropist of this ing. aged 65 years.
In Gardiner,' Jan. 19, Miss Emily Peacock,
century was Miss Dorothea Dix, a native aged 59 years.
of Hampden, Me., whose life’s work deIn Gardiner, Jan. 19, Vira E. Lewis, aged
voted to the insane won for her the love 41 years.
In Richmond, Jan. 9, Mrs. Annie M. SutherciLLU ^ldtllUUU
land, aged 33 years.
poor health, her great support and help
In Hartford, Jan. 22. Mrs. William Jordan.
women

of our

-txi »y

Ui

in

in her work was her faith in God. Her
last days were spent, by invitation of the
government, in the state asylum for the
This asylum
insane at Trenton, X. J.
was “her lirst born child” as she touchingly termed it.
Here the president read a letter from
Mrs. Marguerite Davis of this city, a pupil and dear friend of Miss Dix, who was
invited to give a few reminiscences of this
noble woman; but was unable to cbraply
with the request on account of illness.

In Thomaston, Jan. 27, James Leonard, aged
56 years.
In Thomaston, Jan. 28, Joshua S. Lineken,
aged 59 years.
in Bethel. Jail. 29, Hazen Oxgood.
In Bethel, Jan. 20, Mrs. Marianna Bartlett,

aged 88 years.
in Paris, Feb. 1, Jairus K. Hammond, aged
69

years.

_

In Paris, jam. 29. Luther P. Winslow.
in Litchfield, Fell. 2, Joseph Taylor,
60 yea.19.

aged
lii East Brownfield, Jan. 11, Mrs. Hannah
Flood, aged 90 years.
In Togus. Feb. 3, Rev. Jeremiah Hayden,

“All-round Women” was
decidedly spicy and highly appreciated,
she advised women to do their work not
like a man, not like a woman, but thoroughly ami well; to l>e versed in politi-

aged 61 years.
111 this city. Feb. 12, Mrs. Mary, wife of the
late Patrick Ward.
[Funeral this Monday morning at 8.30 o’clk,
from rear of No. 30 North street.
in Phipsburg, Feb. 12, Martin L. Turner,
aged 65 years 6 months.
In Anson. Jan. 18, Mrs. Aiinah B. Rogers,
aged 78 years.
In Alison, Jan. 2i, Mary S. Fuller, aged 79

and above all the
must ho endowed with

Mrs. Mary Wellington,

Mrs. J.

dissertation

tact.
At the

s

on

cal and social

all-round

B. Coyle

problems

woman

the readings, Mrs.
vote of
thanks
a
eagerly seconded, after which

close of
Bragdon moved
which was
followed the

adjournment.

There will be a special meeting of the
Samaritan Association this afternoon,
with Mrs. J. A. Kendall, 10 Henry street.
A full attendance is requested.
“What shall I do!” the maiden cried. “H
will be here to nightand my hands are chapped:
however, I have a bottle of Salvation Oil.”

,,

years.
In Madison, Feb. 3,
aged 7.3 years.
in Liberty, .Ian. 29.

GEOVES.

KID

500 Pairs Real Kid Gloves manufactured by Poster & Paul,
at 59c a pair, sizes 6 1-2, 03-4
7, 7 1-4, 7 1-2 and 7 3-4,

Whitney’s price $1.50.

and

Pattern

Whitney’s
price
Dresses,
$12.50, our price $4.98, dis-

played at

the Silk Counter.

22 Half and whole pieces All
Wool Plaids and Serges 44
inches wide at 50c a yard,

READ

ON.

1 Bale Twilled Cotton Crash, 5c 1000 Packages No. 6 White Ena yard or 25 yards for $1.
velopes at 5c a package. Whit-

Barnsley Crash
yard.

1 Lot

12 l-2c

at

ney’s price

10c.

500 Boxes Linen Writing Paper
and Envelopes at 25c a box.
1 Lot Bleached Table Damask at
Whitney’s price 75c, 78 sheets
37 l-2c a yard.
of paper and 78 envelopes in a
box.
1 Lot Bleached Table Damask at
a

45c

DRESS GOODS.
17 Combination

ON.

READ

ON.

READ

its women oc-

cupy the first and most enviable position
Yet
among all the women of the earth.

III

■

Tirm OT Wincnesier, importers*

of

generation ago it was thought
that a woman entering a profession became unsexed and unwomanly, but the
gentle, sympathetic, womanly woman
whom we now find in the professions
contradicts this judgment, for the experiences of a professional life are calculated to exercise andJncreasc these traits.
Dr. Avery then referred to the pioneers
in the medical profession, among whom
she mentioned Harriet Keziah Hunt, pupil of Dr. Valentine Mott, as the earliest
practitioner, who opened an office in Bosincidentally in every play.
ton in 1835, practicing without a diploma,
Sixth Stockbridge.
Miss Mary Howe, who charmed our having been refused admission to the
Harvard Medical College, but later, in
people so much in the Stockbridge
1853, the Woman’s Medical College of
course last season, will be heard tomorPennsylvania, conferred upon her the
row evening fn the Sixth Stockbridge.
Miss Howe has not only a brilliant, high- degree of M. D. Following her was
ly cultivated voice, she brings to the
stage also a very striking personality. who, like Dr. Hunt, met with much opShe will be assisted by the well known position but received the degree of M. D.
New York tenor, Mr. William Lavin, the at the school in Geneva. H. Y., in ’49.
Haydn Quartette of this city—Miss Soon after, she opened an office in Hew
Florence Knight, Miss Kate Ricker, Dr. York city, but so great was the prejudice
H. M. Nickerson and Mr. Harry Merrill against women physicians that she was
Half obliged to purchase a house in order to
—and Mr. Lucian Howe, pianist.
fare is granted on the trains to all hold- successfully carry on her work. Among
ing Howe tickets, and there will be late the first pupils of the Woman’s Medical
trains after the concert. There are still College in Pennsylvania was the Quakeress Ann Preston, who afterwards became
some good seats at Stockbridge’s.
officially connected with it, and it is due
Organ and Piano Recital.
that much of the prejuThe ladies of the Second Advent Socie-’ to her influence
dice against female physicians has been
ty have planned a delightful entertainment at Kotzschmar Hall for

The F. Whitney stock of Winchester, Mass., $1365.0® is the price paid,
the original price $3740.00. It is a stock of Dry and Fancy Goods of every
conceivable nature, such as we keep or would be found in a first class Dry
Goods Store. Taken for debt, this is the story in brief. A large well known

Alice Avery Tells of “Professional
American Women”- Mrs. M. P. Prank

the November meeting, which was
termed a “Lowell Day.” Following this
a letter was read by the president from
Jean Kincaid (Estella Morrill) who sent
greetings to the president and members
and referred to the pleasant day in June
spent with them as a day marked with a
white stone in her memory. She also
Governor.
spoke with appreciation of the Longfellow souvenir spoon, a gift from the
political differences, who are in sympathy with
close of a
the sentiments expressed in the call of the Re- union to her little boy. At the
publican National Committee for the Republi- few well chosen remarks bv the Dresican National Convention, are cordially invited
dent, Dr. Alice Avery was introduced,
to unite with the Republicans of the State in
the subject of her paper being
electing delegates to tins Convention.
“Professional American Women,"
Per order, Republican State Committee.
which she intelligently treated. In openJOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
F. E. SOUTHARD, Secretary.
“1 believe very truly that
ing she said:
Augusta, Me., February 1,1892.
the position which women occupy in
a
country is a test of the country’s civiliMUSIC AND DRAMA.
zation,” and America must claim preceUllie Akerstrom.

BOUGHT—A STOCK OF DRY GOODS.

IMFORTKD

TOLD TO LITERARY UNION.

a

yard.
Damask

Skeins Barbour’s Black
Linen Thread at 2c a skein.

1 Lot Half Bleached Table Damask at 29c a yard.

190 Men’s Neck Ties at 25c each
Whitney’s price 50c.

2000

1 Lot Bleached Table
at 68c a yard.

Whitney’s price

235 Pairs

CLOAK

Men’s

Suspenders at
Whitney’s price

DEPARTME1T.

5c.

Silk
15e
50c.

Clocked
a

pair.

219 Men’s Night Shirts at 50c.
Whitney’s price $1.
Whitney’s price 75c.
9 Pieces All Wool Washington
Plaids, 44 inches wide, at 50c, Do Not Faii to Visit 325 German Silver Thimbles at
2c each, Whitney’s price 25c.
Whitney’s price 75c.
This Department.
Odd Lot of 28 pieces All Wool
oc
a
auu ijiius < ninit'ii v oiiun
Dress Goods at 25c a yard.
ball. Whitney’s price 10c.
25 Ladies’ Rubber Gossamers,
in
JHiacK ttoous
merges, jneurieiia
all sizes and lengths, at $1.50
Cloth and Bedford Cords 50s,
Worsted and
marked from $2.00, 200 Cards Mending
each,
a
and
75c
at lc a card. Whitney’s
$1 yard.
Cotton
$2.50 and $3.
price 3c.
10 Pieces 48 inch All Wool Hen25 Beaded' Capes at $1 each
rietta Cloth with border, at
600 Packages Tooth Picks at 3c
marked from
$3.00, $4.00
59c a yard, marked from $1.
a package.
Whitney’s price
for
and $5.00,
very pretty
We call special attention to
5c.
summer and evening wear.
this lot.
sizes 18 to 30
125 Ladies’ Spring Jackets, all 170 Pairs Corsets,
All
Basket weave,
10 Pieces
at 30c a pair.
Whitney’s
kinds and description at $1.00
Wool Black
Goods at 39c,
price 50c.
each. Whitney’s price $3.00,
worth 50c.
$4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each. 138 Pairs Children’s Fine Muslin
Hamburg
Drawers,
50 Ladies’ Jackets at $2.00 each
trimmed, at 19c a pair. Whitworth double this price.
ney’s price from 35c.

DEPARTMENT.

DOMESTIC

2000 Yards in short
4-4 Fruit of the

lengths of
Loom, and
other makes Sheeting at G l-4c
a yard.

20 Dozen Ladies’ Corset Covers
at 19c each. Whitney’s price
from 25 to 50c.

SHALL WARES.
1000 Pieces Chamois

at

Whitney’s price

piece.

10c
25c.

a

2000 Yards Lockwood 4-4 Unbleached Cotton, 5 to 20 yards
in a piece at 5c a yard.

100 Pairs Shears and Scissors at
10c a pair.
Whitney’s price
25c.

1 Case Cocheco Priilts
yard, worth 7c.

1300 Spools Sewing Silk at 5c a
spool. Whitney’s price 10c.

1 Case American
at 3c a yard.

at

Shirting

5c

a

Prints

600 Dozen Dress Buttons at 10c
a dozen.
Whitney’s price 25c.

15 Pieces Atlantic 10-4 Bleached i 165 Bottles Sweet Bve and Bve
Sheeting at 22 l-2c a yard, | Perfumery at 15c a bottle.
Whitney’s price 25c.
worth 27 c.
16 Dozen Tin Rubber Dressing
15 Pieces Atlantic 9-4 Bleached
Combs at 5c each.
Whitney’s
Sheeting at 20c a yard.
price 10c.

6 Dozen Ladies’ Night Dresses
at 50c each. Whitney’s price
75c.
Rubber
3 Gross Lead Pencils
Tipped at lc each. Whitney’s

price 3c.

2 Gross Pen
_«
m miut

j

Holders

lc

_*
cs

|iii

each,

U/U

690 Dozen Dress and Cloak Buttons at 2c a dozen. Whitney’s
price 35c a dozen.
160 pieces Colored Torchon Lace
Fast Colors, at 15c a piece, 12
yards. Whitney’s price 50c.

We cannot too urgently request
350 Pairs Ladies’ Cotton Hose at all who can conveniently do so,
25c a pair, Whitney’s price to make their purchases at our
store in the morning between
50c.
worth 12 l-2c.
the hours of 9 and 12 o’clock.
100 Boxes Milled Toilet Soap, 3 We ask this for the comfort of
10 Pieces Swansdown, a new
cakes in a box, at 19c a box, our customers and 1 a favor to
thing very pretty for wrappers
Whitney’s price 30c.
ourselves. While we will do our
30 inches wide at 15c a yard.
utmost
to wait on all customers
5 Dozen Tooth Brushes at 15c
satisfactorily and deliver all
About 1000 yards left of the
each. Whitney’s price 25c.
Scotch Binghams at 15c a 25 Dozen
and White goods promptly as possible, we
Black
advise all who can do so to take
yard.
at
10c
a dozen or
Cotton
Spool
their
with them and thus
! Jlc a spool.
Whitney’s price avoid parcels
1300 Yards American Zephyr
the possibility of disap3c a spool.
Binghams, in short lengths,
in getting them deat 9c a yard.
Hand- ivered on time.
We
100 Dozen
Children’s
again
each. Whit- repeat that by coming early in
at
lc
kerchiefs
25 Pieces Printed Bedford Cord
the morning, customers will not
ney’s price 5c.
at 12 l-2c a yard,
89 Boxes Tourist Duelling 5c a only consult their own interests
1 Bale Unbleached
box, 6 yards in a box, Whit- but will confer a great favor
Crash, all
linen, at 5c a yard.
ney’s price 25c a box.
upon ourselves. Respectfully.

yards this season’s styles
Outing Flannels dress
pattern lengths, at 8c a yard,

1500
in

I(ointment

HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS ALL OVER THE STORE.

Mrs. Lucy A., widow of
George Lampson, aged 75 years 7 months.
ill Bucksport, Mrs. Mary Furbush, aged 85

years.
In Brooksville, Jan. 19, Mrs. Ruth Tapley,
aged 80 years.
in Mt Vernon, Feb. 2, Hiram Dearborn, aged
79 years.

in

Sargentville,

aged 00 years.

th6
g DENNETT

Jan. 31, Mrs. Maria Sargent,

Floristf-570 Congress Street,

Please

Extra Saleswomen wanted.
10 o’clock THIS MORNING.

X.

JOHN

I

apply between the hours

of 9

and

AS OTHERS SEE US.

trayed as the French mere do fannlle.
regards her maternal duties as

onerous, declines to
ner children and

a

Text.

The Eminent Frenchman Is Afraid That

Contact
the

with

Morals

standings

Americans

of

the

Between

Is

Ruining

Gauls—Misunder-

Peoples.

[Special Correspondence.]
New York, Feb. 11.—in a recent
number of The Temps, which is the
most weighty and the most important of
all the Paris newspapers, M. Jules
Simon devotes an entire column to abuse
of the Americans, whom he holds up to
the obloquy of the civilized world as the
destroyers of that most important of all
social institutions—namely, the family.
It is not the first time the citizens
of this great country have been thus assailed by their cousins on the other 6ide
of the broad Atlantic, and as a rule they
can afford to treat with indifference attacks of this character. But M. Jules
Simon holds a position of such exceptional eminence in the Old World, both
as a statesman of international reputation and as dean of the French literary
world, that his remarks are certain
to carry more than ordinary weight

throughout Europe.
After declaring that it is the North
Americans who are setting the pace, not
only in the Western hut also in the
Eastern Hemisphere, and who are forcing by competition as well as by ex-

ample

the nations of

Europe

to trans-

A, A

JULES

SIMON.

going and deliberate
gait into a mad Yankee gallop which
leaves no time for any such cumbersome
baggage as sentiment and domestic ties
of affection, he proceeds to state that it
is the family institution alone which
It
sweetens life and renders it pure.
therefore follows, according to M. Simon, that if the Americans by means of
form their easy

their

pernicious example

are

destroying

the family system of the Old World,
they are ipso facto also destroying the
of the latter.
This will doubtless appear to most of

purity

my American readers a very astonish-

ing remark—especially when it is borne
in mind that it comes from a Gaul. To
be accused, by the French of all people,
of the crime of perverting their morality and of contaminating their purity
is probably about the very last thing in
the world that the Americans would
expect. Indeed, the inhabitants of this
country have hitherto been under the
impression that it was just the other
way—that, instead of the Americans
perverting the French, it was the latter
who were making havoo of American
innocence: and to such an extent does
this belief prevail in the United States
that the terms “very Gallic” or “very
French” are regarded here as synonymous of a propriety that is, to say the

least, questionable.
False and erroneous impressions concerning sister nations prevail on both
sides of the Atlantic, which are fostered
and increased by such newspaper articles as those of M. Jules Simon, and
which can only be dispelled by a better
and more thorough mutual acquaintance between the Old World and the
New. Not all French novels, plays and
ways are immoral, nor on the other
hand are the family institution and
home life as conspicuously absent from
the social system of the United States
as M. Jules Simon would lead his countrymen to believe. There are other and
better things in France than the can can
and the Moulin Rouge, while in America people, although eager to get ahead
of their competitors in the race of life,
nevertheless find time to devote to their
home affections and to domestic ties.
r« tUn

UD<i

Af

liie outiAln TV/f

GimAti

they

are

Greco

Eyed.

If she does not reside at a hotel she has
a house, where her husband and herself
occasionally receive their friends, but
which serves for but little else. The husband. as a rule, prefers his club, where
he finds solitude if he desires it, card
games if he is fond of gambling, gossip
if he likes conversation, and in many
cases luxuries which he cannot afford to
have at his own home. Frequently he
dines at his club. Being thus the entire
day on ’change or at his business and
spending the evening at his club, what
becomes of the wife? She, during this
She— Proceed, Salvator Monahan, but
time, says M. Simon, forms acquainttake heed lest ye go too farl
ances and social relations of her own.
He—Too far?—too fart You, who was
She is left entirely free to her own deseen last night settin on an ash barrel
sentivices, unhampered by any of the
out o’ the same bag wid
mental scruples of the Old World con- eatin peanuts
an intire stranger, talk to me of goin
cerning her husband and children, and—
too far. Ha! ha! ha! (Bites himself in
well, she “hovers on the border line of
the arm and swoons.)—Life.
divorce.”
Concerning the American practice of
Baby cried,
living at hotels—and it is clear that AL
Mother sighed,
Simon believes that at least 70 per
cent, of the well to do population of
Doctor prescribed: Castoria f
the United States has adopted that
means of existence—he declares that
Elderly Widow—Well, there! I believe I’ve
these caravansaries render even super- made all the bequests I wish to make, still I
flunn a flift htmrt^riov nf nrotiniHinff fn
find $10,000 remaining.
It will
have a home and a family. Monsieur
Mutual Friend—Oh, that’s all right.
all of that to prove you were of sound mind
and Madame have each their separately take
when you made your will.—Pittsburgh Bulletin.
numbered room and their duly numbered seat at the table d’ hote, nor is it
That “all gone” or faint feeling so prevalent
usual, he adds, for either the rooms of with our best female population, quickly sucthe husband and wife, nor yet their cumbs to the wonderful powers of Lydia E.
at table, to be contiguous.
As to the American children M. Simon

places

wtiom

Bits.

“Have suffered all winter with lumbago.
Less than two bottles of Ath-lo-pho-ros, in two
weeks, made me about well.”—Mrs. M. E. Lockwood, 60 Franklin St., Lynn, Mass.
Perdita—What do you think of his being so
infatuated with me?
Penelope—I think it is a waste of time.
Perdita (delightedly)— Because you think I
would not have him?
Penelope—No, because I knowyouwould like
him without his being infatuated with you.—
Jester.
All sufferers from blood disorders can use
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla with assurance of cure.
New Waitress (at Mrs. Slimdiet’s boardinghouse)—Tenderloin steak-lamb chop veal cut
lets pork choss eggs fried er poached boiled er
dropped, broiled chicken, bn ck tout gameOld boarder (wildly)—Who ?
New Waitress—Beg pardon, i forgot. I used

to be in an order restaurant. Lemme see. what
is it here? Oh! Fried liver, stewed liver, or

boiled.
Old

Family

MALE

Boarder (weakly)—Say-that-restanrant-

biil-of-fare-over-please-and-say-it-slow; bury me

FOR SAXE.

HELP.

OR RENT—Grcenhithe, the esWilMe.;
Ferry
and 11/a miles from the city of Portland,
Seven and a half acres of land under excellent
cultivation; frontage on sea, tine beach, magnicent view of bay, islands and ship channel.
House lias 10 rooms and attic, good cellar,
barn, carriage and bathing house; boiling spring
onpremises. Owner of above will sell hi one
BENJAMIN
parcel, or halves and quarters.
SHAW. ijiy3 Exchange street._13-1

NTf ANTED—A gentleman of good morals
t
and strictly temperance would like to
correspond with a lady not under 35 or over 40
of
age, object matrimony; no objections to
years

of the late Dr. Chas. H. Burr, at
FORtateSAXE
1
mile South Portland

lard,

widow: all letters answered. Address H. H.
HAET, Portland -Me.10-1

a

Atlas

SITUATION WANTED—A married man
K? wants a situation, farm work preferred,
understands care of horses and cows; several
years experience. Address X this office. 10-1
HELP.

FEMALE

the

capable girl for general
work. Apply at 180 High street.

OF

occupied by Geo. S. Hay as eating
House, rooms on second floor fitted for light
13-1
housekeeping.
now

WANTED—A
WANTED—Competent girls to
GIRLS
SAXE—By E. A. WHITNEY,
power sewing machines, state experience
1JOKgrocer
201 Congress St., sour kraut
and address P. O. Box ItilT, Portland, Me.

the
12e.
The best flavored Tea you ever drank
for 50c. lb. We
challenge any dealer to match
it for the money. Fancy dairy butter 28c. II).
quart.

AGENTS.

WORLD

THE
To

only

SAXE—Two Hoisting Engines: in first
class order. Apply to B. J. WILLARD,
FOR
No. 59 Commercial street.

25 sin-

Reserve
gle assessments total since 1885.
fund, responsible management, no “endowments,” “partnership policies.” or any speculative features.
Liberal terms to canvassers;
previous experience not requisite. Correspondence invited.
PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY,
Portland, Me.
jan20-8

Griven

Bo

___12-1

wanted for reliable life

WANTED_Agents
insurance, cheapest known;

9-4

SAXE—$2000; grocery and provision
store; best corner in City of Boston; here
12 years; wishes to retire as large real estate
investments require all his attention; sell fixtures
at sacrifice and nice clean stock at inventory.
E. A. MARTIN, 186 Washington street, Boston, Mass.5-2

FOR

NINE HUNDRED
Polished

PLEASE PRESERVE THIS.
5|6|5|5l5r5lC|5|5|5|5|5|5|5|5|5| 10 | 10 | 10 | 10 | 10 | 3.00
io | io | ioTToTioi io | io | io | io | io | 10110110 j 10 | io 1101101 3.00
__-.-a
T

BB

i

IISFL^L

\

This card is worth

U9

«J

$8.50

g
O
X

We punch the amount of your purchase each time you trade with us ancl when
all the figures are punched we will present you with a copy of the New Popular
Family Atlas of the World.
25 | 25 | 3.00 I 3.00 I 3.00 | 1.00 | 1.00 | 1.00 | 1.00 | 1.00 | 1.00 | 75 | 75
| 75
75 | 75 | 75 | 75 I 75 | 75 | 75 [ 50 | 50 | 50 | 50~| 50 | 50 | 50 | 50 | 50 | 50 | 3.00

ALWAYS TRADE WiTM
_

( OTTT

THIS

CASTINE, ME.
Nearly new, and well furnished through*
52
has
oat;
guest rooms ; is finely located,
and specially adapted to Summer Guests.
of a large owner it will bo
to
decease
Owing
J. E. MOORE,
Bold cheap. Address
Tlmmaston, Me.
jan22FM&Wtf

You ought to be able to select
one to please yon in that number

TO LET.

The prices range from

and convenient rent at No.

good
TO 1 Bramhall
Place, with hot and cold water
batli
set
hot water
LET—A

^

^
CO

apparatus,

$2

PI

US._

heat,
room,
bowls and modern conveniences, recently occuPrice
F.
Levi
$22.50,
ready for
Hoyt.
pied by
occupancy. Apply to HENRY J. CONLEY, 80
street.
City.S5-1
Exchange

$12.

to

mo LET—Market garden of 10 acres highly
A fertilized and all ready for early Spring
Kales from the garden last year
business.
amounted to §2000. only twenty minutes drive
from Portland, will be leased reasonable to
responsible parties. Address W. if. WALDU OX 180 Middle St.13-1

A particularly dainty thing in
oak or cherry can be bought for

OUT. )
•

nice

Centennial Block.

Sometimes
makes an

Ko

pretty

a

ugly

room

table

article of furniture

one

tenement

ac-

LET—Two

&

K

CO.,

1865.

And she hasn’t sung anything since.—Indian-

apolis Journal.

One Price,

To create an appetite, and give tone to the
digestive apparatus, use Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

Spot

Cash

Clothing House,

COiraHUSS

ST.

feb!3dlw

UOHTLiLKrD,

wouldn’t

one

per

6-2

street.

BE LET—The elegant residence of the
late N. C. Sawyer, with a large and beauSituated at
tiful lot, hedge, shade trees, etc.
Woodfords, corner of Deermg aud Chestnut
streets, handy to schools, church, stores and
cars.
Would lease for a term of years; possession given immediately,
inquire' of E. A.—
NOYES, at Portland Savings Bank, or S. M.
the
Public
2-tf
Library.
WATSON, at

TO

.

lion House Furnishing Go.

Tobaccos.
Digest

In the

only place
city
Manager. FOUND—The
get every description of gold,
you
silver and nickel
done;
give

plating

is mighty and will
Miss K. s. Orr, East
grip left me a hopeless
Hid helpless rheumatic cripple. Through her
idvlce I was quickly and permanently cured.
3APT AIN M. A. HALL, Boothbay Harbor,

truth
FOUND.—“That
prevail.” I wrote to
Maine. The

found the greatest cure on
1
earth for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
heir worst chronic forms; I suffered twelve
Suffermars and tried every known remedy.
irs write to me and enclose stamp. MISS E.
S.
Me.
East
jau9dSsw2m*
3RR,
Harpswell,

(JlOUND—I

THE NEWEST SHADES

WANTED.

!

ITT ANTED—Every one to try my 50c Tea;
it
it can’t he beat. Fancy St. Louis flour
15.50 per Bbl. Every barrel warranted. P
leans 9c. qt.
Yelloweye beans 10c qt. Good
E. A. WHITNEY, 291 Congress
:oi!ee

i

ITTANTED—Every one to know that we
IT
shortly move to our spacious store, 522
ud 524 Congress street, opposite Casco; now
s the time to replenish your cooking utensils at
ow prices.
PAGE’S BAZAAR, 2G1 Middle St.

THE HOST DURABLE
THE BEST WORKHANSHIP.
THEREFORE

ALWAYS

c

ID

eodtf

febl

---

f

INCORPORARED 1823.

$400,000 I oats;

Cash Capital,

ASS KTS, Dec, 31,1891.
National Bank stocks.§303,509.00
Railroad and manufacturing stocks 07.037.00
Railroad and city bonds. 141,200.00
79,500.00
Mortgage loans.
Cash on hand and in bank
19,838,72
Premiums in course of collection...
24,400.79
Interest due and accrued.
3,280.23
LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses.§ 18.070.00
Amount required to safely re-insure
Dali outstanding risks
110,321.23
Ail other demands against the com-

7,705.47

pany.

Cash capital. 400,000.00
Surplus. 102,081.04

Me.

No, 9 Exchange Street,

Portland. Maine,

leblOeoi13'V
vugo

FOR SALE OR

i

STOCK
1

,'an be bad feu* a short time at
Share by Calling oil

OTT.
X3£.
feb2d3w
__

$5.00 per

"\7W entworth,
21 MYRTLE

SXKJSEX.

HEREBY GIVEN, that tho
TVrOTICE
lx subscriber lias been duly appointed
Will and codicil thereto, of
the
Executor of
IS

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION Muf UAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY' vary in accordance with the plan of Insurance

selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.

from

MOSES FOGG, late of Gorham,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
has taken upon himself that trust by giving
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make
HENRY H. HUNt, Execu'r
payment to
feb8-dlaw3vvM*
Gorlxam, Feb. 2,1802.

RENT; ALS&

ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 914 9-2 EXCHANGE ST.
—

dec!7

AT

to

price
lid children's clothing, and gents’
ighest

BOSTON, MASS.

MORSE & GUPTILL, Agents,

Company

ITTANTED—All persons in want of trunks or
II
hags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS, 55G
nd 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
lanufacture our goods, and can therefore give
oil bottom prices;
trunks repaired; open
>»ol3-5
veilings until 9.
to

OF

call, or address letter
,EVI, 97 Middle street.

—

P. HASTiN

or

gents’

winter

over-

postal toS.
auglOtf

:

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

cosmetics and

powder
hide bad complexion do not
LADIES—Who
up
furnish
that YOUR DRUGGIST
use

j

to

a

or

cover
now

can

]

lem with Blush of Roses for 75 cents, which
uriftes. heals and cleanses the skin of every

1

nperfection.15-1J
D AZORS—If you want the best Razor in the
I have the
LA world, buy the "Electric.”

i ugest assortment to
ocket cutlery in
i 03 Middle

ne iuuuu in

we

great variety. G.

city. aww,

L.

BAILEY,

street.__13-1
PICTURES! Those in want of a
a small amount of money,

PICTURES!
good picture, for
•oultfdo well to call
traps.
ress

on us.

Pictures

framed,

and albums, skates and skate
E.D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con-

goods

lush
■

streets.

rSTATCHEB FOR THE SICK—Any lodge
or private
IT
party desiring a watcher or
urse for tlie sick, can And one of experience,
1th tlie best, qualifications, by inquiring at the
|j osworth Post building, Free St. or the Mason
i

PIANOS"

Picking

anil

notes

mortgages,

TTOTICE—Wanted
$1000
$15,buy
FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE CO., :
000 worth of castrOff clothing; I pay the
for ladies’ dresses,
cash

Setraotly One Price.

The LQP3E STAR

2d

off furniture leases. Business confidential.
‘(RUTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 185
9-1
liddle street, room (1, second floor.
ay

)

Portland,

___12-1

SATISFACTORY ;
iamonds, watches,
None genuine unless stamped‘P.&P/ I

$038,837.74

Street,

25clb.

treet.15-1

[TTANTED—To loan $10, $20, $30, $50, $100
TT to $10,000, ill city and vicinity, on furniure, pianos, organs, libraries, horses, carriages,

years 3.50, 4.00 and $6.00, nearly half
price; in cadet gray, diagonal cheviot and
plain cloths. All new goods, very desirable
and every one a bargain.
What looks more handsome on a Boy
than a nobby, fine fitting Reefer ?
Don’t delay buying such,—goods at
these prices don’t last.

255 Middle

have

THE LATEST STYLES

*We are closing out a big lot of them.
1 Lot of Black Broadbrook Woolen
Reefers, sizes 6 to 14 years, at only $5.00.
1 Lot All Wool Blue Beaver Reefers,
wide collar, hand embroidery on sleeves,
sizes 4 to 8, only $5.00.
1 Lot Black Astrachan Reefers, wool
lined, sizes 4 to 8, at only $4.00.
A few Reefers for large Boys, 30 to 33
sizes, $6.50, reduced from $10.
Several Lots of fine all wool Spring and
t.o

feb3-d&w5wG

Me.

PERFECT FITTING

rinai

Cotton

special

we

sittention to cleaning, repairing and refimshipg
old plated ware, hand plating on carriage
work, polishing, huffing, etc.; lowest prices
we
for tiiie work;
guarantee satisfaction.
STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore and
Union Sts.janlStf

KID GLOVES

Delicate
Chew.

where

can

$038,837.74

Delicious

from ilvsnun-

Harpswell,

Your Food.
A

su fieri ner

sia. Call, or send your name and address to W.
F. \V. MAC BKIDli, No, 137 Cumberland street
Portland, Me.13-1

#

_

Helps

will Interest. ftvp.rvhoflv

_

"IMFArHnnn 'VXT'ai"crht. 'R.AAfars fnr "Rrws 3

B-L

Major McKinley’s Parents.
Canton, O., Feb. 11.—William McKinley, Sr., and wife, parents of the
irotectionist champion and present govirnor of Ohio, William McKinley, Jr.,
•ecently celebrated their sixty-third wedling anniversary. It was a notable oc<
:asion, and graced by the presence oi
ieveral distinguished gentlemen.
The
renerable father of the statesman is a
amiliar figure upon the streets of this
< aty, his eighty-five years being no hin< Irance to active participation in busiWith his wife the senior
i less affairs.
iVilliam lives in a cheerful home on
iVest Tuscarawas street, in this city. A

oct7-tf

UlOUND-I have found after many years ot
A
searching and suffering, something that

Branches, Auburn, Rockland,
Bangor, Biddcford, Norway,
Waterville
Gardiner,
and Bath.

Gen.

two fiats

LOST AND FOUND.

Fortlaud, Maine.

ATKINSON,

in building No. 21
Enquire WM. SHEA, (j

LET—One
Portland Pier.
TO
Danfortli street.

COR. PEARL & MIDDLE STS.,

MIS.

Lady—I wish to selecta pet dog.
Dealer—Live in the city, I suppose, mum?
“Yes; I live in aflat.”
“Then I would advise an Italian greyhound,
No matter how much you feed a greyhound, he
alias stays uarrer.—New York Weekly.

Ask for

rents Sherman street,

fine

month; also for sale six houses near Union
Station. J. C. WOODMAN, 105% Exchange

of these tables im-

prove itl

ISAAC C.

Pond’s Extract, Men and women will suffer
from a severe headache, when ten minutes spent
bathing the head with the Extract would afford
relief.

Appetizer.

6

and

leblOdtf

402

21

TO near High, 7 Rooms
bath, plenty
complishes more.
closets, every convenience. A. R. Sc E. A.
street.0-1
98
DOTEN,
Exchange
room
Perhaps you’ve a
you’re
very desirable tenements,
satisfied
not
with— TO LET—Three
quite
centrally located. Prices §9, $10 and §12

HEADQUARTERS

Diplomacy.
Young Mrs. Fitts—You do not tire of my sing1
ing, do Xou dear?
Mr. Fitts—No, love, your voice reminds me
so much of that girl I was engaged to along in

Green

LET—Lower
St,
TO rooms,
rent §12.00 per month. Enquire at
225 FEDERAL ST.10-1

attractive.

or

A Great

rent

South street,
upper
TOofLET—On
7
Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR,
13-1
rooms.

We have just completed arrangements with a large pnblisliing House
whereby we are in position to offer our large circle of friends a magnificent
edition of the New Popular Family Atlas of the World bound in English Silk
Cloth.
This Atlas is brought up to date and is a volume of 12 1-2 by 14
It
inches in size, containing 582 pages and printed on a flue quality of paper.
It will have to be seen and
is impossible for us to describe this work.
examined to be appreciated.
It is our purpose to present a Copy of this Yalnable Family Atlas to every
customer after they have purchased and paid for the amount mentioned on the
Ticket.
We are very thankful to onr numerous customers, for the many
favors extended to us and we hope not only to retain their good will, but also
We are aware that no advertisement is so effective as
that of their fi-iendsi
well pleased patrons, and we have adopted this plan of expressing our appreciation of the patronage accorded to us by our many customers, also with the
hope of extending our circle of friends thereby inci-easing our trade.

John! get Hall’s Hair Renewer and keep your
hair lustrous and free from dandruff.

Mother—Here is your medicine, my dear.
Julia—Is it nice?
Mother—Well you take it my child, and then
you will kuow.
Julia—You take it first, and let me see if yon
make a face.—Once a Week.

Hotel,

-A-cacLian

*

Good until Jan. 1, ’93.

to You.

-THE-

g

CO.,

SALE!

JPOR

Z

PORTLAND, ME.

ST.,

Top

x

One Price Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers,
482 CONGRESS

FOR

m

SUKE TO BEING THIS TICKET WITH YOU.

F\ CLAR.IL eib

SALE—At cost, rather than carry over
my Fall and Winter Woolens. Trousers
man So up, Suits from §20 up, Overcoats from
$20 up, for cash only. Good lit or no money.
F. W. GROSSTUOK. 10 Free street.
jan2-8

<

No.___

Mr.___

SAXE—The flue residence. No. 41
street. Modern and first class in
its appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,

FORThomas

^

where I fall.—Brooklyn Life.

tney nappen to nave encountered

wooden

SAXE—To he removed;
Ivor
building at 188 FEDERAL STREET, lower

door

house15-1
run

--

3

Jack Hardup (with unwonted enthusiasm)—
By Jove! I see that some fellow is talking
about introducing a bill into the House making
it a misdemeanor to send annoying letters to
Pll have my
anyone. Very clever idea that.
tailor locked up for six months, by Jove!—Tid-

Ln hotels, and that there is just as much
regard for family and domestic ties of
affection in the United States as in
either France or anywhere else in Europe. The love of home—and of those
dear ones who brighten with their presence, be the relation what it may—is just
as strongly developed in the American
heart as in the French character.
I, too, like M. Simon, am a foreigner,
and while I can lay no claim to his reputation, nor to his knowledge, nor to the
universal respect which he enjoys
abroad, yet there is one thing in which
L am his superior—namely, in experience of the American life and of the
American character. And let me assure
him and those whom he has misled that
it is just as preposterous to judge the
American family and the American
character from what is seen thereof in
hotels, either in Europe or in New York,
as it is for Americans to gauge the
standard of French morality by vile
translations of vile French novels. In
the cities, towns and villages of the
United States—aye, and right here in
New York as well—-there are a home
life, a domestic happiness and a family
jrganization of which the ordinary forsign globe trotter has no knowledge, but
which are every whit as perfect in all
their features as those of France or any
jther country of the Old World.
An Ex-Diplomatist.

compares a French family as yet untainted by transatlantic adulteration
with what he imagines to be a typical
American household. The members of
the French family he portrays as living
and dying in the house in which they
were born—a house every corner of
which recalls to mind and is sanctified
by a caress or a lesson of the mother of
the family. Her he describes as the
“pattern and apostle of every virtue.”
The family in question is respectable
without being austere, fond of pleasIn.no’litftr. Miss F<ia mn.Frfts h^r hmriA
ures, but only of those which are comvitli them.
And such good hearted,
patible with a strict sense of duty and
self respect: addicted to art, science and 1 ugh minded old folks are they that in
literature, but disdainful of the more i ill Canton none can be found who are
frivolous forms of the latter, and whose 1 leld in higher esteem. Three sons, all
intercourse is restricted to polite society. < f whom have been successful in life,
This is M. Simon's idea of the French f urvive of a family of six—William, the
family unadulterated by American con- 1 tepublican statesman; Abner, who is a
tamination.
] irominent New York business man, and
Quite the opposite thereof in every re- 1 >avid, who resides in San Francisco,
spect is the typical American family—of £ nd represents the Hawaiian governM. Jules Simon’s imagination. Matri- i tient as its American consul. The Mcmony in the United States he declares 1 Cinleys are well known in this section,
£ nd have exerted a wonderful influence
to be more of a business contract, terminable at pleasure by means of an i or good. The head of the family bids
K.
ordinary lawsuit ending in divorce, l air to become a centenarian.
than any lasting bond of love, as in
France. The ties of marriage are not
An ancient copper mine, which was
regarded as sacred or permanent, but f rst worked 1,183 years ago, is about to
are treated merely as the stipulations of
l e reopened in Musashi, Japan. Old
an ordinary commercial agreement. The
J apanese manuscripts of undoubted
American mother, according to M.
a uthenticity mention the mine.
Its galSimon, is the contrary of that “pattern 1 sries and levels are in some cases just
and apostle of every virtue" above ppra s they were 700 years ago.

It never

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
fails.

asserts that the only tie which binds
them to their parents is the sentiment
that they are dependent upon the latter
for maintenance and support. As soon
as from one reason or another they become self supporting the tie in question
disappears, they shake themselves free
from the obligation of obedience, which,
according to M. Simon, they look upon
as a “yoke" instead of as a loving duty,
and they become comparative strangers
to their fathers and mothers.
This is the conception which M. Jules
Simon has formed of the typical American family, and inasmuch as he is
esteemed in Europe to be the greatest
living authority and writer on all problems comiected with the social system,
it stands to reason that he will be believed, not alone by the vast majority of
his countrymen, who are incredibly
ignorant of everything beyond their
frontiers, but also by the greater portion
of the people of the Old World.
It is scarcely necessary for me to mention the fact that M. Simon has never
visited the United States, and that the
sole opportunities which he has enjoyed
of studying the intricacies of the very
complex American character have been
on the Paris boulevards or at the summer hotels.
Possibly his convictions on
the subject have been confirmed by the
superficial and altogether valueless
opinions of those of his countrymen
who, having spent a few days in New
York drifting about between the Hoffman House and the Hotel Martin, fondly imagine that they know America.
Unfortunately neither they nor yet M.
Simon appear to understand that there
are other kinds of Americans than those

MISCELLANEOUS.

POPULAR

beyond

infancy.

mere

Jules Simon for

Very

either nurse or tend
packs them ofl to

school as soon as ever

An Ex-Diplomatist Takes Words From

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

WIT AND WISDOM.

She

3-4

Hall, Exchange St.

R. & E. A.

Estate

|S leal$50,000
large

DOTEN,

and Loans.
to

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

or

( COMMERCIAL

PAPER.

4, Jose Building,
EXCHANGE STREET

Rooms 3 and
O.

jul

9S

eodly

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.
•--—^

Stocks and Bonds—Money

EAsy-Sterling
Government

Steady—Jtailroads Active
Strong—Stocks Opened Firm, Closing

Bonds Dull and

Irregular ami Weak.

York, Saturday, money was ear-y
loans, closing offered at 2 per cent.
Prime mercantile paper was quoted at fl’A ffio' b
percent.
Sterling Exchange was quiet and
At

witli

New

no

steady with actual business in bankers’ bills at
86% for 60-day bills and 4 88*4 for demand;
posted rates at 4 80*/a@4 88V4. Commercial
bills were at 4 85@4 87%,
Government bonds
were dull ami steady. Railroads were active and
firm.
There was a further abatement of the extreme
activity in the stock market this morning, but
the preponderance of Reading in the dealings
was, if anything, even more marked than usual,
and besides that stock only Lackawana, Union
Pacific, Erie,' New England and Ontario and
Lackawana showed any pretensions to anima4

......

O-ho Heat. nrippa

wore

not maintained in

the late trading, and Laekawana reacted to
lSOVi, but at 11 o’clock the market was active
and generally firm at fractional advances over
the opening figures.
Transatactions at the Stook Exchange aggre431,200 shares.

grated

Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND. Feb. 13, 1WB.
*he following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions. Produce, etc.:
Portland

Flour.

Grain.

1

Superfine &
[Corn, ear lots. 66(3)57
low grades.4 75@5 00:Corn, bag lots..68@59
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots.. 66*57
XXTpring.5 0O®5 25!Oats,car lots.. .43@44
Patent Sprng
(Oats, bag lots.. 45@47
Wheat... 5 50®5 751 Cotton Seed,
I car lots... $27327 50
Mich, str’ght
roller.$5V»@51 | bag lots.. $28@29 00
clear do.. .4%:&5 10,Sacked Br’n
I car lots.. $21 @22 00
fitLouis st’gt
rooler_@5 50i hag lots. $23*2400
clear do... 5 25@5 37 j Middlings.. $22 a.2 00
Wnt’r wheat
bag lots. $23@26 00
Provisions.
patents... 5 60@>5 75
Fish.
Pork, Bks.15 26 *16 00
clear.. .15 50@15 25
Cod—Large
.6 75(57 00
short ctslo 25®. 15 50
Shore
Small do.. 5 00@6 25 Beef,extra
mess...
8 00@ 8 25
3 25@4 25
Pollock
Haddock.. .8 25t®3 50
plate- .10 00*10 50
Hake.2 00® 2 50
ex-plate.10 50;® 11 00
Herring,box
jLard, tubs. 6V-i(*j 7Vs
14® 18c j tierces... to ® 7 ■/*
Scaled....
I pails.... 6%@11
Mackerel, bl
Shore ls..$ 24@?28| pure leaf.l0Vb(*'ll
Shore 2s..$ 14s$16iHams ....iO
(*10V4
Med. 3s... 116(%$13| docovTd.l 1
@ 11%
...

....

Oil.
\
3s..
Produce.
J Kerosene. Portland ref. pet... 6 Vi
Cpe Oran’s.. 6 60,®8
.6 Vi
Pea Beaus.. 2 00@2 151 Ligonia
Medium do.
I Centennial.../. 6Va
Ger. med... 1 75@2 101 Pratt’s Astral.. 8 Va
Devoe’s brilliant 8Vi
Yellow Kyes.l 90,4*2 25
Raisins.
Gal. Pea-5 C>5@2 75
Irish Potat's 4 5@ 50c Muscatel.... 1 50@2 00
Sweets
2 50@3 00 London lay’r2 00@3 50

Large

50j

....

Onpura layJr.8

Onions—Nar
tlves..2
Geese.
Chickens.
Fowls.

@9Vfe

6V£(s/7
65@2 75 Valencia.
Sugar.
14@15e
15@171fe Ex-qua1‘ty line
13@ 14c granulated... .4 7-16
Turkeys.... 17@ 18c Standard cto.., 4*/«
Extra C.*. 37/a
Apples.
Seed.
Ko 1 Bala1 75@1 85
S'
wins.00 Red Top.
■.
ating_,2 25^2.50 Timothy.. 1 55@1 65
vap-pih.
8@ 10c Clover.3 0 @17
..

..

..

Lemons.

Butter.

I

rnwriuu

uu

etuiiei

y.iso

Messina.3 50a.4 50 Gilt Edge Vr'mt.h7a29
Choice.20a21
Oranges.
4 50,ffl5 00 Good.J 9 a 21)
Valencia
Florida_2 0003 00 Store.18<jl9
Cheese.
Maiager gpes6 50:a)8 00
X. V. fct’ry. 12 %@13V2
Eggs.
Eastern ext_26ig27 Vermont. 12Vi(fi13
.24-o 25 ISage.14
Held
@14'A
Limed.23;n24
—

N

Sugar Rates.
-Portland market—cut loaf 5Vie (confectioners’
7c; pulverized, Oe; powdered, Oe; granulated,
6c; coffee crushed, 3%c; yellow, 3c.
Retail Grocers'

Railroad

Receipts.

PORTLAND, Feb.

13.

Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand, 93 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 77 cars.
Foreign Exports.
BRISTOL. Steamship Dominion—65,386 bus
wheat 1322 do peas i 75,200 lbs cheese 124.900
do dross and spelter 421,900 do butter 4484 do
potash 27 cs leather 14 blits shoe shanks 550
sacks flour 410 head cattle.
Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
coiutECTKonv Pollen, crocker & co.

Wednesday’s quotations.

duly..
97 VS

..

97%
96 Vi
97%

Lowest.

Closing.

jMay-

100
101

99%
101

CORN

Jan.

Opening...........
Highest.

lowest.

Feb.
48%
19 V*
48%
49%

Closing.
Friday's quotations.

May:.

49%

9%
49%
49%
4

WHEAT.

Jan.

July.

May.

97 Vi
Opening..
Highest.98%

100%

97%

100%

00,2

naia

Opening...
Highest.

Feb.
49 A
49Ve

May.

l.owest.

49%

Closing.

49%

Lowest..
Closing......
CORN.
..

Jau.

Hattie

102

49%

50%
49%
50yg

No Saturday quotations.
•CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Wednesday’s quotations.

corn.
F'eh.

Opening.... 40%
Closing.41
Saturday’s quotations.

42 •/*

WHEAT,

Feb.

Opening.
Closing.

•
•

•

I

February

4.

“_18.

25.
Mar. 10.
24.
Apr. 7.
21.

27.

Mar. 12.
20.

TORONTO,

22.
7.

I

I TEXAS,I

March

The Bristol steamers do not, carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Agents.
nov23dtf

t?d

Line

Allan

BSIdl3tK:
SCGA^VEsVoN-SId

Koval Mail Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.

^'lSth,
^MOBl
P&N8ACOLA—Cld
iv ify

From
I
I
From
| From
Liverpool I Steamships ,| Portland. I Halifax.
18th Jan, | *Numidian, 18th Feb. 20th Feb.

3rd Mar.
Feb. Circassian,
3St.li
.Mongolian 17th
10th Mar. | *NiimUlian, 1 31st
*S. S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
BOO, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
''iu8 steam_
‘Sel vice of
••

STATE I HUE1

New York ami Glasgow, via Londonderry,
-very fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
$30. Apply
a At
Dsw-flo.wl
II
Xr
A
AT.T AM

..

—

—

Steamship Co.
FOR

—-

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
—

LINE FOR

—

California, Japan, China, Central and South
America and Mexico,
From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isthmus of Panama.

For Japan and China.
LAMPASAS.sails Saturday Feb. 20, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
:iTY OF PEKING sails Saturday, March 12,
3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
,,rr‘J

m

v/i

uuv

uviui voo

u vuvi ui

u

rij,vuiui

E. A. ADAMS &

CO.,
L15 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

..

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
From Boston every

..

_

From Iona Wharf. Boston. 3 p. m. From
at 3 p. in. lnPine Street Wharf,
nirauce one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. E„ and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

..

Philadelphia,

lommissiou.

..

Bound Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent. 70 long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St., Fisko Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
dass.

....

...

..

For Bllioos Attacks

(WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

FAME OAI,Y

heartburn,

THE

headache,

STAUNCH SEAGOING

$1.00.
STEAMERS,

gSglli

stomach, liver,
bowels,

SATURDAY, Feb 13.
Cleared,

_

dcw

,,

Hay—Choice,18 50®19 00 ;some fancy higher;
J sir to to good at $15.0,818; Eastern fine, $12®
<
14; poor to ordinary $11®$14.
Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
] 37%@1 50 p bill; choice Vt and northern N
j 1 and N Y Burbanks and white stars 46 if bu;
, ose 45c; Houlton Hebrons 50c; Aroostook Hc1 irons 45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 1 r>0@l 65; Maine
,nd N. H. choice Baldwies, 1 65®1 76; Green)gs 1 50® 1 62 W ; Kings $2@2 50.

Arrived.

Steamship

Manhattan. Bragg,
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.

safest, surest,
and most popular

xuuv—

I B Coyle.
Sell Hattie Turner, Class, St John, NB—Gallagher & Co.
Sch Chas E Sears, Allen, Lulice—T IT Blake.
Sell Lulu. Wilson, Millbridge—J H Blake.
SAILED—Steamer Dominion; barque Annie
Lewis; stsh Chas E Sears.
SUNDAY, Feb 14.
New York—

t
]

CHICAGO.Feb. 13.1892.—The Cattle market
-Receipts 1,600; shipments 600: steady; naives at 3 10® 4 25 ;3tockers at 1 75@3 15; cows
75(6,2 85; light —.

family user
j
Or*
C* Ayer & Co*
Lowell, Mass.

!or Annapolis, NS.
Ar at North Bootlibay to

at 3 25(54 60; mixed at 4 60 « 5 00;
.ethers and yearlings at 4 75@6 50; Westerns
10(a,6 50
Lambs 4 75®6 50.
ewes

May.

NEW YORK.Feb.13.1892.—The Flour markt—receipts 32,650 packages ;exports 7420 bbls
nd 14,750 sacks; held firmly and dull; sales

i 5,100

bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 1 o'er .3 75;
< ity mills extra 4 90(05 00; city mills patents
00,05 25; winter wheat low grades at 3 15@
75; air to fancy at 3 80®3 75 ;pateuts at 4 36
66 10; Minnesota clear 4 00 04 65; straights
o at 4 25 ®4 8:>; do patents 4 40(5.5 25; do rye
fixtures 4 00.54 65; superfine at 2 e5t5,3 35;
* ne at 2 35®3 10.
Suotliern flour quiet and
rm at 3 80®5 10. Eye flour strong with good
emand. Buckwheat flour strong, wanted, at
J 75@18o. Buckwheat at 54®58
Cornmeal
nchanged aud quiet; Yellow Western 2 75(g
10. Wheat—receipts 99.000 bush; exports
;
7,980 bush; sales 254,000 bush; higher and
1$ rirly active; No 2 Red at 1 04%(51 04VS store
nd elev, 1 04l oe-Vs afloat; 1 0501 07%
o b;No3 Red at 1 <' 1 % a 1 02; No 1 Northern
e tl 05ya®l 06% ; No 1 hard 107
@1 08% ;
c. Rye is stronger with more
1 io 2 Northern
c emand; Western at 94®96c.
Barley steady
No 2 Mil 70«71c.
a nd quiet;
Corn—receipts
1 56,000 busli; exports 860 hush; sales 131.000
weak and quiet; No 2
t usli; irregular,
a t 49% elev,50%®50%c afloat, -cfo b;No 2
1 Yliite —; No 3 at 48%(®49%c; steamer mixed
a t 497550%c.
Oats—receipts 118,000 bush;
e xports 1600 bush; sales 61,000 hush; stronger
a nd quiet; No 3 at 35y2c: White do at 37%e;
T !o2at36%is37Visc; White do at 37%(S36C;
1 io 1 37®37%c; do White at, 39,5:39
ejMixed
i Western at 3. ®37%c; do white at 37ig4iy2o;

j

[

■

|

—

closing

■

brig

sch Florence J Allen,
Cork.
BABTEES ISLAND, Feb 13—Ar, sell Eveett
tVebster, Boston, to load (or Philadelphia.
EOCKPOBT, Feb 12—Ar, sch Sadie Willcutt,
3rowu, Boston, to load for Newcastle, Del.
CLABKS COVE, Feb 13—Ar, sch W S Jordan
3oston, to load for Blchmond.
POOLS LANDING, Feb 13—Ar, sch Frances
loodnow, Boston, to load lor Crisfleld, Md.
on;

(By Telegraph.)
*

Harriet B
load lor Charlesdo, to load (or New

13th,

Hussey, Hodgdon, Boston, to

Domestic Marktes.

42%
42y»

DIRECT LINE TO NEW YORK.
framers

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Sid fm Cardiff Feb 12, sch Chas Davenport,
Bahia.
Passed Prawle Point Feb 13th, sch Susie M
Bummer. Creighton, Dunkirk for Boston.
Sid fm Stanley, FI. Jail 28, barque Wm Phil,1
ips, Potter, (from fquique) for Hampton ltoads.
Passed Start Point Fell ntli, ship Landseer,
jaflln, London for New York.
Shi fm Montevideo Jan 14, sch Maggie An1 trews, Snow, North of Hatteras.
ai vender,

Memoranda.

Eastport, Feb 12—During the storm lieretolay, the sch Ceylon, lying at Union dock, knock< id a hole through her stern, Idled and sank,

Oayenue had windlass pulled out.
Whitehead, Feb 12—Sell Pacific, from New
for
fork
Pembroke, with coal, is ashore at Mos< mette Island, and nearly a total loss. Crew
1 auded.
Vineyard-Haven, Feb 12—Sch Nahum Chapin,
i rom Hatilla Biver for Boston, before reported
; isliore at Kdgartown, will probably have to disA large tug
< harge
a portion of her cargo.
1 allied on her to-day, hut did not not start her.
Sch G M Porter, from New York for Boston,
yas in contact with schr J M Flanigan at Tar1

[lie schr

Manhattan

anil

City

Cottage

i eave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Satirdays at 8 p. m. lieturning, leave Pier 38,
Cast Jliver, New York, on Wednesdays and Satr
Fare, $4.00; Bound trip,
irdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COY IE, Manager,
17.00.
fehidtf
F. 1ISC0MB, General Agent.

England.

Boston

dec22

office, 211 Washington

rhis

Prevalence of Kidney Disease.
large demand, in this and foreign
lands, for Buchu-Paiba is the best evidence
of its reliability as a remedy in Kidney and
Genito-Urinary diseases, affections of the
Bladder, &c. The increase in Kidney Complaints in this country in recent years has been

week

we

will

ISLAND STEAMERS.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT

Sew York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
Rochester at 8.80 a. m.,
it 1.30 p. in.;
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
*.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35

frym

cl

). m.

For through Tickets to all points West and
south, apply to S. E. CORD WELL, Ticket
Igent, Portland. Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt,

Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYCONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 0.40
a. m.. for Portland and
intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
octldtf

ON

and after

U

‘'OHACE AND GIF
■

To each customer buying goods to the
imount of $5. Also any present or old
customers not having 1’eceived one will be
avored by calling at once for same.

FRED L. MERRILL &

>n

WHARF.

307 Wall street, 1
Janesville, Wis., Dec. 9,1891. )
Gents—I have been restored to health by the
use of your Liquid Food. My trouble was consumption of the stomach and bowels, and I could
obtain no relief from the medical profession, as
I continued to grow worse all the time, and my
weight was reduced to loo pounds. Last Angus
I tried your Food, and have used it up to this
date daily. I have recovered my former health,
andnow weigh 170 pounds. Respectfully,
W. C. HUGUNIN.

AXDOVER, Mass., Dec, 2,1891.
A. L. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I would like to tell you of our ex
pcrienee with your Liquid Food, for I feel very
sure that in the mercy of God it saved my husband’s life.
Two years ago, my husband worn out with excessive watching and anxiety by reason of a
severe illness of mine,
together with the
pressure of his duties as principal of a high
school, broke down completely, nervous exliaustlon, severe rhematism, amounting almost
to rheumatic fever, and complete derangement
of the digestive system, so that he could not
keep milk on his stomach, or the simplest nourishment, brought him down very low.
Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one
thing after another, but all to no good. At last
he hit on your Liquid Food; the effect was magical. The very first dose made itself felt like a
thrill of new life; his improvement was very
rapid, his appetite ravenous, and he gained flesh
His rheumatism, too, which had
very fast.
troubled him exceedingly for several years, was
very much relieved, and, in short, he seemed
and felt like a new man. To all who knew him
and his former condition, he was a walking
advertisement of Murdock's Liquid Food. Since
that time, when he becomes debilitated through
overwork or indigestion, a litfle of the liquid
Food will soon set him right again.
Feeling that we both owe you a large debt of
gratitude, and this acknowledgement Of the
benefit received, I am,
Yours respectfully,
MRS. PERC1VAL F. MABSTOff,
Andover, Mass.
}anllM,YY&Ftf

and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.60 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
6.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.
TICKET OFFICE

50

Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Juncion and Danville Junction as follows: To Chiand
:ago $20 and $15.75; Detroit $16.75
(12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
via
Detroit
St.
and
$23.75
Louis
$27.25;
(31.50
md $19.75; St. Louis via Cliicago $26 and
(21.50; San Francisco, California, $90 and
(60.25. These rates are subject to change.
L*. J. SEAKGEANT, General Manager.
dtf
dec8
;

Portland & Rumford Falls
In Effect November
.eave Portland via
and 1.30 p. m.

Railway.

16, 1891.

G. T. Ballway, 7.10

a.

1ETUBNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30

m.
a.

ra.

( STAGE CONNECTIONS Daily-From IV,
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfield for IV.
Sumner and Turner; Canon for Peru, Dixfield and Mexico; also for Brettun's Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Sunt.
Livermore.
dtf
je27

MAINE CENTRAL 11. IL
For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

)n and after November 29, 1891, passengei
trains leave Portland

as

follows:

For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m.. 1.10, 5,05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. in., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.
Jmnswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30
p.

in.

and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. ni.;
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Uonmoutli, Wintlirop Readfield and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
►Vaterville via Lewiston, 1.10. 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.30 p. m.
* ikowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. ill.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m.. 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
5 Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
j lover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
J

Farmington
a.

p. m.
tnno-nr via. T.pwiitrtii.

Til.
via AllffllSm., *1.15 and }11.30 p. m., and on
m.
at
a.
7.20
Sundays only
1 laneor & Piscataquis K. K. via Dexter, 1.15
ana 11.30 p. in.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

ta, 7.15

a.

m.

] Sllsworth
p. m.

and Bax* Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30

fanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and tll-30 p. m.
Imi It on. Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. in.
*Runs daily, Sundays included. tNight exu-ess
with sleeping cars attached, runs every
]
but not to Skowhegan
; light, Sundays iucluded,
londay morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or oeond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White Mountains and Quebec Line,
j for Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryebxirg, Nox*th Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyaxis, St. Jolinsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; Jeffersoix and Lancaster, 8.45 a. m.
1 'lie 8.45 a, m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver aud Pacific Coast points.
The 3.30 p. m. train
connects at Montreal w ith trains via “Soo"
Line for Minneapolis aud St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

1 Tom Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. 111.; Montreal, Bridgton. etc., 9.30 a.
lit.; Farmington, Skoxvhegan and Lewiston,
12.25 p. ni.; St. John, Bangor. Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. in.; Waterville, Bath, Augusta
and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.; Farmington, Skowliegaii, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.46 p. m.;

Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton, 8.00

*

p. m.; Night Pullman
Sundays included.

*1.40

a.

m.

PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
] '. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
nov24dtf
Nov.
20,1891.
Portland,

I Boston & Maine
In Effect October

^

VEGET^I
IS INVALUABLE FOR

/oughs ^ailLun^
*

No 399 1-2 Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and eompll:ated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
| ;iven up as incurable, 1 will take them to make

E. MORGAN &

J

1891,

run as

DEPARTURES.

Providence, Nov. 18, 1891.
Mr. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I feel it a duty I owe you to let you
know how I am getting along with your Liquid
Food. I have taken five G-oz bottles, and I
thought I would have my lungs sounded, and
the doctor told me my left lung has healed, and
that the right lung is in better condition, and I
shall continue with the Food, feeling confident
it will cure me. I find I can get around and
walk better upstairs and not put me out of
breath as it did. I truly think I shall come out
I
of this lung disease, as I am gaining so fast.
I have
am very grateful to you for the benefit
received from your Liquid Food.
I remain respectfully,
EMMA H. DYEK,
4 Welcome Avenue.
This lady is well known in Providence, and
we have received letters from several of her
friends congratulating us for being the means
of saving her life.

35c. end $1

J
j

of Canada.

Dec. 7,
follows:

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10, 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. Fqr Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1 .30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30
p. in. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. in. and 1.30 p. m.

QONSUMPTION!

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN

l)r. Reed will not ask you any questions in
way in regard to your diseases and after
; ,ny
on have a true examination of your case he
; rill tell you if you can he cured. Dr. Reed’s
, nedicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
( acli case, he thinks lie can tell the difference
! ietween a person afflicted with a disease or a
l lerson becoming an entranced medium. There
ias been a great many people who have lost
heir lives by making the above mistake. Kxminations at my office every day including Sunay from 9 a. m.. to !) p. m. examination by
] itter stating their name, place or residence and
; gc and one stamp, $1.0u.
my22d9in

Railway
MONDAY.

ARRIVALS.

Or B. B. Reed.

cure.

/VjjOlll.

From Lewiston

[51 FEDERAL (near Pearl) STREET.

unmixed, on, in, about

and After

Trains will

(lay, November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.:
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefetlien’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15. p.m.
C. W. T. GODING,
General Manager.
oct30dtf

CO.,

cod2w

ifLULt

dtf.

irand Trunk

Casco Bay Steamboat Company,

Jewelers and Opitieans.
feblO

»» lUUlil) UOU 1

oet5

give

Fine Cabinet Photo

Cockroaches, Ants,
Beetles, water bugs. The most effective and
two or three nights
permanent remedy is—for
to sprinkle Rough on Rats dry powder
and down
and

Sprinkle

(Deering), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. in. train from Portland connects
it Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence ami New York,
da “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
Sew York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
fe Albany R. R. for the West, and with the

dtf

The

the sink
drain pipe ^scatter it well but thinly all over
the sink. First thing in the morning wash it
all away down the drain pipe, repeat two or
three nights, when all the insects from garret
to cellar will disappear. The secret of this is
in the fact that wherever the bugs or insects
may be during the day, they must go to the
sinks for water during the night. They can’t
stand Rough on Rats in their water.
This is the quickest, most effective and satison Rats being
factory remedy. Rough
a poison, it should be used in this way only at
early in the morning,
night and washed away
Another way is to mix a tablespoonful of
Rough on Rats with a half pound of
it on rear of cupboard
brown sugar.
shelves or on plates, or on sheets of paper
reach
of children.
i
of
placed high out

11.15 p. m.
For Forest Avenue

street.

PRESENT!

A

arrested to a great extent through the merits
of this new remedy Buchu-Paiba, which
without doubt is the best known treatment for
irritation, inflammation and catarrh of the
Bladder, and the various diseased GenitoUrinary discharges. It is put up in convenient bottles that sell for $1.00 at Druggists or
Chemists, or may be had of the manufacturer,
express prepaid, by forwarding $1.00 to E. S.
Wells, Jersey City, N. J.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. in., 12.30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 ami

trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

j.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOTHBAY HAKBOB, Eeb 13—Ar, sells Bade, Brown, New York (or St John, NB; Sarah
ttunter, Mowry; Bob & Harry, Fardy; Oriziui50, Britt ; George & Everett, Hatfield, and
Druid, Wilson, do (or do; Acacia, Croft, Boston

Hogs—receipts 12,000; shipments 2,000;
teady; rough and common at 4 30@4 65 ;mixed
nd packers at 4 70,®4 75; prime heavy and
1 utcliers’ weights 4 80@4 85; light 4 40(5,4 75.
Sheep—receipts 1000; shipments —; steady

91%

MINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

medicine for

Passed Cape Elizabeth, barque Levi Andrews,
lor Wiscasset. in tow.
SAILED—Schs Lulu, Nellie Clark, and Hatae Tuiner.

(By Telegraph)

arriving in season for connection with earliest
rains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Dowell,
Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
(veiling, .Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. B. C0Y1E,
J. F. llSCOJfB,
M anager.
G ei leral A gent.
dtf
seplt)

are the

D Torrance & Co.

nieauiMiJii v/utwa-go uiv, Dumctt,

Wharf, Portland,
UtcrnatcTy
(very evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
leave Franklin

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills

Steamship Dominion, (Br) Cross, Bristol, E—

hand-picked.

arian, 90c@*l.

OF PORTLAND.

5.30 p. in.

12.15 night. Sundays—9.00,
7.no ii. in.,
10.30. 11.30 a. 111., 1.30, 3.30, 5.U0, 0.00 p.
m., 12.16 night.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains-Sleepers on night

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland. Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
ibove connections; Returning, leave St. Jolm
md Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. (gp-Freight received up to 4.00
[>. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Kailroad
Wiiarf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
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S<NE\V

.PORT

For

Hid all parts Of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Princ© Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Cainpobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

..

Beans—N Yk hand-sicked pea, 1 95@$2; rnarow peajat *18 5®—; choice screen pea, 1 60®
70; hand-picked med. at 1 85®—; choice yel1 ow eves. 0 00®1 90; California pea beans,2 30
2 50®2 60.
( $2 40:
Seed—Timothy, 1 65®1 65;redtop, 1 75®$2;
1
Vestern Jersey, 2 00®2 25; clover, 8®9c ;Hun-

On ami after Monday, Oct. 5, 1801, Passenwill Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer .Junction,
Nashua, Windham ami JEpping at 7.80 a.
in. ami 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. ni. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. 111., 12.30 ami

ger trains

All trains vestihuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15. 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 0.00,

CUSTOM HOUSK

International

-—_----

4c.

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

dtf
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MARINE KEVS

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

and

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

Boston.

—

....

Portland & Worcester Line.

—BETWEEN—

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore
Washington

New

5th Mar.
19th
2nd Apr.

l lt,h

^FFRN

May.

Portland Daily Press Stock 1.1st.
Corrected by SWan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 180 Middle street.
STOCKS.
y
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126
128
Canal National Bank.ioo
117
116
Casco National Bank.100
4oya 42
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
102
100
First National Bank.100
117
115
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
116
118
National Traders’ Bank....loo
105
.100
103
Portland National Bank...
116
114
Portland Trust Co.100
100
Portland Company.100
85
80
Portland Gas Company. 50
120
115
Portland Railroad ComoanylOO
115
110
Portland Water Co_:...100
120
115
ifaine Central R R.100
BONDS.
110
Portland City 6s, 1897.108
125
Portland 6S, 1907.123
103
.102
Portland 4s, 1902—1912 Funding.
104
Bangor Os, 1894, K. R. aid.102
110
Bangor 8s, 1899, R R aid.108
121
Bangor 6s. 1905, Water.120
107
Bath 6s, 1898. R. R aid.105
104
Bath 6s, 1897, Municipal.102
102
Bath 4% s, 1907, Municipal.100
100
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding. 98
108
Belfast Gs, 1898.R. R. aid.106
100
Belfast 4s. 1892—1922, Municipal.. 98
1901—1911
101
.100
Calais 4s,
Refunding.

From

Apr. 9.
23.
SARNJA,
Cabin, $40 to .$60; Return. .$80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
Avonmouth Dock Direct._
From
From
1
I
Portland.
Avenmouth. I
Steamship. I
January *3. (DOMINION, [February 10.

“siS1?-Hlf

CORN,

Feb.
Opening. 40%
Closing. 40%

Homeward^

From
| Portland. Halifax.
Jail.
30.
Jan. 28.
Feb. 13.
Feb. 11.
I

OREGON,

17.
31.

It?ndPl02tii

91

91

Outwards and

I

LINE.

BLUE

Finest ancl Safest Trains in the World

Steamships.

Steamer.
Liverpool. I
7.
Jam
SARNIA,
21.
LABRADOR,
Feb. 4. OREGON,
18.
SARNIA,
Mar. 3.
LABRADOR,

b'j;o4iroN-A?t12th,

May.

41%

From

schSlyraft

from Boston

May.

at Halifax

Callinj

Oama^

S|PasscTliell

88%
S97/8

Opening.

lowest.

Royal

Koii"4

WHEAT.

Feb.

ROYAL

DOMINION LINE.
Mail

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

VP?i!^!jjj!4iiii'tiuVBa1fbidgo!

..

WHEAT.

Jan.

114
102
102
115
136
105
112
103
106
105
110
110
98

_

Exchange Quiet and Steady
and

tut sustainecl only ligh
White State 37@41%c; No 2 Chicago 37%@ paulin Cove, 11th.
37 »9 c. Coffee—Rio dull and casy:No 7 at 14% damage.
and
steady; the
@14%c, Sugar—raw quiet
Domestic Ports.
market for refined quiet and steady; outside quotations are those
posted by trust;
vrt, VORK-Ar 12th. brig Mary T Kimball,
w Morse. Rodfck, New Orinside
figures cover rebate; No (5 at 3%@
Fdriv 7aza kchsB
K Ealom
Pascagoula;
3%e; No 7 at 3%@33/ao; No 8 at 3 5-16@3 7- leans’:
16c; Noll at 3%@3He: No 10 at 3 3rl6@
3 5-16c ;No 11 at 3 3-16@3 5-16c; No 12 at 3
(33%c;No 13. 3 3-16@3 5-16 ;of£ A 3 9-16 33% ; Veazie,
t'ottreU’
dm
Mould A 4 3-16@4 5-J 6c; standard A 4;« 4VsC;
Confectioners’ A 3%@4c; cut loaf at 5^5Vsc;crushed at 5@5 '<•» c: powdered 4Vs@4%e; granulated 4@4%c; Cubes at 4Va@^%c. Petrosoli Montana, Bradley, Barbadoes.
for Kong Kong;
leum quiet and steady; united at 60c. Pork
Boston Stock Market.
4 P1 Mh shin P N Blanchard,
for Velasco;
extra
9
at
and
mess
75@10
60;
quiet
steady;
The following were to-day’s quotations of
brig Caroliiie Gray,
Beef quiet; beef hams inactive;
1000;
prime
; stocks in Boston:
tierced beef quiet and steady; cut meats quiet
Gate 12th, schs Rhode Island.
Eliza Levenseller, AmAtchison, Topeka & Stanta Fe It. 39>i
and firm; middles are dull: short clear at <) 75.
New York for Boston;
c. II. & Q.107 */3
hard is firmer and quiet; Western steam 6 85
Mexican Central... 19%
and
sch
firm;
Radiant, Hardy, from
bid; city steam at 6 45; refined quiet
Union Pacific.
46% Continent 7 10@7 25; S A 7 76. Butter quiet
Boston & Maine It.164
and fairly steady; State dairy 18@27c; Penn,
Florida, Priest, St John, NB;
schs
do pfd.146
rm at 30c; Western dairy 18@23; crm at2l@
Booth Brothers, Emmons, Boothbay and WilBell Telephone.209
31; <to factory at 16@23; Elgin at 30%@31e.
New York and New England It. 60%
for Maine port and
Cheese firm with a moderate demand.
«h S G Hart,
do pfd.105%
Mach as.
Freights to Liverpool irregular and dull;
KevWest’ Egg Kock. for
Wisconsin Central. 18
H
steam 2yad.
grain
Lizzie
IStli sells
Brayton,forRogers, SaKe
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth It.,.
fey,
ifacgett’s
CHICAGO,Fob. 13.1892—The Flour market vannah; J FrankSeavey,
Maine Central It.
I' Goodnow, Coleman,
Md,
et is dull and steady.
Cove and Crisfleld,
6’
Hill Manufacturing Co.
Wheat strong; No 2 Spring wheat at 87%c; for Pool’s Landing and do, Agnes E Mansou,
No 2 Red at 90%c. Corn quiet and weak; No 2
New York Mining Stocks.
S Andrews, Wlscasset;
at 40Vsc. Oats dull; No 2 at 29% e; No 2 White
barque Levi
(By Telegraph.)
No 2 Barley at
at 31 % @32 Va
No 2 Rye 82c.
13th, sch E H Cornell,
NEW YORK. Fob. 13, 1802,-The following 56@58Ci No 1 Flaxseed at 95@95%c. Provisare to-day's closing quotations of mining stocks:
ions—mess!pork 8 60. Lard firm 6 56@6 57%.
sch Henry P Mason,
r
LE
Short rib sides5 87V2- Bry salt meats—shoulCol. Coal.37 25
clear sides 6 20@6 25.
1
Hocking Coal.Hi 00 ders 5 00@5 25; short
sch Mary J Cook,
12th,
wheat,
69,000
26,000
bids;
Receipts—Flour,
Homestuke.12 00
corn 179,000 bush; oats, 287,000 busli;
1'
Ontario.42 00 bush;12,000;
sch Anna E J Morse,
9th,
\VKSTWtr
bai
bush.
ley, 87,000
Quicksilver. 3 50 rye.
Shipments—Flour, 36,000 bbls jwlieat. 37,000 Crocker, Havana.
do pfd.19 50 husli
nnrn
(Wifi hiwli
nnis 976.000 bush:
FKRNANDINA—Ar 11, sch Stephen Bennet,
Mexican. l no
rye, 15,000 bsb; barley, 60,000 bush.
Best & Belcher.
2 95
ANIHNjV--Sid 12th, schs Susan N PickST. LOUIS. Feb. 13, 1892.—The Flour marHorn Silver.
New
ket Is Arm. Wheat closed %e better: No 2 Ked ing,'Haskell, Boston; Normandy, Rivers,
Con. Cala. & Va.
Gould & Curry. 1 80 at 89%(g9y%c; May 92%c. Corn closed Vac
Addle
G
BrySATILLA RIVER—OKI om,sen
lower; No 2 Mixed at 3614 ; May at 377/s(2;38c.
Plymouth.
ant, Clay. New York.
Oats dull and lower; No 2 at 30 e; May 31 %
Fellow Jacket. 115
SATILLA RIVER —Ar Oth, brig Kaluna,
Rye steady; No 2 at 80c. Barley quiet. ProvisWeldon, Brunswick.
ions dull and unchanged; pork 9 50 lor old,
^few York Stock and Money Market.
BRUNSWICK—Sid l11"' sch Geo H Ames,
and 11 75 for new. Lard 6 30@6 35. Dry salt
for
Boston.
meats—shoulders at 4 62%; long and ribs at
(By Telegraph).
Sid 13tli, sch Lizzie Chadwick, for New York;
6 00; short clear at 6 20; boxed lots 15c more.
NEW YORK, Feb. 13,1892.
R
A
Keene, Boston.
ribs 6 50%
Cld 12th, sch Roger
The following are Onlay’s closing quotations Bacon—shoulders 5 37% ; longs and
WILMINGTON, NC
6 60; short clear at 6 70%6 76.
of Government securities:
Moore.
Miller, Savannah.
Hams 9 00® 10 50.
schCA
Feb. 13.
Feb. 12.
White,for New
NORFOLK—Sid 11th,
Receipts—Flour, 4,000 bbls: wheat, 43,000
New4’s reg.116%
116% bush; corn, 262.000 bush; oats. 25,000 bush; Bedford.
sch
J G Morse,
SCOTLAND, VA—Sid 12tli,
New 4’s coup...II6V3
116%
rye. 0000 bush;barley, 0,000 bush.
Stamford.
100
United States 2s reg.100
Shipments—Flour 6,000 bbls; wheat, 158,000 Hinckley,
LuelleaWood
BALTIMORE—cld I3th,schM
106% bush; corn, 12 ,000 bush; oats, 42,000 bush;
Central Pacific lsts.106%
Creek.
117
Denver & R. G. 1st.117
Spaulding, Battery
rye, 0,000 bush; barley, 0,000 bush,
107
Sid 13tli sell .Tosiali B Smith, for Boston.
Erie 2ds.107
White
Ar 12tli,
sch Bertha
DETROIT,Feb.13,1892—Wheat—Nol
PHILADELPHIA
100%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109%
at 93%c; No 2 Red for Feb at 94% c. Corn
11 V*
Warner. Loelte, Guantanamo.
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
—No 2 at 42%c. Oats—No 2 at 32c ;No 2 White
L Davenport, Dunton, for
Eila
sch
Cld
12th,
107%
Kansas Pacific lsts.107 m
at 34c. Rve at S4c bid.
Havana.
Closing quotations of stocks :
Receipts—Flour,— bbls; wheat. 8200 bush;
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 12th, barque Ed
143
Adams Express.142*
corn, 4500 busli; oats, 5800 bush.
Philadelphia for Cienfuegos.
Cushing,
116
American Express..
116%
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 12th, sch Eliza Levan31%
Central Pacific. 31%
Cotton Markets.
saler, Kellar, Portland.
Dhes. & Ohio. 24%
24%
NEW HAVEN—Ar 12th, sch Fannie H Stew(By Telegraph.)
140
Chicago & Alton.144
art, Lane, Norfolk.
Cotton
1892.—The
NEW YORK. Feb. 13,
160
Chicago & Alton preferred.... 160
PROVIDENCE—Ar 12tli, sch Almeda Wiley,
107Ya market is quiet and firm; sales 58 bales; Copeland. Darien.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.107%
ordinary uplands 4 130.6c ;do Gulf 5 3-16; good
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 133%
134Va
Sid 12th, sch M K Rawley, Wheeler, BrunsDelaware. Lackawana & West..161
'.59)4 ordinary stained at 4 5-10c; middling uplands
Denver & Rio Grande. 17*4
17% 7 3-16c: do Gulf 7 9-10c; do stained 03/ic.
Ar 13th, sells Olive Branch, New York; Char32%
Erie. 33*/i
NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 12. 1892—The Cotton lie & Willie. Philbrook. do.
Erie preferred. 76*4
74% market is easier; middling 6%c.
FALL RIVER—Ar 13th, sch George & Albert,
I llinois Central.106%
106%
CHARLESTON. Feb. 12. 1892.—The Cotton New York.
Ind.. Bloom & West.
DUTCH IS LAND HARBOR—Ar 12th. sells
market is steady; middling 6%c.
21%
Bake Erie & West. 23%
Providence for New York;
Westerloo,
SAVANNAH, Feb. 12, 1892.—The Cotton Carrie Belle,Higgins.
122*4
Bake Shore.122*4
McLean, from Perth Amboy for
is
market
6%e.
middling
quiet;
75%
&
75%
Bonis
Nash.
116
Manhattan Elevated.116%
MOBILE. Feb. 12. 1892.—The Cotton market
BEDFORD—Sid 12tli, sch B C French,
M ichigan Central.106
100% is easy; middling 6%c.
Philadelphia.
Minn. & St. Louis.
8*A
8*4
marVINEYARD
1892.—The
HAVEN-7 Ar 12th bng J T
Feb.
Cotton
12.
MEMPHIS.
20
Minn. & St, Louis pfd. 20
market is steady; middlings 6 9-16c.
Merry, Cienfuegos for Boston; sch Georgie L
62
Missouri Pacific. 61%
Drake, Port Royal for do.
127
New Jersey Central.136%
Ar 11th. sclis Charley Woolsey, and Carrie C
Havana Market.
Northern Pacific common. 24%
24%
Miles, Rockland for New York; JRBodwell.
"70
Northern Pacific pfd. 69%
and E Arcularlus, do for do.
(By Telegraph.)
116%
Northwestern.116*4
NOBSKA—At anchor 13th, sells E J French,
HAVANA, Feb. 13,1892.—Only a small busi144*4
Northwestern pfd.144*4
ness was transacted in the Sugar market during
Brunswick for Boston; Independent, Baltimore
New York Central.113%
114*4 tlie week; prices too high for Buyers. Molasses for Portsmouth.
New York, Chicago & St' Louis. 10
18*A
Passed by 12th. soli Sami Dillawav, Baltimore
sugar, regular to good polarization at 2 37%
75
74
do pfd.
®2 50 gold p qtl; Muscovado fair to g"o refor Boston'; Rhode Island, Port Johnson for
Ohio & Miss. 21
85 to 90 deg polarization, 2 25.42 .37% ;
Salem,
filing,
21% Centrifugal 92 to 96 deg polarization in hhds.
Out. & Western. 21*4
CHATHAM—Passed by 12tli, sch Carrie A
North American. 16%
16% bags and bxs, 2 87%®8 12%; stocks in ware- Lane, from Baltimore for Portland.
37
Pacific Mail. 36*A
houses at Havana and Matauzas 129,000 bags,
PROVINCETOWN—In port 12th, schs EW
188
Pullman Palace.188
and 720 hhds; receipts 1st to 10th inst 163,000 Clark, from Cienfuegos tor Boston; Agnes I
58% baas and 266 dhds: exports same time 96,000 Grace, from Brunswick for do; Isaac T CampReading. 60%
Rock Island. 90%
jy*4 bags, or winch 84.U0U Dags were 10 united bell, Charleston for Weymouth.
St. Louis & San Frau.
States.
BELFAST—Ar 13th, «Mi Cora Dunn, Harndo pfd.
man. and Walter W Basin. Boston.
Freights dull._
Hn 1st;
BATH—Sid 12th, sch Alice Archer, Gibbs, for
77%
3L Paul. 77%
Foreign Markets.
Darien.
do pfd.126%
126%
(By Telegraph.)
it. Paul, Minn. & Mann.112%
112%
Foreign Ports.
Cotton
1892.—The
48
LIVERPOOL, Feb 13,
it. Paul & Omaha. 47%
market is steady; middling 3 13-16d; sales 10,114
do pfd.114
Boston.
b-,es.
for
1000
000
and
export
bales; speculation
11
Texas Pacific, new. 10%
Ar at Palermo prior toGtli inst, sell Katharine
46%
Union Pacific..... 43%
LIVERPOOL, Feb. 12. 1892.-Quotatiu.is-x D Perry. Garfield.
Philadelphia.
47
J. S. Express..
47%
Wheat at 7s TtsdiSTs 8d;
Winter
Sprinf
Arat Havre 5th instj ship St Dayid, Frost,
13
Vabash. St, Louis & Pacific
Wheat at 7s'JV2d@7s 18d; Mixed America!.
13%
Tacoma.
do pfd. 20
20% Oom 4s5vtd. Cheese 58s.
Sid fm Cardiff 5th inst, brig Teneriffe, Brown,
Vestern Union. 86%
86%
San Juan.
82%
Sugar Trust. 82%
Ar at Bio Janeiro 3d inst, barque Justina H
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
do pfd...
soil, Peterson, Maeeio.
Richmond & West Point. 16%
FROM
FOR
16%
TIME
Sid fm St Domingo City Jan 20th, sch Jessie
74
.Feb 18
do pfd..
73%
Saale.New York. .Bremen.
for New York.
88
Citvof Berlin..New Y'ork..Liverpool..Feb 17 Lena, Yeazie,
)regon;Nav. 86
Ar at St Tliomas Feb 3. barque Beatrice HaveTeutonic.New York. .Liverpool .Feb 17
ner,
Hichborn,
Philadelphia.
»Ex-int.
Saratoga.New York.. Hav&Card’s Feb 17
Sid Jan 27. brig Sullivan,, Hastings, Jamaica;
.New York. .Antwerp. .Feb 17
Belgenland
R
A V Smith'. Hooper, Cienfuegos.
28th,
barque
Boston Produce Market
Atlios.New York.. Costa Rica Feb 19
Ar at Port Antonio Jan 10, sell Nellie WoodBOSTON, Feb. 13,1892— The following are Alvo.New Y'ork. Kingstou.&cFeb 19 bury, Mclntire. Portland.
Nnmldiau_Portland
.Liverpool. .Feb 20
o-dav’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, ete.
Arat Cienfuegos 1st inst. sch Richard S SpofPork—Long cuts 00 00@14 50; short cuts at Servia.New York.. Liverpool.. Feb 20
ford. Nickerson, Pascagoula.
La Gascogne.. New York.. Havre.Feb 20
>0 00®14 75; backs at 16 00@00 00; lean lends
Cld at St John, NB, 12th inst, sell Hattie E
! it 00 bo 0.15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork Valencia.New York.. Laguayra Feb 20
Devonia.New York. .Glasgow. .Feb 20 King, Collins, New York.
LI 00.
20
.Bremen...
.Feb
Y'ork.
hams
Eider.New
Hams at 9 A. c; small do 10c; pressed
Spoken.
Valencia.New York..Laguay.ia .Feb 20
Li%e.
Dee 27. lat 12 S, ion 35 W, ship L 3 Morse,
New York.. Colon.Feb 20
lb in tierces and tubs ;10-lb Lampasas
Lard—Choice 7c
Yucutan.New Y'ork. .Hav&Mex. .Feb 20 from Baltimore for San Francisco.
tails in cs 7%c.
Dee 28, lat 11 S, Ion 84 W. ship Henry VilY'ork. Rotterdam .Feb 20
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c 19' lb; country Obdam....... New York..
Bremen.... Feb 23
lard, Perkins, from New York for Portland.
lo 5V<c.
Spree.New
Feb
24
20. lat 29 N, ion 40 W. ship Henry B
York.
Jan
at
Liverpool..
Butter—Western extra creamery
30®—c; Gallia.New
.Now York. .Antwerp. .Feb 24 Hyde, Pendleton, from New York for San FranWaesland
alley higher; firsts and extra firsts at 24®29c;
24
New
Y'ork..
Feb
cisco.
of
Chester
choicee
26c
Liverpool
City
sxtra imitation creainry 2 On
factory
.Feb 24
-@23c; Northern creamery, choice 30@31c; Britanicr.New York..Liverpool
ieiv York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegos .Feb 25
!4®2Gc; Eastern creamery, good to choice at Santiago.New York.. Hav & Max. Feb 25
Advance.New York, .liio Janeiro Feb 25
!9®30c. Tlie above quotations ai’e receivers’
Adirondack... New York.. Kingston. J Feb 27
irlces for strictly wholesale lots.
creams
and
full
.Liverpool .Feb 27
Cheese—Northern choice
Oregon.Portland
Wilis ll®12%c; fair to good at 8@ll%c;Wes- Etruria.New Y’ork. .Liverpool .Feb 27
iairto
ernchoice 11 %@12c;
good 8%@llc;
age at 12%®13e.
MINIATURE ALMANAC, FEB. ID,
Eggs—Eastern extras 29®30c; fancy near-by
Sunrises .0 41 iHinti water
lock higher; firsts 26®—c; extra Vermontand
water)- 0 87
sick
18 “'k11
12 42
sets.5
Sun
f
Western
few Hampshire at 27®28c;
27®28c;
diohiffan firsts 26c: held stock at 22®25c;
and
all disorders of
are
lo
imed 20®23c. Jobbing prices
higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
the
fair
fowls
13@14e;
-c; do chickens at 16® 18c;
1 0 good at 10@14; Western dry packed turkeys
and
1 lioioe 15®—c; fowls
12®13c; chickens 13®
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.113
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
Saco 4s. 1901, Municipal.100
Maine CentralK. if- 7s,1898,1st. mtglis
7s, 1912, eons. mtgl34
103
4t'as
“g6s, 1900, extens’nllo
“6s, 1895—1905 D’bl 02
Leeds & Farmington it. It. 6s, 1896.105
Portland & Ken. it. It. 6s. 1895-103
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1.900, IstmtgloS
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96

Troubles.

at all

Druggists.

SONS, Prop‘s

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

apl5

SOUTHERN

eod&wly

pTnF

Timber, Plank and Flooring Boards.
Largest Assortment_and Lowest Prices

PEERING, WINSLOW & CO.,
PORTLAND, ME , HEAD BROWNS WHARF.
eodtf

JmlV

4,

R. R.

1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
oarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00. 10.15 a.
l, 3.30. 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
aco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 45, 10.15 a. in., 12.40.
.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Kennebuuk, 7.00. 8.4o
m„ 12.40, 3.30. 5.15, 6.15 p. 111.; Wells
leach, 7.00, 8.45 a. in., 3.30, 5.15 p. ra.; North
1 Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
II i., 12.40. 3.30, 5.15 p. ill; Rochester, Farini iirtnn. Alton Bav. Wolfboro. 8.45 a. ill..
1 2.40, 3.30 ]>. ill.;
,1 orcester, (via Ureas
1 alls and ltocliester] 7.00 a. 111.: Manchester
a nd Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7 .00 a. 111.. 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
n i.; So. Newmarket ,1 unction, Exeter, H»v.
c rhill, Lawrence, Lowell,
Boston, t7.00,
t (.45 a. in., §12.40. 3.30 p. 111.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
.00 p. 111.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Busin and way stations, 12.55. 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.

|

;

From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
.00 a. in.; Amesbury, 0.00a. m., fi.00 p. in.;
iddeford, Portsmouth. Newburyport, Sami, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. ill. daily) t9.00 a.
i., (§1.00 p. ill. daily) td.OO p. m.
Bostou for Portland. 7.00 a. ill.. (tO.OO a. m.
(] aily) 12.30 p. in., (*7.00 p. m. daily.)

| ROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tCmmects with Kail Linos lor New York,

i.

i outli and West.
with Sound

Lines for New xork.
$Western Division from North Berwick Sun-

§Connects

d Ays

only.

♦Western Division from Dover.

tickets to all points South and West
Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN,
Acting (len. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLAM)HRS. (1. I*, and T. A*. Boston
M. L. WILLIA-MS, Ocu. Agt. at Portland.
octB
dtt

Through
>r

sale

at

EXCESS.

THE

N'EW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Ivanhoe Lodge, K. of P., will confer
;he rank of page tomorrow evening.

AMUSEMENTS.

Mr. W. H. Dresser of Standish, state
jail inspector, is quite ill with grippe at

Stockbridge—3.

it. Libby.

FIFTH PAGE.
J. R. Libby.
X. John Little & Co.
EIGHTH PAGE,
liven. Moore & Co.
I. R. Libby.
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be fouud under
tlicir appropiate headings on page 0.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used over Fifty Years by millions of mothers

for their children while Teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup. 25c a bottle.
f eh8MW&F&wly
Wbei Baby

gave her

Castoria.

sick,
Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
was

When she was

a

anclAr.wf v

i....

For additional Local News
Fifth

see

Page._
Fire

North Street.

on

John E.
Mr.
Yesterday
Ward—who lives in the small one-story
house owned by his mother Mrs. Ann
Ward, in rear of No. 30 North street—
from
was awakened
sleep by thick
smoke at the same time that his mother
and sister shouted to him that the house
afternoon

was on

fire.

He

got

out

as

quickly

as

had an alarm pulled in from
box 25, while the neighbors assisted in
getting out some of the furniture. The
lire was in the cellar among a lot of rubbish and worked up through the wall
back of the stove in the kitchen on the

possible,and

The house was not seriously
damaged, smoko and water doing more
injury than the flames. Mr. Ward said
the loss was covered by a policy for $500
in the Union of Philadelphia at the
agency of Mr. 13. C. Donahue.
There was a false report that a baby
One of Hose 2* s men had
was burned.
first floor.

his fingers badly torn by catching his
hand on the hook on the side of the cart
where the lantern hangs.
Fire at

Woodfords.

Saturday afternoon, the one story house
with French roof and ell, belonging to
Mr. Alvin 13. Jordan the special insurance
agent of Portland, took fire and burned
to me

jliio

grouna.

mauh;

The house had been newly furnished a
the fire caught
year ago. It is thought
Mr. H. A.
chimney.
$3,500 on the building and

he furnace

Iron

Harmon lias
Mr. Jordan eson the furniture.
timates his loss at $3,000. The hose comworked well and put four hydrant

$2,000

panies

streams on the llames.

A Bad Fall.

Rush',

laborer employed at
the Maine Central round house, fell on a
slippery sidewalk on Danfortli street yesterday morning, and was brought in to
the station, where it was found he was
suffering from a severe scalp wound.
Hr. Brock, the city physician, dressed
Mr. Rush lives at 47 Clark
the wound.

George

Saturday.
The only real estate transfer Saturday
was one

a

street.

of

$25,000

from

has

NET^m-ERTI^MENTS-

NEW

for a

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

IHElWSllPBELrCOTTON

Mechanic Blues.

A special meeting of the Veteran Assowill be
Mechanic Blues,
ciation,

hall at
7.30
Columbia
at
held
If suffico’clock tomorrow evening.
ient interest is evidenced to preserve the
valuable property of the old company, a
veteran military organization will be
formed and officers elected.
Tolford-Sawyer.
The marriage of Mr. George M. Tolford
and Miss Nellie F. Sawyer occurred at St

*

Stephen’s rectory Friday afternoon, Rev.
Hr. Hal ton performing the ceremony. It
was followed by an informal reception at
their residence, No. 2S6 Congress street.
Early in the spring they will take a trip
to the West, and later be at home Wednesdays in April.
Yarmouth.

The Amateur Musical Club will hold
its next recital this Monday evening,
Feb. 14th, with the following programme:
Duet Overture—Poet and Peasant.
.Franz von
Miss Bates and Miss Whitcomb.

Suppe

Duet Vocal—Fly Away Blrdliug.Abt
Miss Jordan and Miss llodsdon.
Sketch of Beethoven.
Mrs. 15. D. Freeman.
Solo—Sonata "Pathetique” op. 13.. Beethoven

(Largo, Allegro, Adagio. Hondo.)

Miss Ellen E. Wilson.
a. In quests tomba oscura,. 1
Solo, vocal ( b
from “Fidelio”
.Beethoven
Mr. E. D. Freeman.
Solo—Sonata in A flat ma jor, op. 20.
.Beethoven
(Andante with variations, Scherzo, Funeral March, Allegro).
Miss Annie Burbank.
Trio, vocal—At Night.Beethoven
Miss Humphey, Miss Williams and
Mrs. Humphrey.

|

Sol'g

Solo, guitar—Selected.

Miss Jennie C. Soule.
Duet—Fifth Symphony, op. 67.Beethoven
(Allegro, Andante. Finale.)
Miss Ellen E. Wilson and Prof. Blanchard.
Quartette—Trust Her Not.W. F. Sudds
Mrs. Jordan, Miss Hodsdonaud Messrs.
Freeman and Ward.

The club lias been organized not simply for the entertainment, but for the
improvement of its members and with a
musical taste and
view to elevating
awakening an interest in the works of
those groat masters who stand pre-eminent in tlieir art, Among the great musicians of all ages none ranks higher
than Beethoven^ and the committee in
preparing the programme of the evening
have sought to make him the central iig-

interpret few of liis famous
compositions. Possibly the rules of the
club are not fully understood by all in
regard to the membership ticket. The
family ticket for $1.59 is transferable to
any three members of the same houseure

and to

a

hold.
I

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

PICKING MACHINE.

Today

come

Barakat,

meeting
evening, given under

auspiees

the

began

to snow

again

last

evening,

the temperature having lisen rapidly
during the day.

of her country on Wednesday evening, February 17th, at Second Parish
jhurcli, at 8 o’clock.
The tin plate paying duty at the Porttoms

quality,

at 42, 50

and 75

cents

for

widths.

Large

size

kins

to

These

are

of the

Woman’s Christian Temperance Union.
It

THE AURORA BOREALIS.

Heavens

Saturday Evening.

aggregated 1,500,000 pounds. The
The display of Aurora Borealis SaturJuty was about $33,000. The indications
ire that the February importations will
day evening was of unusual brilliancy
The deep
je larger even than this.
and of a remai'kable nature.
The Lincoln Club entertainment Fri- red glow was a feature not usual, even
lay evening, was under the direction of in the most extensive displays of aurora,
the executive committee, divided up in and upon its first appearance deceived
fire was Tlie above cut represents the Campbell Cotton Picker which is
Messrs. Prindable,
Its sub-committees.
people with the idea that a heavy
rxrtint in til ft ftTm’tllUVS1VUI
Boothby and Dougan acted as a special
made
jommittee on supper.
Fortunes
are
When the red glow first appeared
west.
by recognizing
This machine is daily seen by many
High school pupils went on a sleigh on the horizon, between six and seven who
facts
and
and
its
merits,
acting promptly on them, and
universally recognize
ride Saturday to Cash’s Corner; Shaw® o’clock, people in this city and surroundthat it costs $107,500,000 to
it
is
a
fact
them
a
purchase
in
gratifying number of
Boding & Co.’s employes to Cape Cot- ing towns came out of their houses
it is a fact that the Lone
the
investment
an
he
1
and
to
Co.’s
fire.
pick
cotton;
Spur- great numbers to see about the
stock,
thereby secure
tage, and Owen, Moore &
Star
Picker
is capable of picking
the same delu- in what is
invention
Cotton
that
wink.
indicate
the
greatest
dispatches
really
Bramliall League will give a grand pre- sion prevailed in many other places in of the
it is a fact
have
it
for
less
than
to
sure
is
$20,000,000;
and
that
one
age,
sentation supper to Payson Tucker, Esq., New England and the Middle States. Bethat the machines can be built for less
a phenomenally prosperous
recareer._
one of its members at the club house tofore long, however, the phenomenon
vealed its true nature by a suprising innight, as it is his birthday.
PERSONAL.
The deputy sheriffs made 14 seizures crease in extent and brilliancy. The red
horizon
began
last week.
Capt. A. J. Pettingill of Sioux Falls is
glow in the northwestern
A piano has been placed in the rooms to reach upward,until as an irregular and at the Falmouth hotel.
its top reaching
of the Young Men’s Democratic Club.
Mr. ancl Mrs. J. M. S. Hunter of the
FIRST SAFE
wavy pyramid of flame,
Its increase was Farmington Chronicle and Miss Mabel
Two cottages on Peak’s Island have nearly to the zenith.
OF BEADY MADF
been broken into lately, and a number oi accompanied by a more ordinary display, Hunter, passed though the city yesterday
the
light, on their way home from Boston.
articles stolen.
extending along the horizon to
Mr. Ira Crocker has purchased the and reacning upward far toward the zeHon. Charles J. Chapman has gone on
Kent house in Park street block.
A very light green color, with on- an extended western trip.
nith.
AT ABOUT THE
Miss Harriet Shaw, the harper, sailed ly faint tinges of red characterized this
Rev. Mr. Turner of Cape Elizabeth is
further able to be out
for Europe on Saturday.
Regular Price of Material,
portion of the display. It was
again.
Miss Barton, of the Deaf School, will
characterized by long, wavy, ribbon-like
Rev. A. G. Rogers of Salem, Mass.,
THOROUGHLY WELL MADE.
give a concert ;'in the Falmouth Hotel streamers of more pronounced green well lecture this evening on “A Sunday
one
from
of
benefit
the
flashed
for
Mes
week
the
in London,” at the Church of
OF THE
parlors this
light, which intermittently
of her pupils.
horizon to zenith. It is rare indeed that siah. This will be the second entertainBest Fruit of Loom Cotton.
is of ment in the
The Labrador arrived at Halifax all
an auroral display in this latitude
Young People’s Coure. Miss
HOUSEKEEPERS’ BENEFIT.
right Saturday morning. Pilots Oliver sufficient intensity to afford that assemb- Annie Willey will give an organ concert
and Fisher who had to stay aboard ow- ling of rays toward the zenith, known as previous to the lecture.
Determined not to know any Dul
next the “boreal crown.”
But observers SatWhile at Portland, the other day, Exing to the storm, will return by
Season, therefore these
steamer.
urday evening saw this crown quite clear- Sheriff Isaiah Webb slipped and fell or
and
until
Special Sales.
continued
Winslow
named
men
The
Two young
display
the ice, considerably injuring him.
ly defined.
t lipicran to die
Mr. E. D. Eastman and wife, Miss BlosJones, from Saecarappa, in turning their
horse into Elm street, from Congress, out.
In November we gave an order for s
som and Miss Gates will spend the folgreat quantity of Sheets and Pillow
As is usual the aurora borealis was ac- lowing week in Hew York selecting new
Saturday night, ran into the lamp post.
4li„Anm nnf nrtrl fit
clAicrll
Cases to be made for this February
companied by considerable disturbance goods for the spring trade.
Sale. We propose to give our patron:
earth’s
The
broken.
of the electric telegraph.
In connection with the annual dinnei
a benefit, as the prices will show.
The Star Match Company have hauled magnetism and electrical condition is al- of the Lincoln club should be mentionec PSllnw riflfips.
1 -2 at
pad
“
these dis- a
50 loads of logs from their new tract ir
ways much disturbed during
pleasant evidence of the esteem the Pillow Bases, 45x38 1-2 at 22c
“
71c
1-2
at
wil
81x93
and
Standisli to West Kennebunk,
members of the c}ub have for President Sheets,
plays.
75e “
Sheets, 81x99 at
Their cut atSebag<
haul 100 more.
Scientists have long noticed a remark- Carroll W. Morrill. In the midst of the
81c “
90x99 at
Sheets,
Lake will be' two million feet. Wells
able association between the occurrence banquet, Hon. Henry B. Cleaves, in be
All the above are made of the Bes
furnishes two car loads daily.
of spots on the sun and these auroral half of the club, presented a gold header
Fruit Cotton.
Superintendent Iliehardson, of th< displays. For several days an observer, cane to the president. Mr. Morril
Life Saving Service, is at Burnt Islanc by smoking a pair of common opera in -serving the club a second term, witb
LINENS.
Station mustering in the crew for tha' glasses, has been aqle to see the large -what success is-shown by the very flourstation.
sun spots, and their presence has been
100 dozen Huck Towels, 21x45
ishing condition of the organization.
-.12 l-2i
at
The four-masted schooner Matilda A
made to do duty in accounting for the
Franklin Simmons, the sculptor, whc
50 dozen Heavy Damask Towels,
recent severe storm. It has been demon- is spending a few weeks in Washington
Borden made the trip from Portland tc
25i
knotted fringe, 22x52, at
strated that the sun spots increase and obtained sittings there soon after the late
Philadelphia in four days.
(Two
bargains.)
big
Mr. Benjamin Jordan of Oldtown, wh<
diminish in periods of about eleven war from many of the Union Generals.
3 l-2i
1 lot Twilled Crash,
6 l-4<
by parties 1 years, and that this period corresponds He is now at work on a statue of Gram 1 lot Glass Towelling,
was mistaken for a deer
1 lot All Linen Glass Towelabout a year ago, and shot in the knee, is 1 exactly with the period of magnetic per- for the rotunda of the Capitol, and ex
10
ling,
now at the Maine General Hospital fo.
turbations.
pects to complete it in two years. I 1 lot superior Glass ToweHing.12 1-2
in
seen
12 1-2'
treatment.
Some superstitious people have
will be of marble, and seven feet ii 1 1 lot 17c Huck Towelling,
1
1 lot Half Bleached Table DamTonight, the second entertainment ii aurora signs of impending wars; but they height.
25'
ask,
the T. P. C. TJ. course at the Church o : have been occurring for centuries withhaving oi 1 lot
The bark Annie Lewis,
Half Bleached Table DamOn board Mrs. Lewis, Mr. Ernest Lewis an<
the Messiah will be given in the form o
out regard for either peace or war.
1-2
37
ask,
an illustrated lecture on “Pompeii,” b;
January 5tli, 1769, a splendid aurora was Miss Margaret Mattocks, sailed for Soutl 1 lot Half Bleached Table Dam50' S
ask,
Rev. G. G. Hamilton.
seen simultaneously in France and PennAmerica just before daylight Saturda;
All extra bargains.
and
central
The St. Patrick’s Conference of St
1831,
7th,
sylvania; January
morning.
Fine Bleached Damask, 50c, 75c >
Vincent de Paul will give their annua l northern Europe, Canada and the United
Capt. Geo. H. Crockett is very ill witl 1
$1.00, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00.
States were favored with a fine one, and the grippe at his home on Wilmot street
coffee party at City Hall the 24th inst.
Superior styles and quality.
on February 4th, 1872, occurred an auroThe bears are sleek and happy at Deer
Business Troubles.
and di > ra that was seen not only in America and
ing Park. They are hibernating
BLEACHED COTTON.
M. A. Jewell & Co., wholesale dealer
Africa
South
in
but
not. eat. The deer have shed their horns
Mauritius,
Europe,
on Fore street, liavi
1
case
4-4, short lengths, 7 1-2
!
Fruit,
th
in
of
etc.,
groceries,
and Australia.
The Dominion, Captain Cross,
decided to call a meeting of their cretli
Dominion line, sailed for Liverpool oi
A Checker Tournament.
tors. Mr. Jewell’s partner has been sicl
She took a very large cargi
BROWN COTTONS.
Saturday.
The checker players of the state have for some time, and lately he has been un
bacon, potash
of grain, beef, lard,
2 1-2
1 bale Remnants, 27 in.,
some time the holdfor
been
mei
his
discussing
travelling
J
fortunate in having
Several bales Best Standard Make
cheese, butter, leather and flour, and 4H
state
the
decide
to
ing of a tournament
of Brown Cottons at wholeprostrated with the prevailing epidemii
head of cattle, valued at $164,877.
sale prices.
championship. They have finally per- of grippe. Last week Mr. Jewell took :
of this city hav
Calhoun
&
Willey
fected their arrangements and the tourna
of the state, en
6
the
eastern
into
4-4 Remnants,
1
bale
Lockwood
for
part
contract
trip
the
pipini
gas
been awarded
mcnt will bo played at Clark’s Academy
7
deavoring to bring his collections up 1 bale Lockwood 0-8 Remnants,
and steam heating the new Eye and Ea
of Music at Cumberland Mills on Wash- He returned
The meeting o
yesterday.
Infirmary.
The games will creditors will be held Friday.
iugton’s birthday.
OUTING FLANNEL.Hose 1 was called to E. F. GoS & Co.’
on what is known as
be
played
probably
Eliza J. Burleigh, who constitutes tin
fire
on Congress street by a supposed
6 1-2
1 case Short Length,
is
that
“Scotch
by
the
deciding
on
Middl
1
plan,”
Burleigh Clothing Company,
In gray and brown mixtures. Regula
It was found the smoke came from a fir
the
first
lot who shall play together in
10c quality.
street, near Exchange, has assigned t(
built under a water pipe in the basemen \
A 4-1,/%
tliof
linn ton rl
L.
Seth
Esq.
Larrabee,
the
out
to thaw
pipe.
ping out while the last one left shall be
There were 31 arrests last week, o f
'White wool flannel.
Edward McGlynn expect
Rev. Dr.
considered the champien of the state.
wliicn i-j were ior urums.eiiut;o».
to be restored to his position in the Catli
25
10
superior quality af
entrance fee of one dollar will be
pieces
An
olic church without any retraction of hi
Masconomo Tribe, I. O. R. M., Knight
all who play and this will go utterances. He bases His hopes on tin
charged
ville, will give a grand pow-wow Febru towards furnishing a handsome silver change in the head of the Propaganda
WHITE CROCHET QUILTS.
the hunter’s degree o:
ary 22, and confer
Simeoni, who was prefect at th
medal, representing the championship. Cardinal
time of Dr. McGlynn’s controversy an;
58
40 palefaces.
at only
1
case
conPlay will commence at 10 a. m. and
who was bitterly opposed to the Ameri
Saturday was bright and cold. Tli 0 tinue afternoon and evening.
died.
can, having recently
at 8 a. m., arid 1]
mercury indicated 6°
BLANKETS.
Tlie Death Hate
in the evening.
i
are offering
we
The
deaths
in
this
bargains
of
number
The Y. M. C. A. has a quartette con
The
city
Blankets during this sale, to
posed of Will Wright and Fred Jackso 1 for last week was 19, from the following
close out surplus stock,
s
causes:
tenors, Harry Files baritone, and Charle
we believe cannot
Convalescence is very slow, and to recover tlr
,-Wards.-,
be equalled.
Gregor bass.
health-tons a good tonic is absolutely necessar;
1 3 3 A 5 G 7-T
Diseases.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been used with wonde:
Yesterday was St. Valentine’s Day.
1
1

Nap-

match,
all

$1.3 7.
val-

special

above the ordiHousekeepers and

nary.

Remarkable Display in the Northwestern

all

Dinner

quite

ues

__

and custom house for the month of Jan-

new

patterns, extra weight and

before the meeting.
who will be remembered
for her admirable addresses last year
the tcmpeispoke with much effect at
at Pine street church last
ance

iidates.
The new “Overlook House” is being
built at Whitefield, N. IT., and not Bethlehem, as stated in the Piiess.
Madame Barakat, of Mount Lebanon,
will give an account of her life and cus-

a

Table Linens,

ask

gates

will

shall

we

fresh lot
open
of Cream Dam-

The i-egular meeting of the Portland
Central Labor Union will occur this eveA full attendance of the delening.
is requested as business of importMrs.

i3

consideration

of $1 etc.

ance

weather today
likely to be
stormy.

"Tie

Monday, February IB, 1892.

hotel

keepers

to see

them.

will do well

uary,

show the
on

now

exhibition at 31 Milk

than $100 each; it is a fact that each machine should save in a season $1000 over
present methods. It is a fact that money
is now required to build these machines,
of which 85,000 are needed.

the

future.
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After the

The Willard Gun Club disbanded fiv
of $30 was le! t
years ago, and the sum
This money will be d
in the treasury.
vided into purses to be shot for in tl) e
coining spring, and tonight the old men
bers of the club will meet at Theodoi
Davis’s store to arrange for them.
Charles Burke was arrested Saturda y
on suspicion of having assaulte :1

night,
Deputy Sheriff Plummer

a

few

evening s

ago.
The Little Giant Motor Company hr s
reorganized, hired the old Lidbac k
machine shop, will put in new machii icry and employ iiO men in manufacturin g
dynamos and electric motors.
A number of houses will be built o a
Files street,

Westbrook,

the

comin g

spring.
The city teams, under Commission!

r

of.

Brain,
Bronchitis, cap’y..
ex.

Cancer.
Cellulitis, orbital..

Erysipelas.
Hemorrhage, cer..

Meningitis.

-----

1
1

J
1

-----
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l
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11
1
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—
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Old age.

—
—

r

Paralysis.

Jl

—

—

—

~

1

J

3

J

\
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Pneumonia.

Shook,surg.
Whooping cough..
Total.

Grip

ful success as a building-up medicine aud bloo
purifier after attacks of the Grip, after Typhoi
Fever, Scarlet Fever, Diphtheria, Pneumonia c
other prostrating diseases. It possesses just th
building-up effect so much needed; it vitalize
and enriches the thin and impoverished blooi
and it invigorates the kidneys and stimulate
tlie liver so that they resume healthy action.

Left in Bad
3

7

2

J

2

2

2

13

---

Y. P. S. C. E.

The quarterly meeting of the local
union of Young People’s Society of Cliristian Endeavor will bo held in the First
Baptist vestry this evening at 7.30 o’clock.
There will be a short address by Kev.
W. S. Ayres, a praise and consecration
service and reports from the societies.
Gospel liyms No. 5 are to be used and
should be brought by those who attend.

Shape

“The Grip left me in had shape; no strengti
no appetite, and with a had cough. I hear
what Hood’s Sarsaparilla had done for others i
similiar cases, and decided to give it a trial, an
I have seen no reason to regret my choice, U
after taking three bottles, consider that I am
well ase ver I was in my life-

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
surely a rood medicine.” Levi ]
White, Mosely & Stoddard’s Co., Rutland, Y

Is most

HOOD’S PILLS act easily, yet
on the liver aud bowels, cure

(jffleieutiy

promptly

an

headach

C HALLIES.

20,000 yards extra fine quality, fas
colors, superior styles, at the whole
sale

price,

4c.

and

we are

one

day

this week

feblo^

CITY UALL
Matinee,
Marclilst.
Two

Concerts.

now

on

Colored Faille Francaise,
20 SPRING

Stockbrulge’s.
feblSdlw

12

25

common

The Handkerchief department will sell next
week a hundred dozen
White Swiss Embroidered Handkerchiefs in an

SHADES

In the Best $1.00 Quality, In
this Sale, bv the Dress Pattern

varietv

of

Dat-

terns at 15 cents,
worth 25 cents.

fully

pndlpss
ONLY

AT

75c. Per Yard.
FIGURED DRESS
50

SILKS,

Scarfs

ever

Portland,

Styles.

shown

in

and

50

25

cents.

Our

new

stock of Veil-

ings which should have
been here

SIEKS.

last week

early

till

late

late to

put

arrive

did not

COTEEE

will open the
of Windsor

Today we
largest line

Tlie choicest designs we could select from
the largest Silk Houses in this country, including figured India, Pongee and Twilled, 24 inchThese silks
es wide, and all to be sold at $1.00.
are exceedingly atteactive and worthy of careful examination by every lady. Price as low as
in New York or Boston.

Saturday,

too

will be

in stock.

They
readay this morning.

14 Shades
Of these new and elegant Silks in the latest colorings, at SI.50 per yard. They give promise
of becoming the most Popular Silk this season
for Dresses and Combinations.

The basement department is opening cases

CHANGEABLE SILKS

Japanese
Cups
including
Pottery,

and

For Dresses and Combination.
Plain Changeable.$1.00
Polka Dot, Changeable. 1.25
Fancy Figured, Changeable. 1.50

cases

of

new

Saucers,
Teapots,
Butter
Plates,
Dishes,

and
etc.

CREPE DE CHINE
Best All Silk 24 inches
and Colors, at

One

wide, in Black

in

special bargain

small Owari Butter Dish-

&1.19

dozen,

es at 29 cents

BLACK GROS GRAIN SILK,

prettier

One lot 22 inches wide, warranted, and
every yard worth $1.50, will be included
in this sale at.$1.19
Black Faille Francaise, 24 inch, Superior

had

per
than any

before for

we've

near

the

price.

Quality, at.$1.25
Fancy Colored Pongee Silks, at. 39c.

Silk

Colored

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Velvets,

A splendid line at.$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50

silk

(Regular price $1.50.)

SILK

OEEABSALE

figureFbengalines. fl:»TOCKBRIDGE

Beautifnl goods for evening dresses, combination and fancy work, the balance to
he closed out in thisisale at only. 48c.

GAUZESFd SILK

~-~

fe/1
X

NETS.

LIBBY,

febl 5

Congress St.

QJ lH i
1?¥71W

dtf

Hocy’s Fare© Comedy Company in Hoyt’s.

^vau

N

and

A PARLOR MATCH.

FIJA
¥7¥T1*TTickels
-BP U11 j

Marcl1 9 antl 19‘
ready

tffedV
jf

Seven of the Best
meuts this Season.

Entertain*

S-l.OOfcblSdlw

For Dresses and Decorative purposes
actual value from 50 to 75c. per yard
but they are largely in short lengths,
only a few dress patterns left, and
we need the room; the entire lot will
be closed out at.10c per yd

sale at

._

at

cent sort.

PADEREWSKI, Flit

Tickets

cents, the

1-2

LIBBY J. R.

Cowgress Street.

hand-

a

line of German

Wednesday

sale

on

A PHARMACY
centrally located with
a

stock that is

to

J. R.

to receive

ing,

Fifty dozen extra large
Huck Towels will be put

■

■

1 he

colors.

•

■

had.

ever

Table Cloths and Doylies
in matched sets and fancy

w

«

store has

some new

A

____

1 11U

Linens the

manufacturers are
represented in the show-

SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES

r»-M

high-class

Housekeeping

Irish

a

near

largest

and best

choicest and latest productions of all the leading

fact that money invested in this
company should make large returns in

It is

shall

we

of. fine

line

_e\

J. ft LIBBY’S

week

This

■

Veteran

ADVERTISEMENTS.

0

Isaac Linscott to Mary E.

Sinclair, Brunswick,

been made
with the Maine State Treasurer by the
Granite State Provident Association of
Manchester, N. H., for the protection of
,ts shareholders iu this state.
Bramhall Lodge, No. 3, K. of P., will
bold a special meeting this evening and
confer the knight’s rank on fifteen can-

deposit

A

Steveus & Jones.
Millett, Evans & Co.

we

carted
sides of Congress, High and other streets

lis home.

Portland thea.
Second Parish church.
AUCTION.
F. 0. Bailey & Co.
FOURTH PAGE.
J.

Assistants Prince and Staples,
off the piles of snow from the

Randall,

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

THURSDAY.
'feblOdlw

the

fied to

mail,

in

times

way, and is

fully up

amply quali-

express

or

is

H. H. HAY &
on

fill all

promptly

phone orders,

febl3

every

tele-

kept by

SON,

Middle Street.
dtflstorSthp

